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Since its inauguration in 2011, Journal of East-West Thought (JET) has published  90 

articles and book reviews from a wide range of celebrated scholars and authors 

throughout the world. JET is dedicated to advancing constructive, creative, critical, 

theoretical and forward-looking thoughts and ideas concerning East-West studies. It 

aims to provide a forum for the interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, global and 

philosophical examination of all issues within this arena. Intellectual pluralism, 
multicultural pluralism and also academic methodological pluralism are fundamental 

principles embraced by Journal of East-West Thought. JET welcomes diverse 

theories and methods, and encourages dialogue on various, ethical, aesthetical and 

methodological issues. Its purview includes problems and themes from the natural 

sciences, social sciences, humanities, and other fields, including economics, political 

science, law, business, engineering, and the arts. JET aims to combine Western and 

non-Western perspectives in order to construct an integrative and cosmopolitan 

perspective in order to benefit an international community of educators.  

In the final analysis, academic pluralism should be intellectual, comprehensive, 

and reasonable, as John Rawls’ claim:“A modern democratic society is 

characterized not simply by a pluralism of comprehensive religious, philosophical, 

and moral doctrines but by a pluralism of incompatible yet reasonable comprehensive 

doctrines.  No one of these doctrines is affirmed by citizens generally.  Nor should 

one expect that in the foreseeable future one of them, or some other reasonable 

doctrine, will ever be affirmed by all, or nearly all, citizens.  Political liberalism 

assumes that, for political purposes, a plurality of reasonable yet incompatible 

comprehensive doctrines is the normal result of the exercise of human reason within 

the framework of the free institutions of a constitutional democratic regime. Political 

liberalism also supposes that a reasonable comprehensive doctrine does not reject the 

essentials of a democratic regime” (Political Liberalism，xvi). For Rawls, reasonable 

pluralism is the natural “outcome of the free exercise of human reason under 

conditions of liberty” (Ibid, 144). For this reason, any religious, moral, philosophical, 

and socio-political discussions should be plural and tolerable. We encourage our 

authors to contribute their scholarly research from diverse cultural and disciplinary 

backgrounds.  

We strongly oppose any form of “academic hegemony”. We support the free 

expression of academic points of view, as well as encourage the freedom to apply 

various research methods. In a sense, the core principle of JET is trying to provide 

more plentiful, powerful, justified, and profound “thoughts” with a positive human 

connotation of social development, rather than confining dogmas and mediocre 

sermons. More importantly, in his article in the current issue of JET, Williams L. 

McBride criticizes that one social/political philosopher who has been an important 

figure “in recent hegemonic thinking, John Rawls,  evinces a certain lack of complete 
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agreement with this emerging consensus among philosophers in his late work, The 

Law of Peoples.” He argues that it reflects on the fact that philosophies from some 

cultures have been marginalized in recent times, “due to the phenomenon of 

hegemony,” and expresses the hope that this situation is changing now, with the 

globalization of philosophy becoming an increasing reality. In his conclusion, 

McBride quotes the words of the fourth paragraph from the end of Rousseau’s Social 

Contract, where, having summarized the few, simple dogmas of the civic religion that 

he is advocating, he says: “These are the positive dogmas. As for the negative ones, I 

limit them to a single one: intolerance. It belongs with the cults we have excluded.
 
”  

Significantly, JET fully embodies the academic purpose. So far, all contributing 

scholars of JET, including American, European, African, Arabic, Indian, Chinese, 

Japanese, Korean, and so on, express multicultural and multidirectional points of view. 

This diversity allows the authors to provide their own thoughtful and argumentative 

ideas through academic, intellectual and reasonable pluralism in their different 

research areas. 

The fundamental problem of constructively establishing the broadest possible 

common ground while yet maintaining some boundaries could not be better expressed. 

In order to effectively promote the two-way interaction between authors and readers, 

JET sincerely welcomes more pertinent and academic criticism or reviews to those 

published articles. JET will publish the readers’ criticisms and authors’ responses at 

the same time. JET admires and aims to adhere to the following brilliant epigrams: 
 

True wisdom comes to each of us when we realize how little we understand about 

life, ourselves, and the world around us….. I cannot teach anybody anything, I can 

only make them think. —Socrates 

 

He who learns but does not think, is lost! He who thinks but does not learn is in 

great danger…What the superior man seeks is in himself; what the small man seeks 

is in others… He who conquers himself is the mightiest warrior. —Confucius  

 

The mind is everything. What you think you become. ―Buddha 

 

Men fear thought as they fear nothing else on earth -- more than ruin -- more even 

than death.... Thought is subversive and revolutionary, destructive and terrible, 

thought is merciless to privilege, established institutions, and comfortable habit. 

Thought looks into the pit of hell and is not afraid. Thought is great and swift and 

free, the light of the world, and the chief glory of man.…But if thought is to become 

the possession of many, not the privilege of the few, we must have done with fear. 

It is fear that holds men back — fear lest their cherished beliefs should prove 

delusions, fear lest the institutions by which they live should prove harmful, fear 

lest they themselves should prove less worthy of respect than they have supposed 

themselves to be. ―Bertrand Russell  

 

 You assist an evil system most effectively by obeying its orders and decrees. 

An evil system never deserves such allegiance. Allegiance to it means partaking of 

the evil. A good person will resist an evil system with his or her whole soul. ― 

Mahatma Gandhi

http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/29398.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/b/buddha378282.html
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THE WORLD PHILOSOPHY COMMUNITY TODAY 
 

William McBride

 

This paper first discusses the meaning of "community" with respect to both the 

world community as such, with its comparatively brief history, and some positive 

connotations that the term has had in philosophical thinking. It then reflects on the 

fact that philosophies from some cultures have been marginalized in recent times, 

due to the phenomenon of hegemony, and expresses the hope that this situation is 

changing now, with the globalization of philosophy becoming an increasing reality. 

Drawing on statements of intention made by candidates for the recent steering 

committee elections of the International Federation of Philosophical Societies 

(FISP) at the World Congress of Philosophy in Athens, it contends that at least two, 

though probably more, themes seem common to most philosophers today: a 

dissatisfaction with the current global economic system, and a commitment to 

eliminating the practice of warfare. Finally, it is suggested that one social/political 

philosopher who has been an important figure in recent hegemonic thinking, John 

Rawls, evinces a certain lack of complete agreement with this emerging consensus 

among philosophers in his late work, The Law of Peoples. 

 

This brief and partly personal essay has to do with the world philosophy community 

as it has changed and developed in recent years. I have often referred, as others 

increasingly do as well, to the “globalization of philosophy.”
1
 I mean it as both a fact, 

a fact or an event in process, and as an aspiration. The present occasion gives me an 

opportunity to review, within an overall theoretical context, some of my personal 

experiences of recent years especially with the International Federation of 

Philosophical Societies, FISP, of which I was President until verfy recently, and of 

which I am now Immediate Past President. 

Probably the first point to which I should address myself is the question of what I 

might mean by the word “community.” In one sense, of course, all of us together, not 

just philosophers, constitute a cosmopolis – much more obviously so now, given what 

we know about the almost unthinkable vastness of the cosmos, than when the term 

was first employed by Stoic thinkers. Although apparently more numerous than ever 

before, we living human beings are still a very isolated and short-lived species in 

cosmic terms, particularly so if we confine ourselves to the period of recorded history. 

I never cease to marvel at the fact that, if we take a person 100 years of age, of whom 

I have known a few, and go back to someone of the same age at the time of his or her 

birth, and so on backward, it would require fewer than twenty such individuals to get 

us to the lifetime of Epictetus, for example. And despite our occasional bravado we 

humans are in fact very vulnerable: The dinosaurs which preceded us were, with 

                                                           
Dr. WILLIAM MCBRIDE, Current President, International Federation of Philosophical 

Societies (FISP); Arthur G. Hansen Distinguished Professor, Department of Philosophy, 

Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907.  Email: wmcbride@purdue.edu. 
1William McBride, From Yugoslav Praxis to Global Pathos (Lanham, MD: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2001), Ch. 11, pp. 221-36. 
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small, rare exceptions if we regard birds as their descendants, eliminated by what is 

thought to have been the impact of a comparatively small asteroid with the earth; is it 

not time or even past time, some wonder, for another similar object to pay a visit to 

our tenuous dwelling place? Given these circumstances, the idea that the human race 

as a whole may, and perhaps even should, be considered a community makes a great 

deal of sense, since we all have so much in common: vulnerability, mortality above 

all. 

This has certainly not prevented the human community from tearing itself apart 

time and time again with internecine strife. The annals of history, as we all know, are 

filled with wars and slaughters. Far from diminishing, they reached a new crescendo 

in the century that we recently left behind us. To take one of many possible examples, 

but one that to many observers seems especially pathetic, especially futile in 

retrospect, the First World War seems to have been virtually an exercise in killing and 

maiming for the sake of killing and maiming. Today, while of course we all hope for 

the best and our hopes have in this respect been vindicated during the decades since 

World War II, we still live in the shadow of the atomic and hydrogen bombs. 

Although  I am not much given to prediction, I happen to believe that there is a high 

probability that there will be at least one instance of nuclear weapons use during the 

next two or three decades, and probably more such instances, although I do not 

foresee nuclear exchanges at a level leading to the annihilation of all human life 

during that time. In short, the human community, such as it is, is a far from happy one. 

But the word “community” also has, as we all know, some very positive 

connotations. In the canonical works of Western philosophy, Hegel’s complex 

account of the religious community at the threshold of Absolute Knowledge near the 

end of his Phenomenology of Spirit has been an important inspiration to many later 

thinkers. The somewhat vague label “communitarianism” has been applied to the 

thought of a number of recent and contemporary philosophers and political theorists, 

the single most common, if you will excuse the expression, characteristic of whom is 

the criticism of extreme individualism. Now, when I speak of the world philosophy 

community and of the globalization of philosophy, I do not intend to subscribe to any 

sectarian communitarianism, but I do mean something positive. My meaning can best 

be developed, as I suggested at the beginning, by way of generalizing some of my 

own lived experiences of recent years. 

It was in reading one of Enrique Dussel’s earlier works that I first became 

convinced of the reality of the “center-periphery” binary in philosophy. The 

expression “Eurocentrism” is no doubt of much earlier provenance, but the metaphor 

of a philosophical periphery is to me more vivid and meaningful. A glance at the list 

of sites of World Congresses of Philosophy from the first, in 1900 in Paris, to the 

most recent one, the twenty-third, helps to substantiate this metaphor: the first one to 

be held outside of Continental Western Europe was the one in Boston, a child of 

Europe if ever there was one in the United States, in 1926, followed by Oxford in 

1930. Then came the fateful 1934 Congress in Prague, to which I have referred in 
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passing in an article written for a recent special issue of the journal Hypatia
2
 and to 

which I shall return briefly later: the air was heavy with the menace of Naziism and 

fascism. It was only some years after the end of the Second World War, in 1963, that 

a World Congress was held in what could arguably be regarded as a country of the 

periphery, Mexico, the country in which, not coincidentally, I later had a first 

encounter with Professor Dussel that led to my reading his book. And it was only five 

years ago that the first World Congress outside of Europe and North America – 

because Mexico is also a part of North America, and the Istanbul World Congress 

was held on the European side of the Bosporus – took place, in Seoul. But it is now 

guaranteed that the next World Congress, five years hence, will also take place 

beyond the Europe/North America axis. 

Over the past five years, as President of FISP, as well as during the previous five 

years when I served as Secretary General, I have attended philosophy conferences on 

every inhabited continent except Australia and in different countries on each. At most 

of them, to some degree at all of them, there was a perceptible cultural input from the 

locality in which the conference was being held. In China, for instance, which I have 

visited often in recent years, the significant realities both of that nation’s recent 

history, with its important philosophical influences, and of the revival of older 

Chinese ways of thinking, particularly Confucianism, always weighed heavily in the 

background even when the immediate topic of discussion may have been a Western 

thinker such as Kant or Sartre. (I have attended actual conferences on both of them in 

China.) That, I think, is as it should be. But in at least one country in which there is a 

very old and rich native philosophical tradition -- in fact, more than one tradition -- 

and in which papers from out of those traditions are routinely presented at the larger 

conferences, India, I heard some lament that much of the best contemporary 

philosophical scholarship related to that tradition is done elsewhere, outside the 

country. This brings me to a very important point about the community that I am 

attempting to describe and, at least in some very small way, to help realize more fully. 

For, despite the wealth of available perspectives or approaches or styles – call 

them what you will – in world philosophy, there remains a hegemon, and to the extent 

to which this is true the formation of a real community is impeded. The exact nature 

of this hegemon is somewhat vague and certainly disputed even among those who can 

most easily be identified with it, but it goes by the name, in parts of Continental 

Europe, of “Anglo-Saxon,” or alternatively “Anglo-American,” philosophy. I do not 

intend to try to elaborate in much detail on just what I mean here, especially since 

most readers will already have a sense of it. In the area of social philosophy, it is 

fairly easy to situate it more precisely within the broad liberal tradition, and even to 

focus on the work of one person above all, the late John Rawls, and the sharers of his 

legacy. Even the other towering figure of recent decades in this field, Jürgen 

Habermas, felt obliged to engage in an Auseinandersetzung with Rawls and to find 
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much in common with him. What I would like to urge, as I have been urging for some 

time, is that we  all seek to liberate ourselves, as far as it is possible, from service to 

any dominant hegemon; in short, to be more creative in our philosophizing than many 

of us, myself included, currently are. 

Of course there have always been hegemons, often two or three competing 

hegemons, in the history of philosophy. Just to take two examples from the World 

Congresses of Philosophy, the 1934 Congress in Prague featured on the one hand, as I 

have already impled, a number of papers in support of either Nazi or Italian Fascist 

ideas – as we know, many philosophers, and not only the weakest intellectually 

speaking, found what they thought were good reasons for identifying themselves with 

one or the other of these movements – and on the other hand the wave of logical 

positivism. An account of the meetings was written by a then still young man, in his 

early thirties, who came to be strongly identified with the latter movement, Ernest 

Nagel, and was published in the Journal of Philosophy.
3
 Nagel, who had himself been 

born in what was then a part of Czechoslovakia but who was already on the Columbia 

University faculty at the time, remarked in passing that English speakers at this 

Congress were relatively few in number and linguistically isolated – as odd as that 

may sound today. At some of the World Congresses of the Cold War period, by 

contrast, attended as they were by large delegations from what was then called the 

Eastern Bloc, Marxist philosophy occupied a very large, though not quite dominant, 

place. (This was certainly true of the only one that was held in the Sovieet Bloc – in 

Varna, in 1973, which unortunately I was unable to attend because I was just then in 

the process of moving to my current university, Purdue.) In short, the waxing and 

waning of different currents of thought at different times has always been a 

characteristic of philosophy’s evolution – and this is not true of Western philosophy 

only. But while this is no doubt inevitable, it need not result, as it has resulted too 

often in the past, in attempts to suppress the voices that are not part of the dominant 

chorus of the time.  

In fact, one of my favorite texts in the work of Aristotle, whom I have come to 

admire increasingly over the years, is the place in his Politics in which, in the process 

of criticizing Plato’s Republic, he complains that Plato would like to see a high degree 

of unity in his commonwealth that it would resemble the reduction of a rhythm to a 

single beat.
4
 I find this a very apt analogy in the effort to understand what the ideal of 

a world philosophy community may consist of. (Incidentally, in saying this I do not 

mean to endorse the totality of Aristotle’s criticisms, some of which seem to me quite 

strong and others less so.) This ideal community, unlike the ideal of perfect justice, 

for example, or Plato’s own putatively ideal society “laid up in heaven,” seems to me 

to be a realizable one, indeed one that we may be in the process of realizing 

asymptotically. It entails the preservation of a very large degree of diversity. 

Well and good, it may be said; but then what is there to give it unity, to make it a 

community, at all? An initial answer to this question will undoubtedly refer to the 
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love of wisdom, which of course is the original meaning of the word “philosophy,” 

but this answer taken by itself, without further elaboration, is fairly abstract and runs 

the risk of reducing the ideal to a mere slogan. So we probably need a little more 

specificity than this initial answer gives us. On the other hand, however, to seek to 

identify a theme or a thread that would be common to all members of the community, 

to all genuine philosophers, is to be at least on the verge of mandating conformity of 

thought with respect to what “genuine” philosophy is supposed to be – in other words, 

to create a new hegemon, or at any rate to try to do so. This seems to be a serious 

dilemma. Let us see whether it is possible to go beyond it. 

Perhaps some clue as to what may be common to all philosophers in this 

contemporary philosophical community under construction may be found in the 

current FISP Newsletter, itself “under construction” until very recently, in which the 

statements of the two candidates for the Presidency and the 56 candidates for the 

Steering Committee concerning what they hoped to contribute to the mission of FISP 

as they understand it are to be found. Quite a number of them expressed a 

commitment to making FISP as inclusive as possible, and more inclusive than it is 

now. But in addition, one detects in many of these statements a feeling of concern 

about a world in which the consumption of material goods is accorded pride of place 

– or, more accurately, is treated as being the sole worthwhile human activity. The fact 

that the word “globalization” has acquired such negative connotations for many 

people these days is closely connected with this concern. In short, one senses among 

those candidates who spoke to the issue a strong, virtually across-the-board 

undercurrent of dissatisfaction with the world’s currently dominant economic system. 

Our world is very rich in resources, enough to afford a certain level of 

comfortable living for all of its inhabitants, and yet as we all know there is a 

tremendous gap between the richest and the poorest individuals the world over. We 

have witnessed, over the past several years, the onset of severe economic hardships 

even in some countries where they had not existed in the previous era, hardships that 

were due in some measure to straightforward corruption, but that in a much larger 

measure stemmed from what a colorful American expression calls “gaming the 

system,” that is, finding ethically very dubious but not necessarily illegal devices 

whereby a few individuals especially in the financial industry could engage in 

speculation for enormous profit, and then allow the citizens of the most disfavored 

countries to bear a very heavy burden of economic sacrifice in order to avoid a total 

collapse of banking institutions and the chaos that would ensue from that. Among the 

sufferers have been professional philosophers, some of whom have seen their salaries 

reduced or have simply lost their positions as a result of funding cutbacks by 

governments and other agencies. If this had not occurred in a number of countries in 

recent times, we would have had many more colleagues at the recent World Congress 

in Athens than we actually had, even though the attendance was nevertheless quite 

good. It could not be more clear, at least as it seems to me, that deep systematic flaws 

are to blame at least in part for what has happened and is happening, and I detect a 

virtual consensus among my fellow philosophers about this. I say “virtual,” not 

“total,” and I shall return to this in a moment at the end of my paper. 
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Yet another matter about which I find a virtual consensus, among those who 

speak to the issue at all, has to do with the phenomenon to which I referred near the 

outset today, namely, war. In a book chapter entitled “Philosophy as Global Dialogue 

and the Rejection of Gratuitous Military Violence,” I made the case that even those 

relatively few figures in the history of philosophy who appeared to endorse warfare in 

some way or other had to be understood in context and could for the most part be seen 

as at offering very qualified endorsements at most. But in any case we now live in the 

era of, as the title of the book in which this chapter appears would have it, Philosophy 

after Hiroshima.
5

 I suggest, then, that our world philosophy community under 

construction, as I have put it, shares a common dedication to the goal of global peace. 

While the basis of this common concern is in part connected with the previously-

mentioned concern about the economic system, I think that it is not entirely reducible 

to problems with the latter. An analysis of many of the numerous examples of 

military violence that can be found in recent history will reveal, it seems to me, that, 

while failures in the economic system often were their “tipping points,” other factors 

such as plain racism and/or dogmatic religious convictions entailing the requirement 

that others either convert or submit played important roles as well. Few if any 

contemporary citizens of the global philosophy community harbor such sentiments.      

So if I am right – and I can only be tentative here – there are some points on 

which philosophers of today can agree, thus getting beyond my original dilemma of 

supporting openness and plurality of approaches and yet at the same time finding 

some common ground on which to build community. I have mentioned two such 

points, and there are no doubt more. But I am forced to admit, particularly since social 

and political philosophy is one of my principal areas of specialization, that the 

example offered by the very prominent figure in the recent history of social 

philosophy in the United States to whom I have already alluded, John Rawls, is a 

cause for concern. As I have made clear in a chapter that I published on this topic,
6
 I 

find difficulty with Rawls’s late work, The Law of Peoples, on a number of grounds, 

among the most prominent of which are his refusal there fully to apply his theory of 

justice to the global scene, in part because he believes that some nations are largely 

themselves to blame, rather than defects in the global economic system, for their own 

poverty; and his acceptance of the retention of nuclear weapons as a deterrent by 

some of those nations or peoples which he labels “decent.” While some of his 

followers have attempted to extract him, using his own theoretical tools, from the 

negative consequences especially of the first of these two positions that I have 

mentioned, it would seem that by the criteria that I have offered Rawls, were he still 

alive, might not be considered a full-standing member of the world philosophy 

community. This would be paradoxical, to say the least. But in any case these final 

                                                           
5William McBride, “Philosophy as Global Dialogue and the Rejection of Gratuitous Military 

Violence,” in Philosophy after Hiroshima, ed. E. Demenchonok. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: 

Cambridge Scholars, 2009, pp. 419-430. 
6William McBride, “Rawls’s  Law of Peoples and the New World Order,” in Democracy in a 

Global World: Human Rights and Political Participation in the 21st Century, ed. D. Chatterjee. 

London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2008, pp. 187-199. 
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reflections of mine may be seen as reinforcing my earlier counsel in favor of creative 

dissociation from hegemonic thinking in the interest of building the community of my 

dreams.  

I am somehow reminded, in conclusion, of the words of the fourth paragraph 

from the end of Rousseau’s Social Contract, where, having summarized the few, 

simple dogmas of the civic religion that he is advocating, he says: “These are the 

positive dogmas. As for the negative ones, I limit them to a single one: intolerance. It 

belongs with the cults we have excluded.”
7

 The fundamental problem of 

constructively establishing the broadest possible common ground while yet 

maintaining some boundaries could not be better expressed.     
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A TOPOLOY OF CULTURAL IDENTITY 
 

J. Randall Groves

 

 
Abstract: In this paper I argue that there is a common logic to identity at several 

levels: the self, historical biography, the nation, mentalities, civilizations and world 

systems. It follows that we can expect arguments over identity to take certain forms, 

but it also means there are standard ways of adjudicating between them. It means 

that identity is temporal, that it may be expected to change over time. In the end, it 

means that identity has no more reality than that of a “center of narrative gravity,” 

but also that it has no less. Identities are created, but they are nonetheless real. We 

must not reify identity, but we neither may we deny it. 

The task of analyzing cultural identities is shared by the historian, the anthropologist, 

the sociologist, the psychologist and the cultural theorist. In numerous works, 

historians, for example, try to determine the identity of historical persons, of nations, 

of civilizations and so on, but rarely do we see any theoretical treatments of this 

activity. Even more rare is a synoptic look at the various levels of identity creation. 

This is unfortunate since it turns out that a survey of historical identities at various 

levels reveals a distinctive logic of unity. This paper will survey the literature of 

identity at several levels and show that identity has an inherent cultural logic that 

displays the same structure at each level. The result is a topology of cultural identity. 

This survey will show that the best way to think about the logic of cultural identity is 

on the basis of Daniel Dennett’s notion of a “narrative center of gravity,” and I will 

show how this might work at each level. 

There is a great advantage to the scholar once this cultural logic of identity is 

recognized, for solutions in one field may profitably be applied to others. For example, 

if it turns out that the pragmatic solution to the problem of the self in philosophy is 

acceptable, we may then attempt to apply the same solution to the issues of 

nationalism, civilizations and world systems. This will not always work smoothly 

because while there may be structural similarities to the problems, methodological 

differences may preclude an easy transfer. In my view, however, there is a great deal 

of progress to be made by comparing these levels of argument, for there are points in 

these debates that can be profitably addressed by comparing different levels of 

identity: the self, historical biography, nationalism, mentalities and civilizations. 

What this comparison will reveal is that there is a distinctive logic of identity that cuts 

across different kinds and levels of identity. I will also suggest that identity formation 

is the result of common mappings that play out in distinctive fashion depending on 

the type of environment in which they exist. 
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Some argue that an entity such as a self, a nation, mentality or civilization has a 

single identity, but we find that scholars disagree what this identity is. Some argue 

that there are identities, but that they are retrospectively narrated into existence rather 

than simply discovered in the world. Others argue for multiple identities, sometimes 

even contradictory identities. Some deny identity altogether and claim the existence 

of a type of entity is illusory. Some argue that identity only makes sense in terms of 

an opposing “other.” Some will claim that any proposed identity is an attempt to 

impose a hegemonic view or ideology on the less powerful. Given this amount of 

disagreement, it is no wonder that some might be skeptical about the whole enterprise 

of personal, historical and cultural identity. 

While this skeptical conclusion view has merit, at the end of this paper I will give 

a argument that it is too radical to the extent that it suggests that doing without these 

unities is somehow a possible option. Identities get created because they are highly 

functional. But the process of their creation is an interpretive contest between 

competing narratives. This shows us that identities have always been contested 

concepts, and that they will continue to be contested and, as a political matter, should 

be contested. This contest of identities forms an important part of both cultural 

ontology and political critique.  

What are the things that persist through time that interest the cultural theorist? 

States, civilizations, societies, individuals, classes, styles and so on are the subjects of 

history, yet the delineation of these entities is often taken for granted, or at least not 

regarded as scientific. Identity construction is most clearly exemplified by historical 

biography, diplomatic history, national history, cultural history, intellectual history, 

any aspect of history that focuses on human action. The best place to start is, 

unsurprisingly, with the simplest level of all, the self. This does take us outside of 

historical studies and into the philosophy of mind, but it has the merit of reducing the 

argument to the point where some measure of clarity can be discerned. 

 

I. Level One: the Self 

 

Unreflective common sense tells us that there is a core to our being that we 

understand as the self. Our personal identity is thought to be unproblematic to the 

ordinary person. Indeed, it seems nearly impossible to imagine that there is no such 

thing. This common sense view is buttressed in philosophy by Descartes, who made 

the self, or at least, the mind, the foundation of certainty. In his famous Second 

Meditation, Descartes is looking for something certain, something impervious to any 

doubt, and he finds it in the “I.” “How about thinking? Here I discover that thought is 

an attribute that really does belong to me. This alone cannot be detached from me. I 

am; I exist; this is certain.”
1
 Descartes’ argument has not met with unanimous 

approval in the philosophical community, but the specific arguments do not concern 

us here. The two key points are that the self is presented as something that exists and 

                                                           
1Rene Descartes,  Meditations on First Philosophy, trans, Donald Cress, Indianapolis: Hackett, 

1979, 18. 
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that it is rather difficult to deny. Later philosophers will do just that, and they often 

base their accounts of personal identity on memory. 
2
 Thomas Reid, for example, writes “My personal identity, therefore, implies the 

continued existence of that indivisible thing which I call myself…But perhaps, it may 

be said, this may be fancy without reality. How do you know—what evidence have 

you—that there is such a permanent self…which you call yours? To this I answer, 

that the proper evidence I have of all this is remembrance.”
3
 Now it turns out that 

memory as a criterion of personal identity also has its flaws, some of which Reid was 

aware. I raise the connection here because it will become important in our treatments 

of identity at other levels. 

The critique of the idea of the self is standard in European philosophy since 

David Hume, and was preceded by several centuries by the Indian philosophy of the 

Buddha. The basic argument is that any attempt to isolate the self empirically is 

doomed to failure. Hume writes: “For my part, when I enter most intimately into what 

I call myself, I always stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat or cold, 

light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself at any time 

without a perception, and never can observe any thing but perception.”
4
 Hume is 

arguing that while we have perceptions of this or that thing, we never have a 

perception of our self separate from such perceptions. He offers instead a “bundle 

theory” of the self. The idea is that the self, instead of being a unitary entity, is really 

a bundle of perceptions that we pull together to form an idea of a continuing self. 

Hume’s basic view is still extremely popular among materialists and may constitute 

some sort of orthodoxy in materialist philosophy of mind. Contemporary materialists 

are particularly impressed by split-brain experiments which seem to imply that if 

there are selves, there may be more than one in a body at one time, a result that is 

surprising but also enlightening. Discussing multiple selves, Patricia Churchland 

writes, “But hard on the heels of the observation comes the inescapable inclination to 

infer that they have two of something where the rest of us have only one. But two of 

what? Two minds perhaps, or two souls, or two selves, or two persons, two centers of 

consciousness, two centers of cognition, two centers of control, two wills or what?”
5
 

And if two, why not more? Thus, even at the neurological level we see that the 

unitary self is problematic. 

Philosophy thus has led us to a deep skepticism about the self. An evolutionary 

perspective tells us that this flexible kind of identity may have evolved to help us 

cope with different sorts of social and natural environments. Pragmatism, on the other 

hand, has forced us to positions in which, while maintaining the ultimate truth of 

Humean skepticism, nevertheless grant the need for a “pulling-together” of personal 

identity via memory. It is true that the ordinary notion of a clearly demarcated self 

                                                           
2See, for example, Thomas Reid’s Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, ed. James Walke, 

Boston: Phillips, Sampson and Company, 1855. 
3Thomas Reid, Essays 249. 
4David Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, section 6, Part IV, Book One, 1739 reprinted in 

Personal Identity, ed. John Perry,  Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975, 162. 
5Patricia Churchland, Nerurophilosophy,  Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995, 179. 
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with an essence in the form of a mental substance is certainly too strong a claim. The 

sense of the self is most likely a narrative construction of the person that is reinforced 

by the social framework around the person. But while the personality may consist of 

different identities, it is still necessary for mental health that people construct a central 

and dominant identity. Further, there is little doubt that such unitary identities serve 

an evolutionary function. 

Daniel Dennett does not believe there is a self except as a narrative construction. 

He does argue that we can talk about the self as a theoretical entity, however, and he 

postulates the idea of the self as a “center of narrative gravity.” By utilizing a concept 

from physics, namely a center of gravity, he can also borrow some of its clearly 

defined aspects. Dennett writes: 

 
This is a well-behaved concept in Newtonian physics. But a center of gravity is not 

an atom or a subatomic particle or any other physical item in the world. It has no 

mass; it has no color; it has no physical properties at all, except for spatio-temporal 

location. It is a fine example of what Hans Reichenbach would call an abstractum. 

It is a purely abstract object. It is, if you like, a theorist's fiction. It is not one of the 

real things in the universe in addition to the atoms. But it is a fiction that has nicely 

defined, well delineated and well behaved role within physics.6 

 

Dennett then argues that the self is similar to a center of gravity. 

 
A self is also an abstract object, a theorist's fiction. The theory is not particle 

physics but what we might call a branch of people-physics; it is more soberly 

known as a phenomenology or hermeneutics, or soul-science (Geisteswissenschaft). 

The physicist does an interpretation, if you like, of the chair and its behavior, and 

comes up with the theoretical abstraction of a center of gravity, which is then very 

useful in characterizing the behavior of the chair in the future, under a wide variety 

of conditions. The hermeneuticist or phenomenologist--or anthropologist--sees 

some rather more complicated things moving about in the world--human beings 

and animals--and is faced with a similar problem of interpretation. It turns out to be 

theoretically perspicuous to organize the interpretation around a central abstraction: 

each person has a self (in addition to a center of gravity).7 

 

Dennett, who has done work on multiple personality disorder, argues that the 

construction of multiple selves by such patients is really just an aberrant species of 

what we all normally engage in by narrating ourselves. We shall see that what counts 

as a disorder at this level of analysis becomes the norm at higher levels of narrative 

construction. Does this mean selves are not “real”? I would argue that centers of 

gravity are real even though they are abstract. Numbers are real even though they are 

abstract. But they are not objects in the world. They are not “essences.” Thus selves 

have a certain reality, simply not the reality of an object or an essence. Selves are 

                                                           
6Daniel Dennett, “The Self as a Center of Narrative Gravity,” Retrieved November 24, 2004, 

from http://as.tufts.edu/cogstud/papers/selfctr.htm, 1, also located in F. Kessel, P.Cole and D. 

Johnson, eds. Self and Consciousness: Multiple Perspectives, Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum, 1992. 
7Dennett, “The Self as a Center of Narrative Gravity.” 

http://as.tufts.edu/cogstud/papers/selfctr.htm
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narrative constructions, but they are not complete fictions. They do exist, just as one 

can say centers of gravity “exist.” One can say true things about centers of gravity. 

They can move, for instance.  

But how are these theoretical fictions different from ordinary fictions? Are our 

selves no more than characters in a story? In a deep sense, yes, it is true that we make 

it all up, but once we make it up, we can generate truths about the things we make up. 

For example, truths such as “Watson was the sidekick of Holmes” can be said to be 

true because the statement has a reference in some sort of text. One can be 

ontologically promiscuous in this way and still employ reasonable ontological limits. 

One can meaningfully apply rather more The “real” self of a person is an evolutionary 

response in humans to the natural and social environments in which the self evolved. 

But the self is not a new organ; rather, it is the result of connectionist networks 

developing patterns of organization for the inputs they receive. It seems likely that we 

will find narrativity to be a basic “software” for the construction of selves. While we 

must stop short of ascribing the status of “object” to the self,  that does not mean that 

selves are not things over which we may quantify.  

One should not overemphasize the concept of a “center” in the “center of 

gravity” metaphor. It is not meant to imply a core set of attributes that constitute an 

“essence” of a self.  One should think of the self as a web of beliefs that a person 

holds about himself or herself and that others hold about that person. Some beliefs are 

more central than others, but none may be absolutely essential. Some are rather 

peripheral. But the line between core and periphery is fuzzy. Further, there can be 

movement between core and periphery. A belief about oneself may be peripheral at an 

early age, but then become very important to that person as he or she gets older. The 

opposite is also possible. One may also have opposing or even contradictory beliefs 

about oneself; one might even say the same person could have multiple identities. I 

may act differently in a group of my musician friends than I do with my philosopher 

or sports friends. Each group may think of me very differently. This multiplicity at the 

level of the self, while quite flexible, has practical limits. If the splits go too deep, one 

may be a victim of multiple identity disorder. At other levels, however—such as the 

level of the nation, we will see that greater multiplicity may be perfectly normal and 

acceptable; indeed, it is probably a mark of health.  

This cursory account of philosophical views of the self will be the basis of what 

follows. We have seen that while it is very natural to ascribe to a belief in a unitary 

self, there are nevertheless good reasons to doubt it. This need for unity and 

skepticism towards unity will replay itself at several levels. As we move through each 

level we will see that additional considerations come into play, particularly 

ideological considerations as ideology becomes more relevant to identity construction. 

 

II. Level Two: Historical Biography 

 

With historical biography we move beyond personal identity into the field of cultural 

identity. While we all construct our own and others’ identities individually and 

collectively, historians inspect (and create) certain narrations with greater rigor than 

the ordinary person. Bismarck is a good example for an examination of historical 
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biography. Enough time has elapsed so that there have been several successive trends 

in treatments of Bismarck, but not so much that the political elements have 

submerged in the passage of time. Bismarck scholarship extends to roughly six 

generations, and, as Karina Urbach notes, “almost every second German generation 

has encountered another version of Bismarck.”
8
 These different versions of Bismarck 

are a reflection of the times in which they were written. “Bismarck served scholars as 

a martial figurehead during the First World War, as an ideal Nazi predecessor in the 

thirties, and as a caricature of everything ‘Prussian’ after 1945.”
9
 Thus we see the 

biography of an historical figure changing with changes in the political framework of 

the biographers. This is not, of course, surprising, but it will constitute the first part of 

a framework on the ontology of historical unities. The subject-object distinction fails 

to provide us with an historically static identity for the person of Bismarck. One can 

argue that while this is true of Bismarck, a highly political person in the first place, it 

is not necessarily true of all historical biography. I argue that Bismarck’s political 

character only brings out the “essentially” political nature of biography formation 

more clearly than usual.  

The biographies of artists show a similar pattern of change. The scholarship on 

Artemesia Gentileschi has changed over time not only to raise her work to a higher 

status but in deepening our interpretations of such works as  Judith and Holofernes. 

Even better examples are Judith Leyster and Sofonisba Anguissola. Leyster was 

unknown at the time of her death, then her works were attributed to her husband or 

Franz Hals. Then one of Hals’ works was revealed to actually be Leyster’s work. 

Then her work was regarded as a mere imitation of Hals and finally she is taken to be 

a significant artist in her own right today.
10

 The history of the critical reception of 

Sofonisba Anguissola’s work was similar. In the 16
th

 century her works were 

considered very realistic, “breathing likeness.” Some however simply regarded her as 

a prodigy of nature rather than as a real artist. By the 17
th

 century her work was rated 

equal to that of Titian. In the 19
th

 century her work was assigned to male artists, 

among them Titian, da Vinci, Coello and Van Dyck, but by the 20
th

 century her work 

was dismissed as sentimental.
11

 These changes in the assessment of artists reflect a 

cultural logic of on-going revision. These cases all concern female artists, and thus 

reflect trends in the appreciation of female artists as well as general attitudes toward 

women. We shall see that feminist criticism takes on a similar form at each level we 

examine and, in fact, constitutes a subspecies of the cultural logic of historical 

interpretation. But we shouldn’t suppose that interpretive revision in artistic 

biography is limited to female artists. One can discern similar changes in the 

interpretation of the works of male artists such as Michelangelo. 

Lisa Pon has examined sixteenth-century books about Michelangelo and points 

out that “These books were neither the first biographies of Michelangelo, nor the 

                                                           
8Karina Urbach, “Between Savior and Villain: 100 Years of Bismarck Biographies,” The 

Historical Journal, Vol.41, No.4 (1998), 1142. 
9Urbach, Between Savior and Villain, 1142. 
10See Whitney Chadwick, Women, Art and Society, London: Thames and Hudson, 1991, 20-21. 
11Chadwick, Women, Art and Society, 70-72. 
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earliest texts written about artists. Nonetheless, they were instrumental in building a 

public image of Michelangelo as an artist of outstanding stature; they did so through 

their dialogues with other texts and genres, their amplified effects as printed and 

published books, and their tangible presence as objects which could be bought or 

given.”
12

 The significance of this is that these writings had a formative effect on all 

later interpretations of Michelangelo. Not all interpreters are equal. Early 

interpretations have great power in shaping later interpretations, and later interpreters 

often must struggle mightily to overcome even extremely erroneous early 

interpretations.  

One lesson to be drawn from scholarship on Michelangelo is the way exemplary 

personages form an “oppositional base” for the interpretation of historical individuals. 

Michelangelo’s life becomes a point of comparison in the interpretation of the artist, 

Bernini. This is a point that will take on greater importance at the higher levels of 

analysis I will be examining. Identities are always formed partly in opposition rather 

than “from the ground up.” As Catherine M. Soussloff writes, “The rhetorical use of a 

praiseworthy example from the past, which can then be used for emulation in the 

present, is an essential aspect of the literary-historical genre known as the Life, or 

biography, of an artist.”
13

 I would argue that this is, in fact, true of a biography, 

indeed, of all historical unities. It is simply part of the logic of identity. 

Michael H. Duffy argues that “in the early nineteenth century the romantic 

identification of Michelangelo with sublimity evolved from a focus on the beholder’s 

point of view and experience to a focus on the work of art as a reflection of the artist’s 

interior being and state of mind.”
14

 Thus what we see in Duffy’s argument is a shift in 

interpretation brought about by changes in Romantic thinking about art generally. 

Interestingly, Duffy also sees this change in the interpretation of Michelangelo as 

telling us something about the nature of romantic criticism of the time. 

So the interpretation of identity in a social context is mutual. Not only does the social 

framework partly determine identity, but the interpretation of identity also influences 

our interpretation of the social context. Duffy writes, “These paradigms illuminate 

three critical junctures in the history of romantic criticism of the sublime.”
15

 Thus we 

see the subject/context distinction to be interpretively mutual. Again, this point will 

be reflected at the higher levels of analysis. 

One could argue that historical biography typically studies “great” men or 

women, and because of the contestable status of “greatness” attributions, biographies 

are more likely to undergo interpretive revision. While there is some truth to this 

claim, even biographies of ordinary people seem to change over time and in 

                                                           
12Lisa Pon, “Michelangelo’s Lives: Sixteenth-Century Books by Vasari, Condivi, and Others,” 

Sixteenth-Century Journal XXVII/4 (1996), 1015. 
13Catherine M. Soussloff, “Imitatio Buonarroti,” Sixteenth Century Journal, XX, No. 4, (1989), 

581. 
14Michael H. Duffy, “Michelangelo and the Sublime in Romantic Art Criticism,” Journal of the 

History of Ideas, Vol. 56, No. 2. (1995), 217-238. 
15Michael Duffy, “Michelangelo and the Sublime” 218-19. 
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accordance with outside circumstances. Natalie Davis’ Return of Martin Guerre
16

 is 

an attempt to bring a fresh look to legends that grew up surrounding the case of 

Martin Guerre, a peasant who returned after several years absence to reclaim his 

identity. The nature of peasant biography is such that there is not typically a whole 

school and history of interpretive revision of particular individuals. No one supposes 

that Martin Guerre is as important as Bismarck, Michelangelo or even Leyster. Thus 

later scholars are less likely to revisit the historical record, and it therefore follows 

that there is less room for the cultural logic of revision to be engaged. Nevertheless, 

even this sort of scholarship shows a type of interpretive revisionism about identites. 

The formerly faceless peasant develops an identity as historians turn to non-

traditional subjects for historical biography. Historians are increasingly concerned to 

understand the lives of the lower classes, which have typically been underrepresented 

in historical studies until recently. The picture we have of the past cannot help but be 

changed as we develop a greater understanding of previously ignored groups of 

people, and this picture is changed partly because of the change in identity narration. 

It is not surprising that it is often the case, in the end, that historical biography 

reflects the ambiguity and performativity of personal identity. Maybe there is no final 

truth about someone that is uncontestable. Maybe the facts themselves are 

contradictory. Karina Urbach makes this point when she refers to John Updike’s 

novel, Memories of the Ford Administration
17

, in which an unsuccessful attempt to 

write a biography of James Buchanan leads to the following lament: “After ten years 

of endless research the professor comes to the paradoxical conclusion that in history, 

‘as in physics, the more minutely we approach them, the stranger facts become, with 

leaps and contradictions of indecipherable quanta. All we have are documents which 

do not disagree.’ The same may ultimately be true of Bismarck.”
18

 Thus Bismarck, 

Michelangelo, Martin Guerre and so on should not be regarded as historical essences, 

but rather as “centers of narrative gravity.” Facts and interpretations swirl around 

names of historical figures much the same way objects move in relation to other 

objects. 

It is also crucially important to remember that identity is a concept used for 

argument. Which identity one uses depends on what use one attempts to make of it. 

Thus while we might not be able to come to any clear agreement about who Bismarck 

was overall, we might very well have an easier time coming to agreement about 

Bismarck as a statesman. Of course there are disagreements even on this restricted use 

of Bismarck’s identity, but at least the arguments can take place on the same field of 

argument. We shall see that this operational approach is useful at other levels of 

identity as well; indeed, it becomes the necessary first step in the discussion. 

 

 

 

                                                           
16Natalie Zemon Davis, The Return of Martin Guerre, (Boston: Harvard University Press, 

1983). 
17John Updike, Memories of the Ford Administration (New York, 1992), 75. 
18Urbach, Between Savior and Villain, 1141. 
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III. Level Three: Nations and Nationalism 

 

In no area of research has the idea of identity been more important than in the field of 

nationalism. Historians, sociologists and anthropologists have debated the idea of 

nationalism and the nation from several angles. A thorough survey of the literature is 

impossible in this article, but there are key points that have arisen from the 

nationalism debates that are essential to my argument. Although the general 

antecedents go back even further, Ernest Renan’s “What is a nation” marks the 

beginning of the modern debate concerning nationalism.
19

 Key figures in the now 

classic debate include, Ernest Gellner, Benedict Anderson and Elie Kedourie, and 

relevant contemporary thinkers include Homi Bhabha, Philip S. Gorski, Lloyd 

Kramer, Pierre Birnbaum, Tracy Strong, Erik Ringmar, Edmund Burke, III, Anthony 

D. Smith and Edward F. Fischer. 

Ernest Gellner’s work is germane to this discussion because he not only asks 

“what is a nation,” but “when” is a nation?
20

 Gellner argues that there are no nations 

before nationalism, that nationalism is associated with the third great period of history, 

the industrial age, which comes after the pre-agrarian and the agrarian (which he 

associates with the Imperial form of social organization). Gellner understands 

nationalism as a peculiarly “modern” phenomenon. It is connected with the uneven 

diffusion of modernization and its necessary correctives such as mass education. 

Gellner is not the only one who makes the “modernist” argument, as the term 

“modernist” has taken on the specific meaning in nationalist debates as referring to 

thinkers who regard nationalism as a modern phenomenon, as opposed to those, such 

as Phillip S. Gorski, who argue that nationalism goes back at least to the Medieval 

period.
21

 One’s position on the modernist question has much to do with how one 

understands nationalism. Paraphrasing Anthony D. Smith, Gorski writes: “If one sees 

nationalism as an ideology, he says, then the modernists are right, because in his view, 

the ideology of nationalism is no older than the French Revolution. If one sees 

nationalism as an identity, however, then the modernists are wrong, since one can find 

numerous examples of national identity that antedate the French Revolution. Indeed, 

Smith goes so far as to suggest that the Ancient Israelites possessed a national 

identity.”
22

 

Even among modernists there is disagreement about whether nationalism was 

necessary, as Gellner indicates, or accidental, as argued by Kedourie.
23

 Kedourie 

argued that nationalism “is the result of a world-historical error: an accident and bad 

set of ideas, loosely derived from Kant, and disseminated by philosophical 

                                                           
19Ernest Renan, “What is a nation?” 1882 lecture at the Sorbonne, in, Nation and Narration, ed. 

Homi K. Bhabha (New York: Routledge, 1990), 8-23. 
20Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1983). 
21Phillip S. Gorski, “The Mosaic Moment: An Early Modernist Critique of Modernist Theories 

of Nationalism.” American Journal of Sociology, Vol.105, No.5 (Mar., 2000). 
22Gorski, “The Mosaic Moment,” 1432. 
23Elie Kedourie, Nationalism. (New York: Frederick A. Praeger Publisher, 1960). 
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incompetents with disastrous results.”
24

 Kedouries view of nationalism shows that the 

nation is an especially important form of cultural identity since it is associated with 

some very negative aspects, namely racism, militarism, and jingoism, to name a few. 

This makes nationalism very central to my argument because I take “identity history” 

to be an approach to history that is very aesthetically evaluative and morally critical. 

It thus forms the basis for an excellent “critical theory.” 

Benedict Anderson points out, for example, that our view of nationalism need not 

be entirely negative. “In an age when it is so common for progressive, cosmopolitan 

intellectuals (particularly in Europe) to insist on the near-pathological character of 

nationalism, its roots in fear and hatred of the Other, and its affinities with racism, it 

is useful to remind ourselves that nations inspire love, and often profoundly self-

sacrificing love.”
25

 

Gellner also sees nationalism as beneficial in that it helped the world preserve 

political liberalism and avoid worse alternatives, namely empire and world 

government. “In both these counterfactual worlds liberalism would have been 

obliterated. A world government passing through the second, global phase of 

industrialization would have resembled South Africa under apartheid, a coercively 

organized hierarchy of races and ethnic communities; while a world of industrializing 

empires would have been wracked by ferocious battles over citizenship fought 

between the metropolitan cores and the more numerous and poorer peoples of the 

territories they had conquered.”
26

 

This ambivalence concerning nationalism is very instructive. Identities come 

with both positive and negative baggage, and so a critical theory must take careful 

note not to be overly simple-minded in its critique of social forms. Nationalism, for 

example, has a tragic history, but an alternative history with a different social form of 

organization could very well have been worse.  

The complex and ambivalent nature of the concept of a nation is reflected in the 

definitions of the nation. Anthony Smith, for example, mixes both reasons for the 

emergence of the nation with the results of nationalism.
27

 Smith defines nation as a 

“named human population sharing an historical territory, common myths, and 

historical memories, a mass public culture, a common economy and common legal 

rights and duties for all members.”
28

 This way of defining “nation,” especially the 

reference to mass public culture and rights and duties, makes clear that Smith is 

referring to the modern Gellnerian notion of nation, but it gains its referential 

specificity by mixing causes and characteristics. Such definitional confusion actually 

reflects the confused reality of nations and thus we may want to refrain from further 

clarity for the sake of specificity. 

                                                           
24Brendan O’Leary, “On the Nature of Nationalism: An Appraisal of Ernest Gellner’s Writings 
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Nations are often constructed negatively in opposition to an “other” than is 

represented as in some way defective. Two sorts of cases are prominent in the 

historical record. Fascism and Nazism offer an ideology that is constructed in part on 

the basis of antagonism to others, Jews, communists etc. The other type of case 

occurs when a nation rejects its own past, such as in the French, Russian and Chinese 

revolutions. In both sorts of cases, the definition of the nation is partly a negative 

formulation. 

The deconstructionist will argue that any narrative of the nation always contains 

its own counter-narratives at the same time it attempts to conceal them. Homi K. 

Bhabha writes that “Counter-narratives of the nation that continually evoke and erase 

its totalizing boundaries—both actual and conceptual—disturb those ideological 

manoeuvres through which ‘imagined communities’ are given essentialist identities. 

For the political unity of the nation consists is a continual displacement of its 

irredeemably plural modern space…”
29

 Bhabha is here not only pointing out the 

existence and concealment of counternarratives, he is also showing how the temporal 

status of the dominant narrative is simultaneously concealed and revealed. Nations are 

generally projected backward rather than lived or experienced forward from the time 

of supposed origin. Nations are constructed narratives created for political purposes 

that are current rather than ancient. As Bhabha shows, “the sameness of space returns 

as the sameness of time.”
30

 Thus the nation is a vacillating representation, moving 

between unity and plurality in space as well as past and present in time. 

The postmodern perspective is, of course, not without its critics. Anthony Smith 

rejects the creative aspect of the postmodern view of nationalism. In his view, the 

postmodernist believes that nations are simply “the constructs of cultural engineers or 

chefs who tailor pre-existing mythologies, symbols and history for their own ends.” 

Smith believes the postmodernist exaggerates “the ability of elites to manipulate the 

masses and fails to explain why millions of people may be prepared to die for a 

cultural artifact; and once again it disregards the premodern history of ethnicity.”
31

 

While Smith is right that we should not overestimate the purely creative aspect of 

nationalist ideology, we should also not misunderstand the postmodernist critique.  

The postmodernist will not argue that elites are doing all the manipulating. Everyone 

is manipulating everyone else, and language itself is manipulating them, so to speak. 

Nor would the postmodernist deny the effectiveness of nationalist ideology or that the 

cultural creators draw on traditions of ethnicity. They are simply concerned to 

emphasize the creative aspect of the nationalist narrative as well as the fissures in the 

narratives. 
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In an interesting summary of approaches to nationalism, Lloyd Kramer
32

 divides 

the approaches to nationalism into treatments that look into 

 

(a) the intellectual origins (Kohn
33

, Kedourie) 

(b) the cultural origins (Benedict Anderson) 

(c) the economic origins (Gellner) 

(d) the social origins (Greenfield
34

) 

(e) the political origins (Colley
35

) 

(f) nationalism as a religion (Renan, Hayes
36

) 

(g) nationalism as a construction of language and literature (Deutsch
37

, Kedourie, 

Bhabha) 

(h) nationalism as a discourse of gender, sexuality and ethnicity (Mosse
38

)
39

 

 

This list shows the kind of complexity that is involved in national identities, and I 

would extend the point and argue that all historical identities have similarly complex 

structures. Indeed, I believe this kind of structural complexity is the case with all 

forms of identity from the self to the species. Before I summarize, however, we must 

move to the next level of our analysis of historical identity, the level of civilizational 

identity. 

China and India are of particular interest because they have narrative unity as 

nations, mentalities and civilizations. The cases of India and China, therefore, help us 

examine the transition from one type of identity to another. In the case of China, it is 

instructive to examine two contrary arguments, one by Prasenjit Duara, in his “De-

Constructing the Chinese Nation,”
40

 and the other by David N. Keightley, 
41

 in his 

“early Civilization in China: Reflections on how it became Chinese.”  Both writers 

utilize the notion of Chinese identity but differ in their estimate of the reality of the 

idea of China. 
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Duara is very critical of the concept of historical identity and deconstructs the 

idea of Chinese national identity. Even though his concern is nationalism, it is clear 

that his argument applies to any kind of large-scale historical identity such as 

“Chinese civilization” or mentality that is discussed by Keightley. Duara, like most 

deconstructionists, sees Chinese identity as a contest or field of opposition rather than 

a clearly definable set of characteristics. He writes that “the universalistic claims of 

Chinese imperial culture constantly bumped up against, and adapted to, alternative 

views of the world order, which it tended to cover with the rhetoric of universalism: 

this was its defensive strategy.”
42

 Thus identity is not to be discovered but formulated, 

and the process of formulation is best thought of as a political contest where interests 

are at stake in the outcome. Further, identity is really more of a relationship between 

contending subjects than a set of characteristics. Duara believes this is true of all 

nationalisms: 

 
When these political identifications are viewed in these dynamic or fluid terms, it 

becomes clear that what we call nationalism is more appropriately a relationship 

between a constantly changing Self and Other, rather than a pristine subject 

gathering self-awareness in a manner similar to the evolution of a species.43 

 

The deconstructionist approach to national identity has a great deal of support in the 

literature on other forms of identity, from the self, to gender to class all the way to the 

level of civilization. Lewis Wurgaft has traced the logical connections between 

identity as a clinical or developmental phenomenon, gender identity and identity in 

treatments of nationalism in his “Identity in World History: A Postmodern 

Perspective.”
44

 Wurgaft writes, “Both from a clinical and a broadly cultural 

perspective, concepts like identity have been linked to a discursive strategy in western 

thought to impose a sense of order and coherence on a subjective experience riddled 

by the contradictions and displacements inherent in language and desire.”
45

 This is a 

typically postmodernist approach in its rejection of metanarrative and narrative 

coherence generally. Indeed, not only is the metanarrative of nation incorrect, it is 

pathological. Wurgaft points us to the work of Tom Nairn, who describes nationalism 

as “the pathology of modern developmental history, as inescapable as “neurosis” in 

the individual, with much the same essential ambiguity attaching to it, a similar built-

in capacity for descent into dementia, rooted in the dilemmas of helplessness thrust 

upon most of the world and largely incurable.”
46

 Nairn’s view is rather negative about 

nations, but it does have some truth to it if one thinks of fascist nations which attempt 

to close down the national dialogue into a single voice, or even those overly 

concerned about patriotism in democratic nations. 
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This is a clear contrast with the level of the self, where too much of a deep 

multiplicity of identity is generally a mark of mental illness. In the case of nations, a 

monolithic identity is more problematic. It is much healthier for a nation to have a 

contested identity that is part of an on-going dialogue. Thus a nation is best described 

as an on-going argument between established narratives, with different interpretations 

taking the upper hand by turns.  

When it comes to using concepts of identity, we must always ask what purpose 

we have in mind, and this especially so in the case of national identity. Are we 

arguing about the economics of a nation? If so, then the concept of identity used will 

be one that is interested in legal  arrangements, borders, systems of economic 

regulation and so on. If we are interested in the music or art of, say, France, our 

criteria of identity will be very different. One should not privilege one set of 

identifying criteria over another unless one is also prepared to argue that the questions 

at issue are more central to a general understanding of a nation than other questions. 

 

IV. Level Four: Mentalities 

 

The notion of mentality as an identity is initially problematic. It does not seem to 

belong in a category that includes selves, biographies, nations, civilizations and world 

systems. One might therefore omit it from this discussion. But that would be a 

mistake. The literature on cultural identity is filled with discussions of mentality, and 

questions of mentality constitute some of the most interesting that arise, particularly 

in comparative studies. This is also the best place to discuss the issue of essentialism 

since essentialist claims and claims of “Orientalism” arise most in this area of 

discussion. 

 David Keightley is interested in determining how China became Chinese, a topic 

that postmodernists would incorrectly find naively essentialist. Keightley examines 

prehistoric and early Chinese history for keys to the later development of Chinese 

mentality. These keys are an anti-heroic ethos and a tight connection between 

ancestors and the living. Keightly looks at cultural artifacts such as pottery and 

material remains such as burial sites. From the pottery, which he compares to 

examples from Ancient Greece, he finds a definite lack of heroic individuality and a 

lack of the corresponding tragic sense of life. Keightley sees the décor on a late sixth 

to fifth century B.C., Eastern Chou hu wine vase from Chengtu, Szechwan expressing 

an ethos in which “men fought less for individual honor, as Achilles had done, and 

more for the survival of the state. Aesthetic concerns were focused on the general, the 

social, and the non-heroic rather than on the particular, the individual, and the 

heroic.”
47

 This is in clear contrast with a kylix vase by the Penthesileia Painter from 

ca.460 B.C., in which the tragic tale of Achilles and Penthesileia is portrayed.  

On the Greek vase, we see the heroic characters of Achilles and Penthesileia. On 

the Chinese vase we see only stereotypical silhouettes wearing uniforms. Keightley 

extends the Greek and Chinese contrast to the manufacture of the vases themselves. 
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We are aware of an individual responsible for the creation of the kylix vase, but the 

Chinese vase was the result of an industrial-scale casting process. 

Describing this Greek world, Keightley writes that the Greeks “live in a quirky, 

unpredictable and ironic world that is by no means responsive to human values and 

desires.”
48

 The Greek heroes were generally tragic and the morality of their situations 

ambiguous. Whereas the Greek hero might rage against the injustice of the cosmic 

order, the Chinese world is a less ambiguous, more optimistic one. The Greek hero is 

not one to be emulated. No Greek wished to kill one’s potential lovers, one’s father 

(like Oedipus), one’s mother (like Orestes) or oneself (like Antigone). Chinese heroes 

“were heroes precisely because they were models worthy of emulation;” the universe 

of moral action was “untrammeled by ambiguities.”
49

 The heroic Chinese warrior in a 

work like the fourth century semi-historical chronicle, Tso chuan, would likely be 

rewarded in the here and now with promotions, honors and status because he would 

be doing the bidding of the lord, who would deign not to dirty his own hands, and 

thus gave the worldly tasks to others, who then would be repaid in an appropriate 

fashion.  Virtue in a Confucian framework requires that the relationship between a 

superior and inferior be conducted according to tradition. Rewards for the virtuous 

show that in the Chinese world view, “cause and effect in the universe were 

rigorously fair.”
50

 Following the dictates of trustworthy leaders, recruits could always 

be certain of the justice of their cause.  

Interestingly, Keightley links this attitude to the whole political future of China 

when he states that “This optimism also helps to explain the lack of safeguards 

against the power of the state that has characterized Chinese government for at least 

two thousand years.”
51

 Keightley makes an even stronger case of cultural persistence 

with his examination of burial practices. Ancestor worship is well-known as a 

definitive cultural practice of the Chinese throughout its history, and Keightley makes 

a persuasive case that the origins of this practice can be seen in its earliest burial 

practices. 

This kind of connectivity between the origins and later instantiations of a cultural 

identity are precisely what postmodernists find objectionable. But notice that 

Keightley is not building his case on nothing, he is working with established cultural 

artifacts, the sort of cultural sediment that makes this sort of argument more than the 

mere assertion of one set of interests against others. When one can point to a cultural 

artifact that can be argued to be representative of its time and then can then connect it 

to later cultural attitudes or institutions that are instantiated in cultural artifacts one is 

following a prima facie defensible form of argument. This form of argument is 

furthered supported when comparative examples are used to show how different early 

practices played differently in later history. Of particular interest is the reference to 

heroism in Keightley’s argument. There seems to be a key difference between 

Chinese culture on the one hand and both Western and Indian culture on the other in 
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the arena of epic poetry. While epic is clearly foundational in the West (Homer’s Iliad 

and Odyssey) and India (the Mahabarata and Ramayana), there is no comparable 

tradition in China. We have already seen a glimpse as to why this might be the case 

with Keightley’s discussion of heroism. A critic cannot merely rule such arguments 

about mentality out of court.  

Jaroslav Prusek makes an even stronger claim of connectivity than Keightley.
52

 

He states that “I should like to show that the specific thought pattern, the specific 

perception of reality, intrinsic to a specific cultural category—that which is the 

predominant one in a given cultural complex—influences all other categories and 

determines their nature.”
53

 It is not surprising that Prusek is a comparativist. 

Comparativists tend to more “essentialism” than those confined to area studies. This 

is partly because of differences in the nature of the approaches. A scholar of say, 

China, is more likely to seek out subtle differences between particular Chinese or 

groups of Chinese. A comparativist is looking for broader similarities and differences. 

Prusek, like Keightley, is impressed by the fact that China not only lacks epic, it lacks 

the “epic form.” He makes his case by showing that while in West the epic form is not 

only a literary mode, but a mode which determines historical writing as well, in China 

the absence of literary epic is reflected in its historical writing. Prusek cites Ferdinand 

Stiebitz, who argued that that the “structure of [Herodotus’] history resembles the 

epic technique...To a certain extent the work of Herodotus can be described as an 

epos extended into prose.”
54

 Prusek notes that in China, “we find nothing of the kind; 

the basic structure of Chinese historical works is the direct opposite of the 

homogeneity and continuity demanded by Hirt for an epic work.”
55

  

The critics of Chinese essentialism point to key periods, such as the fourth 

century, when the typical unifying elements such as an established state, a territorial 

homeland, a shared historical tradition and a common language were not all present to 

the degree that seems to be required  by the thesis of narrative connectivity. Charles 

Holcombe examines the identity crisis in China in the fourth century and shows how 

the Confucian tradition forged the connection necessary to keep Chinese identity 

intact in spite of the great difficulties facing the new Eastern Chin state.
56

 The 

Chinese state had collapsed in the north and had moved south to Chiang-nan, where 

the majority population did not regard themselves as Chinese, did not speak the same 

form of Chinese and regarded the northerners as interlopers.  As Holcombe asks, 

“What kind of “nation” could the Eastern Chin court be said to have ruled?”
57

 

Holcombe’s answer is that “In China…Confucian principle postulated a higher 
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political order that even emperors were obliged to serve, and laid the foundations for 

an incipient sense of what we might even call a premodern Chinese identity.”
58

 The 

Chinese court used Confucian religious ritual to “construct the reality” of Chinese 

identity. The Emperor constructed altars, ancestral temples, conducted sacrifices and 

restored canonical court music, all in an attempt to transfer the Chinese identity to the 

south, and it is clear that he was successful. It is true, however, that the key bearers of 

this identity were not ordinary peasants, but the shih-ta-fu, the elite office-holding 

class. Nevertheless, the shih-ta-fu maintain the narrative connectivity that constitutes 

the thread of identity that eventually does spread to the population as a whole. The 

Confucian set of rituals, practices and ethics are thus central to Chinese identity, to 

“Chineseness,” in social life. 

If we think of our previous cautionary remarks about the uses one makes of a 

concept of identity, mentality provides an excellent case. Chinese mentality is the 

focus of much of the professional work of the scholars, Roger Ames and David Hall, 

who in a series of books and articles have argued for a Chinese “thought-pattern” 

distinct in important ways from Western thought patterns.
59

 This “thought-pattern” is 

deeply implicated in Confucian thought, but lies at a more fundamental level. What is 

crucial about the idea of mentality as a key part of Chinese identity is that, as Hall, 

Ames, Fingarette and most other scholars of Chinese culture have argued, without a 

clear understanding of this mentality one is bound to misunderstand the religion, 

philosophy and literature of China. Hall and Ames believe that Chinese thinking is 

more correlative than Western thought. I would argue that Hall and Ames are correct, 

although the picture now seems to be that correlative thought characterizes the human 

mind cross culturally. Correlative thought has been argued by Farmer, Henderson and 

Witzel to be a result of the organization of the connectionist brain.
60

 Correlative 

thought is still a way to distinguish Chinese and Western thought even though it is 

common to both Western and Chinese thought. The West developed the concept of 

the logos, and this gave rise to the notions of universalization, logical consistency as 

the foundation of thinking, reductionism and metaphysical completeness, and over 

time these notions separated Western logocentric mentality with Chinese correlative 

mentality. The difference between the two systems, the logocentric and the correlative, 

is a result of developments in the West (and India) that did not occur in China. 

Logocentrism entered China on the backs of the Buddhist missionaries from India. 

Once there, Logocentrism percolated and gave rise to metaphysics, but never gave 

rise to systematic science. Science too was introduced from the outside. The late 

arrival of logocentrism and science in China had a telling effect on its mentality. 

Chinese mentaltiy remained largely correlative until the introduction of Buddhism, 

and even then the propagation of scientific knowledge did not begin in earnest until 

after the introduction of modern scientific ideas. The correlative mind-cast is 
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therefore identifiable by its continued reliance on correlative models of rationalization. 

Thus if the use one wants to make of Chinese identity is to understand its religion, 

philosophy or literature, one is wise to consider the ramifications of the differences 

between correlative mentalities like the Chinese, and the logocentric mentality of the 

West. 

The idea of a Chinese “thought-pattern” or mentality brings us to the issue of the 

definition of a civilization, for China has been regarded not only as a nation or 

mentality, but a whole civilization. The case of China raises the following questions: 

Is a civilization a territorial entity? A mentality? A narrative imposed after the fact? 

 

V. Level Five: Civilizations 

 

In this section I include my own contribution to identity theory in the area of 

comparative civilization in order to indicate how what we have learned so far may be 

brought to bear. 

The definition of civilizations is a veritable cottage industry in the field of 

comparative civilizations. The starting point of current debates was established in the 

1960’s by comparing the works of Spengler, Toynbee, Kroeber, Bagby, Coulborn and 

Quigley.
61

 Such an approach yields a short list of civilizations that includes the Far 

Eastern (China with a Japanese “offshoot”), Indian, Middle Eastern, Egyptian, 

Meditteranean, Eastern European, Western European, Central American and South 

American civilizations. This list is fraught with problems too numerous to detail with 

any completeness. I will focus on a few that relate to the concerns I have raised 

already.  

 
1. Do civilizations exist at all? 

2. Are civilizations narrated into existence? 

3. Is the concept of civilization a scene of ideological argument? 

4. Are the temporal starting points and spatial boundaries foci of ideological argument? 

 

My answer is yes, to all the above, but before proceeding further I must indicate what 

sorts of question I wish to address with my concept of civilization. Identity is such a 

plastic concept that one needs to first say what issues are going to be addressed. The 

concept of identity is only useful if we clarify what use we are going to make of it. In 

the following discussion I am interested in a concept of civilization that can be used 

for comparative purposes. If we want to be able to compare, say, Chinese painting 

with European painting, it helps to have a sense of what one means by “Chinese” and 

“European.” This may involve further distinctions between Northern and Southern 

Chinese painting or between English and French painting, but it is certainly plausible 

to use the terms “Chinese painting” and “European painting” with a discernible 

reference. This reference will be to argumentative narratives of painting rather than to 

definitive and unchanging styles. We may also note that what is important to the 
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identity of China in regard to its history of painting may not be as important if the 

questions concerned China as a maritime nation or China as a political system. 

Civilizations exist to some extent because we say they do. Civilizations have a 

“performative ontology” in that a human practice must imply them. Someone (who is 

a participant) must act or have acted in such a way that their actions presume a 

particular civilization to exist. The performative approach to identity and the narrative 

understanding of civilizations tends to focus less on some of the traditional questions 

concerning civilizations, such as their origin and demise and more on others I will 

examine below. But one might then justifiably wonder just how one is to identify 

civilizations if not from their beginnings and endings. I work with a stringent set of 

criteria: 

 

1. The civilizations I examine must be at least several hundred years old. There 

must have been enough time for them to develop a clearly discernable 

identity. 

2. There must be some people who would claim to be part of the tradition. 

3. They must have relatively continuous traditions in literature, philosophy, 

history and religion. These traditions must refer back over the time span of 

the civilization in the way Western literature refers back to Homer and the 

Bible, Indian to the Ramayana, Mahabarata and the Vedas and Chinese 

literature refers back to the Odes and Confucius. 

4. There must be periods of high aesthetic achievement and a recognized canon 

of greatness. 

5. There must be a recognizable style, or more precisely, a narrative of sets of 

styles that are easily associated with the civilization 

 

One could contrast the following set of criteria that are more traditional for 

comparative civilizationists: 

 

1. There must be a highly developed agriculture yielding a surplus. 

2. Significant internal and external trade over most of its history in luxury and 

bulk goods. 

3. Cities. 

4. Elites in the economic, political and aesthetic spheres. 

5. Writing. 

 

These criteria are also useful, and are probably implied by the ones I listed above—

one can count them as necessary but not sufficient conditions of civilization, but the 

do not go to the heart of the issues I am interested in, so they will not be my criteria of 

identity. Indeed, they reveal a key equivocation in civilizational studies. 

Anthropologists are interested in the transition of peoples living without the list of 

five above to those with the list of five, believing that this marks a significant change 

in social life if not a transition from one stage of social evolution to another. It is true 

that the possession of these characteristics is a mark of a very different type of society 

from those that do not possess them, but this is not necessarily the beginning of what 
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we refer to as “Indian,” “Chinese,” or “Western” civilization. These kinds of 

civilizations are marked by long traditions of culture in literature, art, architecture, 

religion and so on, and are what people mean when they refer to these entities. We 

must distinguish the anthropological concept from the humanistic concept. The 

anthropologist who deals with the above list of five characteristics is interested in 

general forms of living, not the cultural identity of the long-lived traditions we 

generally mean when we use the term “civilization.” 

There is much to gain by using this approach derived from the study of other 

levels of identity. The number of civilizations is small and thus a bit easier to manage 

than say, a Toynbean list of twenty-one. I recognize four clear cases and these are the 

focus of my investigations: Western, Islamic, Hindu, Chinese. These are the clear 

cases, with Japanese, Russian and Latin American having strong cases as well. This 

way of proceeding picks out exactly the sorts of entities most people think of when 

they hear the term “civilization.” They have to be big, old, grand and still around. 

There is no doubt about their status as civilizations. It is also clear that they are all in 

the same class of identities. We are always comparing apples with apples, never 

oranges. Any results achieved could be tested on the more questionable, “orangeish” 

cases, but my approach is to proceed only with clear cases. 

The purpose of my way of defining civilizational identity is also straightforward: 

non-reductionist aesthetic comparison construed in the widest possible sense. I think 

it is very fruitful to compare, say, Chinese and Western landscape painting, Indian 

and Western music, Chinese and Western ethics, Indian and Western metaphysics. 

Such comparisons help us understand otherness in a very deep way. They help us 

decide what is specific to a culture and what is universal to human nature.  

This performative  and narrative conception of civilizational identity is very 

different from traditional views such as those of Spengler and Toynbee, who believe 

that civilizations are objective entities in the world to be discovered rather than 

created. Spengler had an organicist conception of civilizations as living entities with 

typically biological life-cycles of birth, growth, maturity and death and seasonal 

stages of spring, summer, fall and winter. Preculture, the form of tribal human 

existence prior to classes, states and politics gives way to the next stage, “culture,” 

when two classes, the nobility and the priesthood distinguish themselves from the rest 

of the people. Eventually we see the rise of the state and the capitalist class and the 

dominance of money. Money undermines democracy and all traditional values, and 

the materialistic and acquisitive nature of money culture leads to the overextension of 

imperialism. Mass civilization emerges when the money spirit becomes dominant and 

spirit and individuality recede. Mass civilization, in turn, gives way to a time of 

Caesars, who are the harbingers of the end of a civilization. Decay is inevitable. For 

Spengler, this is the life cycle of all civilizations. Nevertheless, each civilization has 

its own spirit and its corresponding symbol, so it is clear that Spengler understands 

civilizations to have distinctive identities, and these identities go very deep. “Each 

culture has its own new possibilities of self-expression which arise, ripen, decay and 

die to never return. There is not one sculpture, one painting, one mathematics, one 

physics, but many, each in its deepest essence different from the others, each limited 

in duration and self-contained, just as each species of plant has its peculiar blossom or 
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fruit, its special type of growth and decline.”
62

 There is some truth to Spengler’s 

relativism in that civilizations do have a style (or better, styles), their narratives do 

have themes, their identities do have symbols. This is why it is fruitful to examine 

civilizational mentalities. 

Toynbee follows Spengler in arguing that civilizations emerge, grow, decline and 

die like organic entities. Toynbee adds to the notion of organic growth the ideas of 

challenge and response to explain the mechanism of change in civilization. 

Civilizations are challenged and a creative minority arises to the challenge with a 

response that fuels the transformation of civilization. The creative minority thus 

functions as the motive force in the growth stage of a civilization. When the creative 

minority loses its creativity and begins to lead the majority through coercion rather 

than creative leadership that inspires imitation, then decline sets in. The process of 

decline includes the actions of an external proletariat in addition to the internal 

proletariat that initially follows then rejects the lead of the creative minority. Through 

militaristic domination the creative minority creates a universal state, the internal 

proletariat a universal religion, and the external proletariat creates barbarian war 

bands that afflict the periphery. Disintegration thus begins from internal and external 

class struggles. The later Toynbee altered his view of history and reinterpreted the last 

stages more positively for giving rise to world religions than negatively for signaling 

decline. 

The intellectual descendants of Spengler and Toynbee spend a rather large 

amount of time arguing over the number of civilizations, exactly which ones actually 

exist and the approximate time of rise and demise. If my view is correct, this whole 

approach is wrong-headed. Civilizations, like all cultural identities, are narrated into 

existence after the fact. To think of them as if they were clearly definable from the 

start is simply a category mistake. 

The narrative or performative conception of civilization, as I have already 

suggested, is less interested in the origins and demise of civilizations. More important 

than the origin or even demise is the “maintenance” or narration of civilizations. 

There is probably no key in the origin of a civilization that will indicate the longevity 

of that civilization. Many subsequent events, challenges, opportunities and 

conjunctures will interact, largely as a result of chance but sometimes as a result of a 

creative minority to bring about a long lived civilization. It helps to not originate in 

the path of a marauding horde or a particularly strong competitor. It helps to be 

challenged, but not too much. It helps to have ambitious people, but not too ambitious. 

And it wouldn’t hurt to have protective geography, moderate weather with winters to 

have an annual kill-off of dangerous life forms and so on. Not much in the way of a 

world view or a political leader can stave off severe challenges. 

An analogy that may be instructive is to compare the origins of a civilization with 

the origin of the self. In their contribution to the abortion debate, some philosophers 

have suggested that there is simply no clear starting point at which a non-person 

becomes a person. Further, if one is rigorous in applying the attributes of personhood, 
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we find that persons don’t exist until much later than we imagined. Thus not only is, 

say, a 3-month or 8
th

 month fetus not a person, neither is a six-month old child. This 

unsettling result is, however, very instructive. It turns out that for these philosophers 

the moral community has a definitive role in determining when a being becomes a 

person. Some societies don’t name their children until they have reached three years 

of age. Does that mean that they were completely without personhood prior to that 

time? Of course not, but the moral community makes a decision about when to grant 

personhood status. By the same token, historians, ideologists and canon builders do 

much the same with civilizations. They find identities and work backwards to create 

the details. And in regard to biography, defining moments in a person’s life generally 

have little to do with one’s genetic make-up.  

We find a similar logic at the end of a life and a civilization. Sometimes the end 

is clear. You might get hit by a truck and die instantly. Sometimes you slowly die of 

some debilitating disease that takes your mind like Alzheimer’s or Huntington’s, and 

it is unclear when exactly you are no longer there. The same is true of civilizations. 

Sometimes conquerors kill all the people and all traces of the culture and make the 

land uninhabitable. That is a clear death. But most of the time remnants remain. Or if 

you are really clever, you find a way to keep living by having your conquerors take 

up your identity as the Chinese did for millennia. Or maybe you get lucky and a 

future group of people decides that they would like to imagine themselves as your 

intellectual ancestors, and you live again in that way. Greece and Rome live with us 

today for pretty much this reason.  

In the light of these considerations, let’s examine the concept of “the West.” In 

an interesting approach to defining civilizations, Andrew Bosworth develops an 

empirical classification based on writing systems.
63

 Bosworth believes Western 

civilization begins in pagan Rome, “where the foundations of Western urbanism, law, 

democracy, art, architecture and, most importantly, writing, were laid.”
64

 I would 

contend that this is a case of anachronism. There was no such thing as “the West” 

until much later.
65

 The Romans thought of themselves as Romans, not as 

“Westerners,” nor would they have admitted to falling under such a designation if 

informed of it. It is only much later that our contemporary concept of “Western” can 

be accurately applied
66

, and even later before it was articulated. This last point is an 

interesting one. Certain designations of identity seem able to be applied even before 

they are articulated. This is because of the retroactive narrativity of historical 

ontology. But this retroactive narrativity has limits.  The narrativity has to be 

successful. The idea of the West was only clearly articulated in the 20
th

 century as a 

ideological notion to aid American and European efforts in the Cold War and as an 
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aid to “Canon” builders trying to assimilate new immigrants to the United States. 

Nevertheless, these canon builders were successful. We do think of our roots as 

belonging in Greece, Rome and even Israel. 

This is, of course, a contentious issue in the debates on the idea of the West:  

whether to include the Classical world of Greece and Rome. Braudel makes the 

argument that ecological considerations make the Mediterranean world (civilization) 

distinct from northern Europe, thus splitting the traditional unity of the West.
67

 A 

central assertion of Braudel’s argument is, interestingly, that “the Mediterranean 

world constituted a unique civilization or set of civilizations, rooted in a particular 

ecology of sea and soil that set it apart from the civilization of northeastern Europe.”
68

 

This notion that a civilization is defined by something so basic, so material as soil and 

ecology is very different from the ideologically charged discussion that usually takes 

place on questions of identity. In spite of its philosophical naiveté’, it is also a 

refreshing stabilizer to the otherwise free-floating contest of ideological wills that 

often takes place in this discussion. This is a point that has arisen at each level I have 

discussed. Even though there is great room for ideological dispute, there is also an 

historical “center of narrative gravity,” as I have previously indicated, that keeps us 

from moving too far from the empirical evidence. 

The narrative of the West as a story of liberty becomes problematic, however, 

since the West loses its connection to the classical origins of the idea of liberty. Here I 

part ways with Braudel. The Western narrative reaches back to Ancient Greece and 

Rome whether or not the day-to-day lifestyle is similar enough. Braudel is confusing 

lifestyle with identity, or rather, making lifestyle too great a factor in determining 

identity. 

Martin Lewis and Karen E. Wigen consider the concept of the West to imply a 

false binarism. The “East-West myth suggests that the globe is divided into 

fundamental and ultimately comparable groupings of humanity…this false binarism 

plays to a sense of European exceptionality, reinforcing the untenable distinction 

between Europe and Asia while doing nothing to solve the imbalance between the 

two.”
69

 What Lewis and Wigen miss, however, is the positive function of 

identification of a hostile other. The formulation of the “East” was certainly fraught 

with many methodological, factual and ethics problems, but the postulation of an 

Eastern “other” helped Westerners come to a sense of “Western” identity. 

The definition of the West, like all identities, must always be understood in terms 

of its construction in terms of an “other,” in this case, “the East,” or more historically, 

“the Orient.” This is, of course, part of the message of Edward Said’s Orientalism.
70

 

Said points out on the very first page of his book that the East is “one of its deepest 

and most recurring images of the Other,” and that “the Orient has helped to define 
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Europe (or the West) as its contrasting image, idea, personality, experience.”
71

 Said’s 

thesis has led to an enormous outpouring of literature, but the core ideas for my 

purposes are (a) the idea that identity is constructed partly by contrast with an other, 

and (b) the notion of politicized or ideological definitions of identity. While Said has 

done a great service in uncovering the ideological function of the construction of the 

“East,” not enough has been said about the positive delineation of the idea of the 

“West.” 

Turning to the idea of the possible decline or death of the West, we have an early 

warning from Oswald Spengler that decline is the inevitable fate of the West. Samuel 

Huntington also finds reason for pessimism regarding the West. It is easy to bemoan 

the rampant materialism, decadence and triviality of contemporary Western culture. It 

is also easy to see this state of affairs as unstable. Time will tell. But it will be 

contingent developments, trends and events that will tell the tale, not some inherent 

spirit of Thanatos or logic of disintegration.
72

 That is not to say we cannot see certain 

negative trends afflicting Western civilization. The challenges are serious, but the 

only inevitabilities will be things like demographics and the limits to growth, not 

some logic of civilizations. Unlike humans, civilizations have no built-in genetic 

trigger for aging and death. 

The case of China, which in addition to a mentality and nation may also be 

considered a civilization, is also instructive. Consider Wallerstein’s argument against 

the whole idea of a continuous “China.” Wallerstein denies that the term “China” is 

conceptually useful and amounts to reification. After admitting that most 

contemporary Chinese, Chinese thinkers and politicians would grant the term “China” 

to have an historical reality worth using in historical analysis, he goes on to question 

the ontological status of the concept by pointing to a methodological problem with the 

term. To support his claim he offers the conjecture that “China since 1945 or since 

1850 is closer overall on a multitude of measures of social relations to Brazil since 

1945/1850 than it is to the “China” of the Han dynasty.” (Wallerstein, 1995, p.246). 

While I can grant that there may certain kinds of question whose answer might 

require than we make clear distinctions between the social systems of Han China and 

contemporary China, it would be a mistake to believe that Han China simply ceases to 

exist to be replaced by a distinct “modern China.” I would argue that doing so would 

be to make ontology overly dependent upon methodology. We may very well want to 

lump contemporary China and Brazil together when discussing characteristics of the 

semi-periphery of the modern world-system, but that does not mean we are warranted 

in severing the historical connections between modern and ancient China.  

The key to understanding Wallerstein’s mistake is to remember that China is a 

narrative construction in much the same way personal identity is a narrative 

construction. Following the logic of Wallerstein’s argument, it would be better to 

think of my own identity as linked with other adults trained in philosophy than linked 

with the child at age six that later became the person I am today. But this is clearly 
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absurd. Since John Locke, nearly all persuasive accounts of personal identity grant a 

large role to memory, which is the psychological equivalent to historical narrative. 

Wallerstein makes the mistake of believing that since he has rejected the narrative 

approach to historical writing he must also reject traditional notions of historical 

identity. But it may very well be Wallerstein’s rejection of narrative that is the 

problem. It is a narrative connection that binds ancient and contemporary China. I 

argue the best way to think about civilizations, as with the other levels of identity, is 

to borrow again from Dennett’s concept of the self as a center of narrative gravity. 

Maybe civilizations are not clearly defined entities but more general “centers of 

narrative gravity.” 

A better approach, therefore, would be to reserve ontological unity to narrative 

entities such as “China” while distinguishing the social or economic systems of 

ancient and modern China. I would argue that “China” has a narrative unity that is as 

real, indeed more real than the specific economic or social system that characterizes it 

at any given time. Interestingly, a similar problem arises in the philosophy of 

language where the question of reference is shown to be problematic. One popular 

theory of reference is that of Saul Kripke and Gareth Evans, who argue that the 

reference of a term is a function of its causal origin. As Evans puts it, “a necessary 

condition for x’s being the intended referent of S’s use of a name is that x should be 

the source of causal origin of the body of information that S has associated with the 

name.”
73

 Such a view of the reference fits nicely with a narrative conception of 

historical identity. China is therefore that entity denoted linguistically by the term 

“China,” which, in turn, can be traced causally back to the Chin dynasty for the first 

uses of the term. That the term has denoted an entity with different borders (although 

always with some common territory) is no more problematic than the fact that our 

bodies have the same names from our early years to our old age even though the 

actual molecules are probably completely different.
74

 What is important is that the 

term indicates a shared narrative history just as our personal names do. Note that 

names such as “the modern world system” have no such narrative history and are 

raised precisely to capture a different set of attributes than that denoted by terms like 

“China” or “France.” 

Globalization has led to the idea of the possibility of a world civilization. David 

Wilkinson conceived the idea of “central civilization” many years ago, and there does 

seem to be some plausibility to the idea that the world’s separate civilizations are 

undergoing absorption into the civilization that began in Mesopotamia and grew 

eventually into the West.
75

 George Ritzer’s idea of McDonaldization draws upon the 

globalization phenomenon as well, but focuses more on what since Weber has been 
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known as the “rationalization process” that societies undergo when the “lifeworld” of 

traditional cultures becomes increasingly rationalized.
76

 Ritzer also noted the reaction 

caused by the McWorld phenomenon, what he terms “Jihad,” after the Islamic term 

for crusade.  “Jihad” refers to the tribalistic and ethnic resistance to absorption into 

McWorld and a distaste for the elements of modernization. 

A notable exception to those who are impressed by the globalization 

phenomenon is Samuel Huntington.
77

 Contrary to the idea of a world civilization, 

which he vehemently rejects, Huntington famously postulates a clash of civilizations 

to characterize our present world politics. He is dismissive of the idea of a global 

identity and of the idea that Western civilization is absorbing the rest. He finds the 

idea that world commerce and American popular culture are transforming the 

identities of non-Westerners unpersuasive. “The argument now that the spread of pop 

culture and consumer goods around the world represents the triumph of Western 

civilization trivializes Western culture.” The essence of Western civilization is the 

Magna Carta, not the Magna Mac. The fact that non-Westerners may bite into the 

latter has no implications for their accepting the former.”
78

 While Huntington may be 

correct in believing there is as yet no world civilization, his is far too overly 

dismissive of the phenomenon of globalization.  When he goes on to state that 

“Somewhere in the Middle East a half-dozen young men could be well dressed in 

jeans, drinking coke, listening to rap, and between their bows to Mecca, putting 

together a bomb to blow up an American airliner,”
79

 he is clearly missing the extent to 

which the bomb-making is a result of the young men feeling their civilizational 

identity is under assault while holding ambivalent attitudes toward this or that part of 

Western culture, toward “McWorld.” Thus we see the growth of a world identity both 

in its positive manifestation as well as in the negative reaction to it.  

Huntington is also rejecting Fukuyama’s notion of an end of history and in this 

he is clearly correct.
80

 Fukuyama’s claim, as he himself now admits, quite premature.  

The clash of civilizations is evidence of the continued life of history. And if the clash 

of civilizations is not the only remaining motor of history, it is certainly one motor of 

contemporary history. 

Huntington’s quarrel with the one-worlders raises another important issue. Is it 

possible that people can have multiple identities? Huntington suggests as much in the 

following passage: “Two Europeans, one German and one French, interacting with 

each other will identify each other as German and French. Two Europeans, one 

German and one French, interacting with two Arabs, one Saudi and one Egyptian, 

will define themselves as Europeans and Arabs.”
81

 It is well-established in virtue 

ethics that as individuals we play multiple roles, father, son, professor, musician, 
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citizen etc. The same is certainly true of our cultural identities. I am a Michigander, 

an American, a Westerner and even an “Earthling.” My “Earthling” identity I take to 

roughly the same as my humanity. We do assert human identity, after all, particularly 

when differentiating ourselves from animals. 

A final point about civilizations and identity returns us to the question of the 

optimal amount of unity in an identity. One might argue that the Western and Islamic 

identities are too totalizing because they have a tendency to extend their form of life 

and to exclude other forms. One might even argue that the clash of civilizations is a 

result of this overabundance of unity in the West and Islam. This problem is parallel 

to the fascism problem we encountered at the level of national identity: too much 

unity can lead to negative consequences such as the construction of an “intolerable 

other.” 

 

VI. Level Six: World Systems 

 

The transition from civilizations to world systems is both easy and difficult. It is easy 

because there is significant overlap between the two approaches. Indeed, some argue 

that they are the same.
82

 It is not difficult to see the appeal of world-systems theory. 

While examining largely the same subject matter as civilizationists, it has the virtue of 

greater rigor than is sometimes the case with civilizationists. World systems theorists 

come mostly from sociology, although some are political scientists and most seem to 

concentrate on the economic realm, particularly international trade, which is very 

conducive to systems analysis.  

On the other hand world systems theory is difficult to approach from the 

perspective of identity since it is scientistic in its approach and largely eschews 

narrativism. The rejection of narrative greatly undermines the use of the concept of 

identity as it has been used at the other levels I have discussed. It is interesting, 

however, that even within a more scientifically oriented methodology some of the 

patterns we have seen develop in our examination of identity theory reoccur with 

world systems theory’s purely analytical notion. By “analytical” I do not mean to 

contrast with “empirical,” for world systems theorists are nothing if not empirical; 

rather, I mean to contrast analytical with the hermeneutic identity concepts I have 

examined that are ultimately based on human culture and psychology. With the 

economic emphasis of world systems analysis, there seems to be little role for the 

cultural aspects of identity. Nevertheless, we will still find some of the same 

conceptual patterns develop in the debates among world systems theorists. 

In “Hold the Tiller Firm: On Method and the Unit of Analysis,” (1995) Immanuel 

Wallerstein argues at length about the proper unit of analysis is the world system. He 

writes,  
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In my venture into worrying about method, I decided that one key issue was the 

“unit of analysis,” which is why one speaks of “world-systems analysis.” The 

assumption is that the appropriate unit of analysis is a world-system, by which I 

originally meant something other than the modern nation-state, something larger 

than this nation-state, and something that was defined by the boundaries of an 

effective, on-going division of labor. Hence I started with spatial or geographic 

concerns. The basic metaphor of core-periphery is in origin and etymology a spatial 

metaphor. (Wallerstein, 1995, p.239) 

 

Wallerstein’s statement of approach supports my emphasis on historical identity, but 

it is of a different type, a type in which an attempt is made to reach a reflective 

equilibrium between explananda and explanans.  

We have already seen that delineating boundaries, beginnings and endings is 

always a controversial process, and world systems analysis is no exception. 

Wallerstein is famous for originating world systems theory and moving the date of the 

beginning of capitalism back the 16
th

 century. That set off a series of papers moving 

the date earlier and earlier until some theorists simply took it back 5000 years to the 

beginning of human history.  

The criteria of identity or better, the unit of analysis, is connectivity. Much of the 

empirical work in world systems theory has been uncovering the existence of trade, 

markets, credit and banking in non-Western areas in non-modern time periods. World 

systems theory bases identity on connectivity rather than coherence, so the existence 

of trade networks of a certain quantitative level indicates the existence of a system. 

Some argue that world systems theory has too liberal a view of connectivity. Mere 

trade between entities seems to suggest another entity that is the sum of the traders 

regardless of the form of life or mode of production characteristic of each entity. The 

logic of this approach is to create entities that are not there except theoretically. There 

is no requirement that any actor in the world acknowledge being part of a particular 

system. This, of course, will not trouble world systems theorists since they are not 

really doing anything like identity theory. They are utilizing “units of analysis.” 

Cutting up reality is done on the basis of systemic usefulness rather than cultural 

identity. 

Another criticism is that the entities can become both too large and too small 

depending upon how connected the trading networks are. Hence the arguments over 

whether there is only one world system or whether Ireland is a world system. It also 

creates the problem of comparing apples and oranges. 

In favor of world systems theory, it is able to engage in analyses that seem to go 

beyond those of civilizationists. For example, Teggarts’ argument that Chinese 

statesmen indirectly interact with Rome by making war on central Asian tribes that 

then are pushed to invade Roman areas makes more sense in the context of world 

systems theory than in civilizational analysis. World systems theorists can model the 

world to chart these sorts of long-range interactions between civilizations. Thus world 

systems theory does a service to historical thinking by creating another set of 

identities, or better, “unites of analysis,” even if they are not identities adhered to by 

human beings in a cultural sense. 
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Another virtue of world systems theory is that it avoids problems such as 

Eurocentrism. World systems theory, particularly that of Frank and Gills, correctly 

shows that world history exhibits multiple centers and multiple peripheries, and 

rethinks the “rise of the West” by postulating several periods of dominance or 

hegemony in different parts of the world. These arguments are deeply political. They 

function to undermine the standard identity of the West in much the same way the 

postmodernists undermine national identity. Frank and Gills show us another, more 

negative side to Western identity. Instead of the civilization that arose bringing 

political liberty and free markets to the world, Western civilization or the Western 

world system is the temporary hegemon that broke through the more typical Asian 

dominance by confiscating gold and silver from the new World. The most considered 

position, in my view, about the West is that there is a bit of truth in each of these 

positions. While the West may have gained temporary hegemony from New World 

gold and silver, it is also the carrier of the idea of liberty. While it may be a way of 

demeaning “the other” in the process of defining itself, it also constructs an ideal that 

it tries to live up to. In the end there is no alternative but to accept the multiple and 

contradictory nature of the idea of the West. But this may be for the best since it 

keeps the argument going and thus keeps critique in play as the West tries to achieve 

its ideals.  

 

Conclusion 

 

These reflections on the notion of identity indicate that it has the following 

characteristics: 

 

1. It is an essentially contested concept. 

2. The logic of the concept at all levels is rooted in the philosophical and 

psychological ideas of selfhood. 

3. In spite of the skepticism toward the notion, identity is generally granted at 

least a pragmatic role in action and communication. 

4. It is formed in the interaction between self and other. 

5. It is a political arena of argument in that human interests are at stake in the 

determinations we make of identity and that differentials of power are 

employed to achieve these interests. 

6. Although there is a reality behind identities, identity is at least partly a 

construction and thus involves a logic of narrativity, which, in turn, 

implicates the temporal dimension of human existence and thus also the 

hermeneutic dimension of human life. 

7. The beginnings and endings of identities are fuzzy. 

8. Many identities are multiple. 

9. Identities are not necessarily consistent: they may be contradictory at points.  

 

This is possible because identities are not logical systems but narrative constructs. 

These characteristics show that the concept of identity is a dialectical one, but they 

are not meant to indicate that identity is totally without foundation. What counts as 
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foundational is often subject to argument, but these very arguments produce  “cultural 

sediment” in the form of traditions that provide the material for further argument. The 

key here is that there are remnants of these on-going arguments that sometimes gain 

greater or lesser acceptance over time. Those that persevere become very real 

sediments that from then on are not to be denied, although, as we have seen, may be 

reinterpreted. At the level of the self, these are basically memories, which are then 

built into narratives. At higher levels of cultural complexity these sediments or 

remnants of identity are known as cultural artifacts. Selves, therefore, are not free-

floating identities without any grounding in the cultural world. Nor are any of the 

other cultural unities such as classes, genders, nations or civilizations. This cultural 

sediment that arises out of the historical dialectic also arises out of the other fields of 

contested identity. Identity is contested in time, in history. History leaves traces in the 

form of material and ideational culture.  These traces of culture form a sort of base 

line of interpretation in the contest of identity. Thus any argument over identity must 

necessarily refer to these cultural artifacts. And this is precisely what we see in those 

scholars who argue in favor of cultural identities. Delineating identities is not merely-

-at least not only--an aggressive imposition of one’s interests upon others with similar 

identities; rather, it is an interpretive process that must make an argument on the basis 

of those cultural artifacts already associated with a particular form of identity. 

This raises the question concerning the interrelationship between the concepts of 

identity, explanation, system and causal analysis. I believe that the relationship is a 

fluid one. Sometimes all we are interested in is identity as we saw with my examples 

from biography and art history. In these cases, there is a sense in which a thorough 

exposition of the identity constitutes an explanation. In other cases, identity serves as 

a starting point in the explanation, as the delineation of the explanandum, which as we 

have seen in the case of Wallerstein, is often half the battle in an historical argument. 

In these cases, the relationship between identity and explanation may be termed one 

of “reflective equilibrium.” One adjusts the explanandum and explanans reciprocally 

in order to arrive at an explanatorily fruitful set of concepts and conceptual 

relationships. As I have indicated above, there are limits to the mutability of historical 

entities, however, and that one should be careful of too radically rearranging reality to 

fit the questions one asks of it. In such cases, it is better to coin new terms altogether 

than to do narrative injustice to a term in current and historical usage. In still other 

cases, the identity of the explanandum is taken for granted or understood to be 

unproblematic and the focus immediately goes to the explanans, which may or may 

not be nomological in character. What this shows is that history is a source of subject 

matter subject to several uses and open to many different methodologies. 

What I believe I have produced above is ultimately a topology of cultural identity. 

My survey of the research shows there is clearly a common logic to identity at every 

level. What does this mean? It means we can expect arguments over identity to take 

certain forms, but it also means there are standard ways of adjudicating between them. 

It means that identity is temporal, that it may be expected to change over time. In the 

end, it means that identity has no more reality than that of a “center of narrative 

gravity,” but also that it has no less. Identities are created, but they are nonetheless 

real. We must not reify identity, but we neither may we deny it.  
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Abstract: The paper deals with the idea of solidarity from an African perspective.   

It is divided into three sections. The first section focused on the current African 

context calling for solidarity:  poverty and misery that have increased more than 

ever in the recent decades.  The second section explores the idea and practice of 

development aid as a way to express the world solidarity towards Africa.  The 

balance sheet of fifty years of development aid is clear: “the aid has been a two-

edged sword. While needed to promote development, aid has often been a tool to 

promote industrial nations’ economic and foreign policy objectives, including 

shoring up corrupt but compliant authoritarian regimes” (Gordon 2007:397-398).  

The last section focused on some main ideas in order to improve the current 

practice of solidarity, particularly on the contribution of the African world vision. 

The paper takes the idea of justice as a general background.    

 

Introduction 

 

The concept of solidarity is currently in vogue all over the world. People speak of 

workers solidarity; ethnic solidarity; gender solidarity; numerical solidarity; 

intergenerational solidarity; ecological solidarity; global solidarity; etc. They claim 

the same word, but nobody refers to the same thing.  They develop a wide variety of 

interpretations; attitudes; traditions and practices of solidarity. 

With regard to this variety of meanings and practices, the paper deals with the 

idea of global solidarity from an African perspective. The paper explores the main 

paradigms used in this respect, paying particular attention to the notion of 

development aid, as it represents for many people an adequate way of solidarity 

towards these in need around the world; it is also supposed to mobilize important 

human and financial resources.  

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section analyzes the current 

context calling for solidarity towards and within Africa. In a globalized and changing 

world, Africa is walking backwards: poverty and misery have increased more than 

ever in this part of the world during the last fifty years. It is both a moral and political 

imperative to support the African continent. This is to be done in defense of human 

life and in virtue of world interdependence.  

The second section focuses on different shapes of solidarity in use in Africa.  

After a short presentation of the main three forms (concepts) of solidarity most used 

in Africa –warm solidarity; tepid solidarity; and cold solidarity– the paper explores  

the myth of development aid, thought to be an adequate way to help Africa overcome 

poverty and misery. In spite of its multiple metamorphoses and the zeal of its 
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defenders, development aid led Africa to an impasse: meaning more poverty and 

dependence upon funding countries. The balance sheet of fifty years of development 

aid speaks by itself: “the aid has been a two-edged sword. While needed to promote 

development, aid has often been a tool to promote industrial nations’ economic and 

foreign policy objectives, including shoring up corrupt but compliant authoritarian 

regimes” (Gordon, 2007:397-398).  

The third section reconsiders the notion of global solidarity on account of African 

values and their potential contribution to the humankind richness and diversity. On 

this occasion, the paper highlights four points: the idea of global solidarity through 

the African world vision; global solidarity’s final purpose; the dialectic between 

human solidarity and community membership based solidarity; the role of justice in 

the heart of global solidarity.    

Informing this paper, we are aware that Africa includes a wide range of human 

diversity; a large cultural variety as well as different economic and political 

trajectories. The history of the peoples of Africa cannot be considered as a 

metaphysical substance; one; inodorous; colorless; and insipid (Bidima, 1995: 3). It 

cannot be viewed as a unique story without any particular identity; any distinction 

between countries, ethnic groups, histories (Mbiti, 1970: 131-135). Therefore, we 

would like to propose that a large part of illustrations mentioned in this paper do not 

concern all African countries; thus we make use of the concept of Africa by 

convenience and in a broad way, being aware of all risk of reductionism or of hasty 

generalization. 

  

I. Africa in a Globalized and Changing World 

 

It is commonly admitted that we live in the age of global transformation and 

increasing interactions between people around the world. Walls have fallen and 

communism has collapsed. People like Vaclav Havel or Nelson Mandela have moved 

from jail to presidential mandate. The world consciousness concerning issues like 

democracy, human rights, gender, sustainable development, and global warming have 

increased more than ever.  Thanks to advances in science and technology, the quality 

of human life has improved. Communication and contacts between cultures and 

human communities have become so easy that, after McLuhan, many people speak of 

the world as a ‘global village’.  

At the same time, the neoliberal economic system has become a world ruling 

paradigm. This paradigm insists on the emergence of a global single market which is 

viewed as the corner stone of both the world’s integration and economic growth. 

According to the protagonists of this paradigm, to fight against the global single 

market’s project is an act of blindness or an attitude of unconsciousness; it is like a 

suicide or an act of  self-exclusion from the world’s history; a want of  the common 

sense (Petrella, 1997: 9-10).  

In our time, the world has achieved the highest level of production of wealth ever 

attained in the humankind’s history. The 2010 United Nations Development Program 

(UNDP)’s report on human development attests to this trend through its analysis of 

the world evolution during the last forty years. Drawing on a new dataset of human 
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development trends since 1970, and covering 135 countries which account for 92 

percent of the world’s population, this report sheds light on the fact that the Human 

Development Indexes (HDI)
1
 progress around the world has been impressive during 

the last forty years. “The world average HDI rose to 0.68 in 2010 from 0.57 in 1990, 

continuing the upward trend from 1970, when it stood at 0.48. This increase reflects 

aggregate expansions of about a fourth in the health and education indicators and a 

doubling of income per capita.”
2
 

According to the UNDP’s report, if advances in the HDI have occurred across all 

regions, Africa is globally the least performing region. The three countries whose the 

HDI did not improve during the last forty years are African. More than thirty African 

countries count amongst the world’s poorest performers.  Indubitably, the African 

continent is walking backwards. Contrary to the rest of the world, Africa concentrates 

“the highest incidence of a multidimensional poverty. The level ranges from a low of 

3 percent in South Africa to a massive 93 percent in Niger; the average share of 

deprivations ranges from about 45 percent (in Gabon, Lesotho and Swaziland) to 69 

percent (in Niger). Yet half the world’s multi-dimensionally poor live in South Asia 

(844 million people), and more than a quarter live in Africa.”
3
 

Testimonies from many African countries confirm the failures mentioned in the 

UNDP’s report; particularly concerning areas like the health, the education system, 

the purchasing power and the social life of Africans. In a country like the Democratic 

Republic of Congo (DRC), for example, people live with less than one dollar a day; 

the health care infrastructure is totally disintegrated. The national budget for health is 

no more than 3.5 percent. Such an amount represents something like 13 US dollars a 

year per capita. This is clearly inadequate compared to the objective of 15 percent of 

the national budget recommended by African leaders for 2015, in Abuja, in 2001.
4
 As 

a consequence of this decay of the national health care system, calamities like 

HIV/AIDS; poliomyelitis; malaria and malnutrition; etc. have increased. In addition 

to that, the resurgence of diseases like tuberculosis and sleeping sickness, formerly 

considered eradicated by the World Health Organization, has also.
5
  

It is the same story concerning many others African countries for example 

Zimbabwe.  Formerly considered as a stable country and a kind of public granary for 

his neighbors in the area, Zimbabwe has been pauperized in a incredible way during 

the last two decades. Today it even imports foodstuffs; the infrastructures of the 

health and the education formerly among the best of Africa have been considerably 
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the economic laureate Amartya Sen. The HDI represents an alternative to conventional 
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growth. For further details, please see: http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/hdi/ 
2http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR_2010_EN_Complete_reprint.pdf 
3http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR_2010_EN_Complete_reprint.pdf  
4www.afriquejet.com/afrique-centrale/rd-congo/rd-congo-sante   
5http://www.medecinsdumonde.be/CONGO-la-sante-publique-reste.html  
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degraded. People are impoverished so that many Zimbabwean women have no means 

to go and give birth at a hospital; tens of thousands of children are unable to attend 

school, because their parents cannot afford their scholarship (Traoré, 1999: 49).  

The Malian people suffer similarly in these area.  The Malian activist and former 

Minister of Culture, Mrs. A. Traoré, expresses great concern about her country’s 

inability to provide adequate health, social and economic stability. According to Mrs. 

Traoré, the Malians are disenchanted because the promise of a better life made since 

the eve of the Malian Independence has never been realized. On the contrary, people 

are sinking in an endless ocean of poverty and misery. On a daily basis most people 

face unemployment; want of health care; disintegration of the educational system and 

lack of access to clean water and sanitation.  There is a total resignation of the Malian 

State concerning its social responsibilities (Traoré, 1999: 18). Like many African 

countries, Mali is walking backwards. Both Africa and Mali are paralyzed and 

strangled by an inhuman and deadly inadequate societal system (Traoré, 1999: 11-18).  

For many people, this state of things
6
 confirms René Dumont’s prophetic work 

published at the eve of African independence: “L’Afrique noire est mal partie”.
 7

 This 

book largely anticipated many of the causes of the current African collapse. For 

example, it highlighted the extroversion of the African economy to the detriment of 

the real needs of the African populations.  It also criticized the paternalism of Western 

countries towards Africa and the fatal character of their help as well as the internal 

corruption of the African leaders and their want of a sense of responsibility.  For 

many people, this book constitutes a premonitory hymn for the afro-pessimistic 

discourse (Smith, 2004: 26-27). 

Indeed, the debate on the causes of the collapse of Africa created its emulators. 

On one side, the afro-pessimist discourse that denounces both the African cultures 

and traditions to be the cause of the current failures on the continent. We recall 

amongst African protagonists of this discourse thinkers like A. Kabou (Kabou, 1991) 

and D. Etounga-Manguelle (2001). According to A. Kabou, the search for the African 

identity is "a cathartic initiative of decolonization consisting in planting the flag of the 

ancestor there where floated that of the white man. This return to African identity, 

that would have been able to be an exalting and creative adventure; a liberator of 

energy; is slowly killing the Africans by being only a brainwashing 

operation“ (quoted in Smith, 2004: 28).  For D. Etounga Manguelle, the real causes of 

the African bankruptcy are not to be searched in both the slavery and colonization; 

they mostly relied on African culture and traditions which are particularly 

anachronistic as well as opposed to modernity. In sum, they are counterproductive in 

the current global context of this changing world. The best option for Africa should 

be a cultural adjustment, which means the absorption of African traditions and 

cultures by the power of modernity (Etounga- Manguelle, 2001).  

On the other hand, there are afro-centrists thinkers who, contrary to the afro-

pessimists, attribute to the international system the main responsibility of the wreck of 

Africa. Such is the case of a large range of African intellectuals amongst which we 
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7René Dumont, L’Afrique noire est mal partie, Paris, Seuil, 1962 (The False Start in Africa). 
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should mention Mrs. Traoré (1999); D. Moyo (2009); B. Boris Diop (2005); S. Amin 

(1970). 

For this class of thinkers, the current bankruptcy of Africa is an opportunity to 

question the ruling economic system; both the rules and the way how the wealth is 

distributed in the world (Traoré, 1999). They would like to transform radically the 

world ruling system, from the relationship of dominion and marginalization of the 

non-Western peoples towards a world more worried about justice and inclusion.  For 

the afro-centrist protagonists, the current situation of Africa is a real challenge to 

search for new forms of solidarity and new strategies to overcome chains of poverty 

and stagnation (Moyo, 2009).  

 

II. Global Solidarity towards and Within Africa 

 

Poverty remains a severe and growing problem in Africa, and the dire situation facing 

the majority of Africans is apocalyptic, as already described. This state of things 

requires a surge of moral indignation and the awakening of the world solidarity. Such 

an assertion raises various questions concerning, for example, the very meaning of  

global solidarity towards and within Africa; its parameters and real articulations.  We 

must examine the main actors involved in this process and the values which are 

promoted through the idea of global solidarity; etc. Let us examine some of these 

issues.    

 

II-1. One Idea, Various Shapes   

Many people speak of solidarity, but until now there is no universally agreed 

definition of this term.  To prevent misunderstanding in this respect, let us first sketch 

an operating concept of solidarity which will be used as a theoretical background in 

the present analysis.  Let us assume the idea that solidarity is the “awareness of a 

common humanity and global citizenship, as well as the voluntary acceptance of the 

responsibilities that go with it. It is the conscious commitment to redress inequalities 

both within and between countries. It is based on the recognition that in an 

interdependent world, poverty or oppression anywhere is a threat to prosperity and 

stability everywhere.”
8

  We think of global solidarity as relying more on the 

consciousness of the humankind interdependence and common responsibility to 

rectify injustices than on the capacity to cover the whole universe. In other words, we 

insist more on the common commitment to tackle the causes of injustice and suffering 

of humanity than on the geographical extension of such a dynamic.      

 
The reputation of Africa as a land of solidarity is not to be made anymore (Orsenna, 

1992). The legendary solidarity of Africans is based on the consciousness of their 

interdependence, mostly shaped by their world vision. J. Mbiti stated in this respect 

as following: “in traditional life, the individual does not and cannot exist alone 

except corporately. He owes his existence to other people, including these of past 

generations and his contemporaries. He is simply part of the whole. The 
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community must therefore make, create or produce the individual; for the 

individual depends on the corporate group” (Mbiti, 1970: 141).  

 

The awareness from belonging to a corporate group makes one transfer from his own 

life how important group solidarity is, because “when he suffers, he does not suffer 

alone but with the corporate group; when he rejoices, he rejoices not alone but with 

his kinsmen, his neighbors and his relatives whether dead or living. (…) Whatever 

happens to the individual happens to the whole group, and whatever happens to the 

whole group happens to the individual” (Mbiti, 1970: 141).  

African people express their solidarity in various manners, but three forms of 

solidarity can be recognized: ‘warm solidarity’; ‘tepid solidarity’ and ‘cold solidarity’. 

 

II-2.  “Warm Solidarity”  

Warm solidarity refers to a spontaneous and direct support between individuals or 

communities. The adjective warm is used as a metaphor to refer to the spontaneity 

and warmness of such an act. It is like a touch of humanity which is present in every 

one of us.  That is why warm solidarity is mostly related to the individual’s initiative 

to bring help to needy people. This kind of support is supposed to come 

spontaneously from ones heart.  

In the traditional African context, the concept of warm solidarity is enhanced by 

the already mentioned corporate group consciousness: the family; the relatives; the 

clan; the neighborhood; etc. are at a time prior beneficiaries and actors of warm 

solidarity. People speak of it as “family to family solidarity”.
9
 Underlining the 

constraint of this kind of solidarity, the Baluba from Kasayi, in the DRC, call for the 

interdependence and collective responsibility, through a range of proverbs and 

wisdoms like: “Nkunda ya bangi isombela iboba ne mata”; which roughly means: 

“Unity is strength”. Tshia dima umue, tshia dia bangi”: “the one’s work is profitable 

to the whole community”. “Lukanu lumue kalutu ludila ku diboko”: “Just one 

bracelet does not ring on the wrist”.  

This warm solidarity has taken on new dimensions in the last two decades in 

Africa, due to the above mentioned crisis of the African continent, the globalization 

and the current migratory flows. It overflowed the local and regional framework to 

become an international issue; playing an important role in local development and 

economic growth by providing foreign currencies; stimulating informal economic 

systems, supporting community works (building of Health center, schools, etc.), and 

preserving the lives of tens of thousands of families who rely on the financial support 

from a relative living abroad.  

Considering warm solidarity from the perspective of African migrations, many 

experts have shed light on light the economic process of remittance performed by 

majority of African migrants; they speak of the ‘migrant remittances’. According to 

the World Bank, “the help sent to Africa by the African migrants in support of their 

families and relatives represents the central and most tangible link between migration 

and development. Its inflows to Africa quadrupled between 1990 and 2010, reaching 
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nearly $40 billion in 2010, equivalent to 2.6 percent of Africa’s gross domestic 

product (GDP) in 2009. After foreign direct investment (FDI), remittances are the 

continent’s largest source of foreign inflows. Migrant remittances contribute to 

international reserves, help finance imports, and improve the current account position 

of recipient countries. They are associated with reductions in poverty, improved 

health and education outcomes, and increased business investments.”
10

  

Beyond its current and positive effects, warm solidarity is globally as hazardous 

as limited, because it essentially relies on the destiny and the financial capacity of the 

individual donor. Its scope is mostly limited to an individual’s relatives and family 

circle, being given with the exception emergencies or national disasters (like floods; 

drought; epidemics; etc.) when everyone’s generosity is required.  

 

II-3. “Tepid Solidarity” 

The concept of tepid solidarity is based on ad hoc structures, created by organizations 

within the civil society. This form of solidarity includes both an individual’s disposal 

to help and community commitments to bring support to people in need. In this 

prospect, Africa counts an important battalion of Non Governmental Organizations 

(NGOs) committed to tackle different problems affecting the continent. Such is the 

case of NGOs in charge of health care; childhood care; gender empowerment; human 

rights; poverty; etc. These NGOs constitute a complex network where national and 

international actors meet each other. Values like justice, transparency (or the lack of 

transparency), lobbying and pressures of all kind are often at stake (Brunel, 2004). 

 
The actors of the tepid solidarity are from both the local and the international 

reservoirs. It often happens that the collaboration between NGOs from the North 

and these from the South is not free from conflicts and misunderstanding. Problems 

arise around the means and methods used by each one of them; the respect of the 

local cultures and traditions; the relationship with the civil or local authority 

(Robert, 2004: 74). 

 

By the early 1990s, donor countries changed their development aid policy: they 

decided to pay more attention to civil society organizations rather than to the official 

state or country representatives. The famous speech by French President F. Mitterrand, 

at La Baule on 20/06/1990, can be considered as the starting point of this policy turn. 

Mitterrand linked the French development aid with the democracy’s advances in 

Africa. He was followed on this by the majority of Western donor countries (Traoré, 

1999: 66). This change of policy propelled the visibility of NGOs; it also increased 

their role and influence in Africa. Many of these organizations became the surveyors 

substituting for the ruling regimes, particularly concerning issues like health care; 

education, culture; etc. all areas left aside by the official African state. 

In spite of their good will and services to African populations, most of these 

NGOs are often seen as the agents of neo-colonialism and are viewed as the secular 

arm of the Western hegemony (Alternatives Sud, 1997). These criticisms are mainly 
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formulated by the African states and local NGOs who blame the international NGOs 

for violating national sovereignty. They are accused of behaving as if they were in a 

conquered territory, without respect for both the national laws and local traditions; 

obeying only orders from their donor institutions or government of their countries of 

origin. For their part, local NGOs complain also about the competition which they 

perceive from international NGOs, concerning means and devices committed to 

resolving various problems. They complain of the lack of dialogue and coordination 

with regard to a common commitment: the solidarity towards the African and needy 

populations. Some of the local NGOs feel as held in contempt on behalf of their 

Western colleagues (Robert, 2004: 72-77). 

Regardless of these criticisms, tepid solidarity is still useful to Africa, because it 

provides in many areas, for example the social and even economic life, which the 

African state which has either neglected or ignored its social responsibilities. In this 

regard, the work of organizations such as Amnesty International, Doctors Without 

Borders, Oxfam, CAFOD, Human Rights Watch, Transparency International, and 

Action Aid, are still of major benefactors for African populations.  They alleviate 

their needs as well as express to them the solidarity and the human face of Western 

states.   

 

II-4.  “Cold Solidarity”  

The last form of solidarity is known as cold solidarity. It refers to support which is 

managed through structural modalities and created by public institutions, at both the 

national and international levels. It concerns the support between countries or within a 

country towards its own populations.  In the latter case, we must immediately 

recognize that a large number of African countries are not organized to provide real 

assistance to their own populations. As a matter of fact, things like social services, 

health care insurance, unemployment allocations, are far from being reality for the 

majority of African countries.  The already mentioned cases of the DRC, Mali and 

Zimbabwe are eloquent in this respect.  

Cold solidarity is most active and noticeable concerning relations between states, 

particularly in the area of international cooperation (Jacquet; Comolet, 2009). It 

concerns mainly grants and loans from foreign countries in support of a wide range of 

development projects. For many years, African governments considered this support 

as a permanent right on which they depended and based an important part of their 

national budget incomes (Moyo, 2009). Now the question is to know whether the link 

between solidarity and development aid is justifiable, and at what extent such a link is 

coherent and useful to African people. 

  

II-5.  Solidarity and Development Aid   

Many people think of development aid to be the way to reduce poverty as well as to 

achieve solidarity towards poor countries, including Africa (Jacquet; Comolet, 2009: 

5-6).
11

 For others, this form of help is again evidence of Western hegemony. It is a 

                                                           
11See also:  http://www.encyclopedie-dd.org/encyclopedie/developpement-durable/1-2-acteurs-

du-developpement/le-developpement-durable-fait.html  

http://www.encyclopedie-dd.org/encyclopedie/developpement-durable/1-2-acteurs-du-developpement/le-developpement-durable-fait.html
http://www.encyclopedie-dd.org/encyclopedie/developpement-durable/1-2-acteurs-du-developpement/le-developpement-durable-fait.html
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strategic lever to dominate and despoil the Third world, specifically the African 

people (Moyo, 2009). As already mentioned, both these attitudes reveal the question 

of the very nature of both the ideas of solidarity and development aid, as well as 

issues concerning the efficiency of the link established between them. 

Let us first assume that both the evoked concepts of solidarity and development 

are not synonyms. Both of them are plural concepts. They respectively refer to a wide 

range of contexts and ideologies. Neither of them is an end in itself; both of them are 

theoretically subordinated to the service of a common target: the human life. In this 

prospect, the improvement of the human life can be considered as their common 

ground or their overlapping zone.  

Leaving aside the etymology and the fortune of the word solidarity
12

, we can 

recall the already mentioned definition of solidarity as the “awareness of a common 

humanity and global citizenship; the conscious commitment to redress inequalities 

both within and between countries; the recognition that in an interdependent world, 

poverty or oppression anywhere is a threat to prosperity and stability everywhere.”
13

  

In the same prospect, we can also consider development as the improvement of 

“the quality of people’s lives, expanding their ability to shape their own futures. This 

generally calls for higher per capita income, but involve much more. It involves more 

equitable education and job opportunities. Greater gender equality. Better health and 

nutrition. A cleaner, more sustainable natural environment. A more impartial judicial 

and legal system.  Broader civil and political freedoms. A richer cultural life” 

(Gordon, 2007: 398).   

The preoccupation to improve human life conditions in the Third world is already 

noticeable in H. Truman’s Inaugural Address on January 20
th

, 1949: “More than half 

the people of the world are living in conditions approaching misery. Their food is 

inadequate. They are victims of disease. Their economic life is primitive and stagnant. 

Their poverty is a handicap and a threat both to them and to more prosperous areas.”
14

 

The US President’s speech emphasizes our initial question of how far can 

development aid express world solidarity? What does imply the idea of development 

and its connection with the concept of solidarity? What should be the right structures 

to improve together the life conditions of African peoples to overcome poverty and 

stagnation? 

 

II-6.  Development Aid: Complexities and Traps  

The idea of development aid was launched by the United State in 1948 within the 

context of Post-World War II and the Cold War politics. Originally, this idea referred 

to a large-scale aid program aiming to stimulate the European Recovery Program 

(ERP), also known as The Marshall Plan, as well as strengthen the ties between West 

European countries in order to contain the influence of the USSR. This project was 

also extended to the former Western colonies, qualified as the Third World in 

                                                           
12Pierre Ansay, La ville des solidarités. Bruxelles-Charleroi: EVO, 2000. 
13www.ingentaconnect.com/content/routledg/crea/2004/.../art00008 
14http://www.bartleby.com/124/pres53.html 
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opposition to the two world powerful blocs: the Western bloc under the US 

leadership; and the Eastern bloc leaded by the USSR (Gélinas, 1994: 40-41).  

 
Abounding in the same direction as the US Marshall Plan, the United Nations’ (UN) 

resolution number 200, published on 04/12/1948, draws the attention of developed 

countries on the technological backwardness of underdeveloped countries; 

consequently, it calls up to a general mobilization of the international experts to 

help and advise the Third World leaders to catch up the technological 

backwardness in order to resolve their problems concerning misery and poverty 

(Gélinas, 1994: 20).  

 

President Truman is considered as the one who formally launched the development 

aid crusade, initially evoked in his Inaugural Address. According to the American 

President, both the poverty and economic stagnation of the Third World are a flagrant 

insult against morals; they also are a threat to the world security. Therefore, they must 

be tackled rigorously through the development aid project which has to be innovative 

and ambitious. In this respect, the American President’s strategy stipulated two major 

points: first, it presented the standard of living in the US as the universal paradigm to 

which every country in the world should follow and reach, regardless of its particular 

culture; history; and political trajectory. The aid can be considered here as 

Universalist and an ideological project. Secondly, Truman proposed the transfer of 

capital and technologies as the right method by which Third World countries could 

improve their own technological backwardness; and in so doing, to develop 

themselves (Gélinas, 1994: 24-25). 

Truman’s development aid paradigm prevailed up into the decade of the ‘60s, 

mobilizing important human and financial resources. The American economist W. 

Rostow is known as one of the prominent intellectual architects of this model, 

particularly through his theory of a linear economic growth, structured in five stages 

including the traditional society; the prerequisites for the takeoff; the takeoff; the 

walking towards the maturity and the era of the mass consumption (Rostow, 1960).  

Regardless of various interpretations of the concept of development, we can 

notice that this concept remains an infinitely complex idea (Jacquet; Comolet, 2009) 

and full of traps (Latouche, 2004:31-72). Some of its original sins that determined its 

evolution from the early beginnings up to now can be identified as the policy to 

contain the communists’ expansion, as well as both the American agricultural and 

financial lobbies.   

In order to counter the success of the communists in China and the rise of 

revolutionary parties in the Third World, the donor countries gave more support to 

military investments than to addressing the real needs of the people in 

underdeveloped countries. As an illustration, J. Gélinas shows that in 1954 US 

development aid reached 6 billion dollars for which 86 percent was in military 

investments (Gélinas, 1994: 25). On the other hand, under the pressure of the 

American farmers who were in search of how to liquidate their stocks of unsold farm 

produces, the American Congress passed Public Law 480 (1954), known as "Food for 

Peace." This law authorized the US government to use development aid as a means 
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for such a purpose. In the name “Food for Peace” the US poured their vast food 

surpluses into the Third World including Africa. Many other developed countries and 

western economies largely followed the example of the US in this respect (Gélinas, 

1994: 25-27; 183-189).  

From then on, it can be noted that beyond the declared intentions, the notion of 

development aid is a truncated process; disguised as a cheap business for the benefit 

of the ‘landlords of funds’ (Jacquet; Comolet, 2009). As a matter of fact, conceived as 

a path of solidarity with the poor countries, - including African countries-, in order to 

reduce poverty, development aid has become a paradoxical process: instead of 

helping the so called poor countries, it serves the financial as well as the political and 

geostrategic interests of the donor countries. As a consequence, the dream of Africans 

to be free from poverty becomes more and more a ‘distant’ dream (Traoré, 1999: 25-

37).  

Indeed, African leaders failed in their mission because they did not address the 

real needs of their own populations. They ran dramatically into debt and they invested 

the money in the acquisition of military equipments, - that means in the defense of an 

ideology (‘capitalism versus socialism’, vice versa) and also in the protection of their 

own regimes. One of the best realizations of dictatorships throughout Africa has been 

the forces of repression yet alternatively the communal entertainment of the people by 

the dance, the games and the drink.  African leaders like Mobutu; Bokassa; Idi Amin; 

etc. constitute eloquent illustrations in this respect.  

The abundant presence in Africa of American farm commodities (and European 

as well), which are sold cheaper than local produce, ruin the local agriculture. This 

economic dumping contributed to the resurgence of hunger and poverty. It also 

strengthened the dependence of African countries on foreign support, not only 

concerning new technologies, but also in regard to the demand for foodstuffs (Gordon, 

2007:407-409).  

Consequently, far from being an emancipative strategy, the concept of 

development aid can be viewed as a path to servitude: "the logic of the help 

immortalizes the logic of dependence that generates the pessimism. It is known that 

the import of foodstuffs - in the form of help or in the trade frame- can prevent the 

development of the local savings because these imported foodstuffs are cheaper than 

the local products. There are many African countries where the rice of import 

replaced, for example, the traditional vegetables. This gap with the deep needs of 

societies also explains the phenomenon of the "white elephants ", these projects of 

"development" financed at great expense and which have never worked because they 

were badly thought or conceived by partners ignoring real needs of people and 

concrete conditions of realization of these projects" (Robert,  2004: 72-73).   

The idea of development aid as a support to catch up the technology 

backwardness progressively failed.  By the 1960s and 1970s due to the combination 

of various factors including the oil crisis in 1973 - the geopolitical awareness of the 

Third World countries and their claim for a new international economic order; the 

emergence of critical theories of the development denouncing the responsibility of the 

world economic system in the production and the preservation of underdevelopment 

became an apparent reality (Gélinas, 1994: 30-32). Further illustrations of this 
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breakdown and failure were expressed in ideas like the theory of dependence and 

unequal exchange developed by Raúl Prebish; the analysis of both the extroversion 

and the dislocation of the Third World economy carried out by Celso Furtado; the 

theory of the accumulation of the capital at the world scale sustained by Samir Amin.
 

15 
  

Due to these criticisms development aid is not viewed anymore as an act of 

assistance, but rather as a moral duty of compensation towards southern countries 

(Jacquet; Comolet, 2009). In this respect, a significant effort was expected from rich 

countries, specifically on the basis of the percentage of their gross domestic product 

(GDP). According to the United Nations recommendation, this help was to be equal at 

least to 0.7 % of the GDP of the rich countries. It is still true that not all developed 

countries contributed the expected amount of money. On the other hand, it is 

paradoxical that in spite of the ‘received support,’ Africa never improved or 

progressed, as poverty and its corollaries destroyed any hopes of advancement. 

Following the Zambian economist D. Moyo, we find that “between 1970 and 1998, 

when aid flows to Africa were at their peak, poverty in Africa rose from 11 percent to 

a staggering 66 percent" and that "roughly 600 million of Africa's people are now 

trapped in poverty" (Moyo, 2009).  Once again, this lack of performance, indeed this 

failure of progress exposes questions related to the efficiency of development aid as a 

way of solidarity towards and within Africa. 

Forced by the collapse of the price of raw materials and brought down by debt 

servicing, African countries were obliged to accept binding measures on behalf of the 

institutions of Bretton Woods, specifically the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and the World Bank (WB). These measures are globally known as Structural 

Adjustment Programs (SAP). Their purpose is clear: to configure both the economic 

and commercial structures of African countries, - and thus their social structures -, in 

compliance with the requirements of the global free-market economy, regardless of 

their effects concerning social, humanitarian, and cultural issues (Traoré, 1999: 39-

51).  

As the cold war ended and the iron curtain fell, the help defined by development 

aid lost its military or war’s justification. There is no longer a communist danger to 

contain. So, the economic and financial prospects are the remaining justifications. 

With regard to this new context, development aid became a straight intervention 

mechanism for Bretton Woods’ institutions and Western nations into African 

countries’ affairs. It becomes a kind of life-buoy allowing African states (furthermore 

frayed by the SAP) to insure so-so their kingly functions. At the same time, the 

international community forged and imposed the concept of humanitarian 

intervention, mainly in order to facilitate the imposition of the SAP measures. Of 

course, the unsaid of the humanitarian intervention principle is to get around the 

principle of national sovereignty; in order words, this principle can be considered as 

                                                           
15Raúl Prebish, The Economic Development of Latin America and its Principal Problems, New 

York, United Nations, 1950.  Celso Furtado, Desenvolvimento e subdesenvolvimento, Rio de 

Janeiro, Fundo de Cultura, 1961. Samir Amin, L’accumulation à l’échelle mondiale, Paris, 

Anthropos, 1970.   
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only a pretext to defuse all social revolt going against the neoliberal measures; to 

weaken any (African) state which would like to resist the dictates of current world 

ruling systems and countries. Saddam Hussein's Iraq, the recent events in the Ivory 

Coast, and the fall of Gaddafi in Libya, are all eloquent illustrations in this respect.  

The existence of this kind of world ruling strategies on behalf of rich countries 

mirrors the former colonial order, which was organized around three control levers: 

the military force, business/financial aims and religious or missionary efforts (Hugon, 

1999: 104).  

In such a prospect, development aid can be rightly considered as having a two-

edged sword. While it is presented as a system of solidarity, the aid is also used as a 

tool in support of the economic and financial interests for the donor countries. It also 

contributes to strengthen their domination all over the world. Like a drug, the 

international aid increased both the dependence and the exploitation of African 

countries (Moyo, 2009).  

As already mentioned, the effects of the SAP fell far below expectations. These 

measures degenerated the situation of the African countries. The already mentioned 

2010 UNDP report attests to the degraded performance of the majority of African 

countries. Many amongst the protagonists of the SAP “admit that most countries have 

experienced little or no growth after undergoing structural adjustment (Gordon, 2007: 

407). For the Malian former Minister of Culture, Mrs. A. Traoré, the issue at stake is 

the quintessence of the SAP: “To fit or to die is the quintessence of this message. But 

we now know in sub-Saharan Africa that it is a question of fitting and of dying 

nevertheless. Most of the countries under structural adjustment programs collapsed 

from stagnation to decline: the food deficits reached alarming proportions; the 

unemployment aggravated; the sub-use of the industrial capacity became widespread 

and the deterioration of the environment threatens the survival of the Africans” 

(Traoré, 1999: 42).  

As it is to be expected, the already mentioned 2010 UNDP report is not a data 

collection nor a set of figures and statistics to give a good impression of an 

international organization. The matter at stake is that of human life: this report 

concerns tens of thousands of children, men and women whose lives are shattered 

because of endless, grinding poverty. It is a question of life and death. This situation 

is aggravated by the dismemberment of the African social order; the atrophy of the 

functions of the African state; and the development of an economic system aiming 

essentially at profit rather than the well-being of humankind.
16

 

Once again, let us agree that development aid failed as a path of solidarity. For 

numbers of observers, development aid is a pretense of which African leaders have to 

be aware; they must largely distrust in it. Development aid is an unmitigated political, 

economic and humanitarian disaster for African people (Moyo, 2009). It is a source of 

a hardly reimbursable debt (Traoré, 1999: 25-37) and a vicious circle of dependence 

and impoverishment (Gélinas, 1994). Therefore, it seems urgent to rethink both the 

idea and current practice of global solidarity.  

                                                           
16Please see: Les effets sociaux  des Programmes d’ajustement structurels dans les pays du Sud, 

in Alternatives Sud, Vol. 1 (1994)2. See also :    
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III. Rethinking Global Solidarity from an African Perspective  

 

To rethink world solidarity implies an immense critical task to unmask errors of the 

past and to put on milestones for another possible future. In this prospect, we would 

like to limit our considerations to the African context. Therefore we explore here both 

the finality and articulations of the idea of global solidarity taking into consideration 

African values and potential African contributions to the enrichment of global 

solidarity vision, as an expression of the human interdependence and the search for 

global justice.    

 

III-1.  Global Solidarity in the African Context 

We defined solidarity as the commitment to tackle injustice and situations striking a 

blow at both human life and human dignity, on account of the world interdependence 

consciousness. The idea of interdependence does not include as a background the 

system of mass production and consumption characterizing developed economies; 

known under names like Taylorism; Fordism; Toyotism; etc.  On the contrary, we put 

emphasis on both the convergence of volunteer and effort to build together another 

possible world; aiming for justice and rich in human diversity. With regard to such a 

consideration, global solidarity cannot be viewed as a one-way process; that means a 

relationship in which some are confined to be receivers while others have to play the 

role of donors endlessly.  

The analyzed paradigm of solidarity reflected a world vision which can be 

considered mono-cultural (Semprini, 1997: 62-63), meaning a Eurocentric perception 

of solidarity according to which peripheral countries are definitely considered as poor 

and having nothing to bring for the edification of a common humanity. Such a 

theoretical background of global solidarity has to be changed in favor of a pluralistic 

and multicultural perspective.  

Indeed, the current model of solidarity is asymmetric, as it confines Africans to 

the passive and eternal role of beneficiaries of ‘foreign generosity.’ In so doing, this 

paradigm ignores the African resources useful for a new perception of solidarity; the 

capacity of African cultures to contribute to the enrichment of solidarity as a 

humanitarian practice. Humankind embodies a wide ranging means of manifestation. 

By focusing only on money and power relationships, the ruling solidarity paradigm 

ignores humankind’s diversity; it denies the possibility for other cultures (mainly non 

Western cultures) to elaborate a coherent and significant thought on human 

relationship and destiny.  

According to the African world view and values, money and power relationships 

are not in the very centre of solidarity practice.  This traditional wisdom denounces 

the domination of the donor as well as the submission of the beneficiary of solidarity. 

It excludes from the practice of solidarity all kind of abuse of some towards the others. 

In this respect, an African proverb point out: “the giver hand is always over the 

receiver one.” For their part, the Baluba of Kasayi (DRC), sustain as essential to 

solidarity and brotherhood the recognition of the other as a subject and human values 

bearer - whatever his age and whatever his social condition. So, they announce 
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proverbs like: “Kua mukulu kantu; kua muakunyi kantu, nenku bulongu bua disanga”; 

which means: “the brotherhood is really nice when everyone is valued and can bring 

its own contribution to the common living”. 

From the African perspective, solidarity is not enclosed within the sphere of 

money and power relationships. It goes beyond and values respectful human contact 

and exchange of services and support.  According to this approach, nobody is thought 

so poor that he can bring nothing in support of another. J. Mbiti holds this prevalence 

of the human relationship on others’ considerations in writing: “Only in terms of 

other people does the individual become conscious of his own being, his own duties, 

his privileges and responsibilities towards other people. When he suffers, he does not 

suffer alone but with the corporate group; when he rejoices, he rejoices not alone but 

with his kinsmen, his neighbours and his relatives whether dead or living” (Mbiti, 

1970: 141).  

In her book, Viol de l’imaginaire, the Malian former Minister of culture, A. 

Traoré, denounces the focalization of the ruling system on profit.  This attitude 

contributed to pass over and silence African values as well as it annihilated African 

creativity by making of African cultures a kind of rubbishes of humanity. Having 

interiorized and likened a negative image of themselves promoted by the ruling 

system, the Africans are violated in their imagination and emasculated in their 

creativity (Traoré, 2003).  

This thesis joins an idea already developed many decades ago by A. Memmi in 

his book Le portrait du colonisé (1985). Drawing on the criticism of colonization, 

Memmi denounces one of the strategies of the colonial system consisting of creating 

and promoting a negative image of the colonized people.  

All allowance being made, it can be said that the same logic operated concerning 

the analyzed model of solidarity, because this paradigm viewed Africa and Africans 

in only one role of poor beneficiaries of foreign generosity. We think of such an 

attitude to be an error of optics which is advisable to rectify advisedly; giving a 

chance to the so called poor countries to express by themselves their own world 

vision and axiology with regard to solidarity.  

In this regard, as observed C. Robert, the African continent is an unexplored 

mine. According to this scholar, “the search for the solutions to the troubles which 

strike Africa would open new ways of reflections on the "globalized" planet. By 

drawing from its own cultural resources, Africa would diversify the sources of the 

debate on the necessary social transformation and would feed the researches (...) on 

the alternative model to the globalized capitalism. (Robert, 2004: 142).   

 

III-2.  The Purpose of Global Solidarity  

Is global solidarity an end in itself? As is to be expected, the answer is negative: just 

as for development aid, global solidarity cannot be an end in itself. The image of 

Africa as a land of solidarity is not to be made anymore. The African solidarity is far 

from being an end in itself; or a kind of accommodation that encourages parasitism 

and drift, as denounced by analysts like S. Smith (Smith, 2004: 141-156). Following 

many African thinkers including J. Mbiti, we maintain that African solidarity is 
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essentially at the service of the human life in a human community (Mbiti, 1970). But 

what does this mean concretely? 

The concept of life does not refer to any vitalist mind or animistic perception of 

the world on behalf of African people (Bidima, 1995:55-58). The issue at stake 

concerns the human life in its material or basic dimension (bios). Borrowing the 

phenomenological category of H. Arendt, we can evoke the category of the “animal 

laborans” which insists on the satisfaction of the human basic needs, just required to 

be in life or to be a living being (Arendt, 1958). Concretely, it concerns the capacity 

of African (as a human being) to maintain the life (food; health care; etc.); to take part 

in the reproduction of the life and to pass it onto future generations. 

Indeed, the idea of life is prior to everything, according to the African world 

vision.  Life is a gift from God, through the mediation of the Ancients. It must be well 

kept and passed onto future generations. The African thinks of himself to be a link in 

the long chain of the management and the transmission of the life. Consequently, the 

individual lives with a permanent consciousness of interdependence towards both the 

ancients and forthcoming generations. For African people, ‘to be’ is essentially ‘to be 

connected’; to be linked to the community (Bidima, 1995: 56). 

The Rev. P. Tempels is the first to address the paramount worry of the African 

about life. He does it in his famous philosophical book named: Le Philosophie 

Bantoue (Tempels, 1947). For Tempels: “in the mouth of Black people, they are 

words which are repeated ceaselessly. They are like a variation on a leitmotiv which 

is present in their language; their thought; and in their actions. This supreme value is 

the life; the strength: to live strong or vital force” (Tempels, 1947: 30). 

For the Baluba of the Kasayi (DRC), the consciousness related to the value of life 

is ubiquitous in their daily language. In Tshiluba language, the word “moyo” stands 

for “life”.  To greet each other, the Baluba use the expression: "Ndi nkuela moyo" 

either " Moyo weba ". That means: "I wish the life to you "; either: "Life to you". The 

answer goes to the same way around: "Eeh! Moyo”; either: “Weeba peeba". That 

means: “Yes, I accept the life or your wish of life to me”; either:  “Life to you as 

well". Abounding in the sense of the Rev. Tempels’ observation, we can assert that 

the category of “life” is central in the Baluba perception of the world as it is used in 

every major life circumstance; first and principally to refer to the material dimension 

and the quality of human relationship. It is in the very centre of their conception of 

global solidarity. 

In addition to that, we also see that human life is considered as an ethical 

criterion of universal validity. Its defense is both a moral and a political imperative 

(Dussel, 2002: 127-129). The defense of the threatened and denied human life is a 

moral principle that resists further alternatives and metaphysical speculations. Such a 

principle is more binding with regard to the already evoked situation of African 

peoples who are exterminated by the poverty and annihilated by the exploitation on 

behalf of ruling system.  A global solidarity worthy of the name should make people 

consider human life as the main and prior target. In such a prospect, the African 

struggle for life can be part of tens of thousands of voices that are already claiming 

for an adjustment of the current global economic system which privileges the profit 

for itself instead of the well-being of humankind (Houtart; Polet, 1999: 131-135).  
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Focusing on the improvement of human life, global solidarity is different facing 

the global single market.  In this regard, the African world vision should contribute to 

the emergence of an alternative world, making visible the richness and diversity of 

humankind; how far every culture of the humanity can contribute to the emergence of 

another possible world. Nobody is so poor that he cannot bring any support, in return, 

to his fellow men. 

 

III-3.  Global Solidarity and Community Membership   

As already underlined, the African world vision emphasizes the role of the 

community as the space from which life emerges and grows up. It is through the 

community and within the cooperation of all members of the community that human 

life develops. Now the question is: can solidarity be developed beyond community 

borders? If yes, then why? Consequently, if such a prospect is feasible, how far can 

we explain both the genocide and the ethnic conflicts occurring in Africa?  

Indeed, the human life constitutes the corner stone of the negro-African vision of 

the world. As we already mentioned the value of human life amongst African 

communities, we should consider that the defense of life through global solidarity has 

to go beyond frontiers and clan spirit. The respect for the destiny of victims of the 

ruling system as well as of the African dictatorships and all people in need of help, 

recommends both modesty and an open mind to those who, in virtue of ethnic 

comfort, political interests, or a regionalist expectations, deny the relevance of a 

cross-border solidarity.  

The protagonists of ethnic solidarity consider the idea of global solidarity as 

meaningless as well as idealistic. Some of them even think the world organization 

should be developed in compliance with segregationist logic or apartheid. According 

to them, solidarity must be developed in the context of separated communities on the 

basis of ethnic or regional ties. Their reasoning relies on the bonds of mutual care 

characterizing the concept of solidarity as more strong and effective in particular 

communities, where members share a common identity; rather than in a universal 

community where people do not have such a strong attachment between them.   

This attitude is based on a double consideration: on one side, the protagonists of 

ethnic solidarity use the convergence of the resemblance or the argument of 

homogeneity; on the other side, they underline the exclusion of the different or the 

rejection of diversity. In sum, the ethnic solidarity defenders deny both the people 

diversity and a capacity of integration on account of their community membership. 

The dichotomy of their reasoning can be disentangled as follows: the community is 

built on the basis of an antagonistic logic; that means it is built on the basis of the 

opposition between the “We” (the community members supposed to be homogenous, 

unanimous and united) and the “other” (the foreigner; the non identical; the different). 

According to this way of thinking, the denial and the exclusion of the difference 

(“other”) are both essential to the assertion of the existence of the community (“We”). 

I am (or we are) because you are not. You have to disappear for us (the “We”) to be. 

In order, the eviction of the different (the other) is the basic requirement for us (the 

“We”) to be. To be, the “demos” excludes the “others” on account of their identity 
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background (Maalouf, 1998). Therefore solidarity is possible only within the 

community’s fellow members.   

In virtue of such an approach, people can justify the indefensible. This was the 

case concerning the Rwandan genocide, in 1994, for example. On account of their 

respective ethnic membership, both the Tutsi and Hutu opposed and killed each other 

in incredible proportions (Boubacar Diop, 2000). This was also the case of the 

inhuman eviction of the Baluba from the Katanga province, in 1991-1993, in the DRC: 

on the basis of ethnic membership, tens of thousands of people from Kasai were 

deprived of their properties and chased away as rats of the Katanga (Kangomba, 

2000). The recent political dead-end in Ivory Coast can also be considered as an 

illustration of ethnic or community based solidarity. In his essay “Négrologie. 

Pourquoi l’Afrique meurt”, S. Smith denounces the persistence of such an attitude in 

Africa which he sees as characteristic of African dictatorships (Smith, 2003: 141-156).   

The idea of limiting solidarity to a shared common identity; values or an ethnic 

membership seems to be attractive, because it flatters the ego of all kinds of 

nationalists. However, it sins on both sides: first the confinement in the homogeneity; 

and secondly, the refusal of all difference. This reasoning is pure sophism, because no 

identity, culture or community is ever in the pure state. It is on account of loans, 

mixture and solidarity that our identities and communities are built (Maalouf, 1998).  

To confine the practice of solidarity to a common identity is to deny human life 

as a shared value by all human beings the world over. In virtue of human life viewed 

as a universal ethical reference, we dispute the validity of the ethnic solidarity thesis, 

because it promotes a kind of essentialist approach favorable to some kind of political 

and social eugenics; aiming to the development of homogenous entities, and 

consequently, to the negation of diversity and human integration. The protagonists of 

this thesis pass over in silence a fundamental element without which any solidarity 

worthy of the name is possible: the human life. This is a Universal value whose 

defense is morally mandatory to everyone. Such a defense can justify a world 

solidarity towards those in need (Dussel, 2002: 17-39).  

With regard to the previous assertion, what is then the role of kinship solidarity?  

Is the “family to family solidarity” to be evicted from the Africans’ relationship 

panorama? First of all, we must recognize that the kinship is still important in Africa. 

It plays a major role in the development of individual and the implementation of 

social harmony (Mbiti, 2004: 135-138). By having common descendants, people 

share also a common fate. This situation has the effect of strengthening the link 

between them. Such an attachment should be considered as a plus in the context of 

global solidarity as it can be used as an important step in mobilization the people for 

global solidarity. But the question is still: how far can be kinship based solidarity 

reach out to foreign people? 

The concept of kinship based solidarity must be considered within its original 

context of traditional Africa where people lived in a homogenous social space; and 

communities were dependent upon themselves for self-defense and the survival. In 

such a context, every community member is obliged to protect his community and 
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insure its future generations. Currently the world has changed and is still changing. 

Kinship based solidarity is more and more questioned by African themselves.
17

 The 

emergence of big cities promotes the slackening of community ties and constraints. 

This state of things calls for a reconsideration of the kinship based solidarity concept. 

To be precise, the question concerns more the context solidarity is practiced than the 

principle itself as, even in big cities, people develop new types and ties of solidarity 

based on new categories like the neighborhood, labor, classmates, gender, political or 

social activism, churches; etc. 

Anyway, drawing on the pertinence of human life as a Universal and moral 

criteria, we sustain the development of a cross-border solidarity, regardless of all 

kinds of barriers. The point is the implication of everyone in the development and the 

defense of the human life wherever needed.   

 

III-4.  Solidarity and Justice  

It is common place to note that solidarity is not a self generational behavior. It is 

rather a fruit of strong moral convictions, a balance of power relationship, a result of 

various conflicts of interests and social struggles. It is essential to underline a practice 

without which any act of solidarity is meaningless or, in some cases, it can be 

considered as a theft, a rape, or a violation. Speaking of theft, we refer to the extortion 

and the pillage of both material and intellectual resources of African countries.
18

  By 

the notion of rape, we make reference to the alienation of the imaginary of African 

people and the destruction of their cultures; and finally, by violation, we indicate any 

shape of violation of the fundamental human rights, especially the right to life and to 

develop a decent living (Traoré, 2002).  

With regard to the mentioned treats, we think of the requirement of justice to be 

the basic criterion and perspective of solidarity. We speak of justice towards and 

within the African continent. J. Rawls considers such a requirement as "the first virtue 

of the social institutions" (Rawls, 1971); whereas, several centuries before him, Saint 

Augustin already underlined the importance of justice by claiming that "kingdoms 

without justice are only companies of robbery."
19

    

What does the idea of justice refer to? What should be its implications in the 

debate on global solidarity, particularly from an African perspective? We think of the 

idea of justice to be related to the search of global harmony. The search for harmony 

is constitutive of the African world view. Unfortunately, this concept has been 

interpreted by many scholars either in a platonic way, far from the people daily 

realities or reduced to the submission of Africans to the law of the nature (Robert, 

2004: 114-115). Many left aside the basic needs of African people or fundamental 

human aspirations and focused on a metaphysical perspective and the world beyond. 

Consequently, they put forth evidence of animism and vitalism in African traditions, 

                                                           
17www.slateafrique.com/833/face-cachée-solidaité-africaine 
18In this respect, there are many reports of the United Nations concerning the spoliation of 

countries of the Great Lakes Region, for example.  
19http://la-philosophie.com/citations-de-saint-augustin 

http://www.slateafrique.com/833/face-cachée-solidaité-africaine
http://la-philosophie.com/citations-de-saint-augustin
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passing over silent conflicts and daily fights for biological survival, or social and 

environmental balance (Bidima, 1995: 49-58).  

We think of this interpretation to be contrary to African people aspirations and 

daily realities. The harmony to which the African people aspire is first and 

fundamentally rooted in their real life. The harmony refers to the search for 

equilibrium in social and political life as well as in regard to the environment. 

Harmony does not have to do with any artless faith and unfounded fears in front of 

the nature. Harmony focuses on the balance in the redistribution of the social dividend; 

on taking care of orphans, widows, both the handicapped and aging people. Harmony 

stands for balance and justice.   

On the other hand, the idea of justice does not imply any mathematical equality. 

It rejects all kind of sterile and metaphysical speculation. It is linked to the concept of 

life because it aims at both the protection and development of the human life. The life 

is perceived as a collective adventure. Justice has to aim at the equilibrium within the 

community, in particular towards the most discriminated. J. Rawls spoke of justice as 

a search for equity (Rawls, 1971).  

Beyond the current changes, it is the duty of African leaders to restore such a 

value as well as to promote it as the African contribution to global solidarity. 

Concretely, they have to take part rigorously in the struggle against corruption, for 

example, improve their own practices towards the most deprived among which are the 

children, the elderly and the widows.  

This task is also a duty of the whole international community which, in order to 

strengthen the credibility of proclaimed fundamental human rights, should encourage 

the achievement of fair and international structures concerned with the issue of good 

life for all. Why is profit for, if it is not human life oriented? It should be time to 

promote through a renewed idea of global solidarity more social and economical 

justice than aid.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The African continent is walking backwards in the current globalized and changing 

world. As a result, tens of thousands of Africans are starving from hunger, poverty 

and misery. To put an end to these sufferings is a moral and political imperative. In 

this regard, many people thought of development aid to be an adequate way to 

achieve solidarity with African people. Unfortunately, a balance sheet of more than 

50 years of development aid’s projects confirms the fact that, in reality, in its current 

shape, this aid help generates more dependency and poverty than it contributes to the 

real emancipation of Africa. Therefore, it is time to change the paradigm of world 

solidarity, to focus on social and economic justice, but also promote alternative values 

and traditions of solidarity by revealing the contributions from Africa and Africans on 

the issue.  

Global solidarity is not a question of money and power relationships. It is the 

consciousness of a common struggle against injustice, poverty and misery all over the 

world. Based on human interdependence, such a solidarity is called to be a 

multidirectional dynamic; a space in which everybody is considered as a subject and 
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able to bring his own contribution to the well-being of humankind. This is an 

important challenge for African people, as well as for all those who believe in real 

solidarity between people and its strength to make things change.  
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JUSTIFICATORY STRUCTURES: TAOIST AND COFUCIAN 

ETHICS 
 

Chin-Tai Kim
 

 
Abstract: The normative claims of some ethical theories receive justification from 

their founding layers. But some lack foundations. It becomes a meta-ethical 

challenge to understand the justificatory devices such theories employ. This study 

compares Taoism and Confucianism as Eastern examples of two theory types. The 

idea of harmony with Tao fuses metaphysics of immanence with the ethic of non-

action, intending a metaphysical justification for the norm of non-action. 

Confucian ethics, dispensing with a religious, metaphysical or empirical 

theoretical foundation for normative ethics, uses appeal to tradition as a 

justificatory device. A comparative critique shows that Taoist ethics needs support 

of tradition as Confucian ethics needs trust of experience and thought in the 

justification of normative claims. It is argued that developing an art of 

comportment in the interstice of moral theories is more important than trying to 

build a moral theory with complete justification.   

   

Ethical theories may prescribe incompatible norms of evaluation and obligation, set 

different ends of human life, and/or recommend contrary virtues. Differences among 

moral norms will assume greater significance if they are understood to result from 

different foundations supporting the theories that prescribe them.  The foundations of 

a normative theory can be broadly understood to include beliefs, substantive, 

epistemological and methodological, that go into the justification of its normative 

claims.  Relevant substantive beliefs range from common-sense verities to elements 

of elaborate theories--philosophical, religious and scientific.  A possible claim by the 

proponents of a normative theory that it is free of a foundation should be met with a 

query as to what sorts of foundations are being disclaimed and a suspicion that it may 

have some unacknowledged justificatory devices.  Even a claim that a principle is 

self-evident calls for justification. 

Ethical theories with explicit foundations are common in the Western tradition.  

Aristotle’s ethics is founded in theoretical sciences, especially, metaphysics and 

psychology as well as logic and methodology. Kant’s ethics has what he calls a 

transcendental foundation, a theory describing a priori conditions of the possibility of 

moral experience. Interestingly, his foundation for ethics, at least in his thinking, does 

not include a metaphysical or empirical theory of human nature so that the ontological 

status of practical reason that grounds it is left frustratingly vague.
1
 John Stuart Mill’s 

                                                           
Dr. CHIN-TAI KIM, Professor of Philosophy, Case Western Reserve University, 10900 

Euclid Avenue Cleveland, OH 44106, USA.  Email: cxk6@case.edu; kimsuro9@aol.com. 
1The thesis that humans have an empirical nature that contains impediments to their necessary 

conformance to the moral law is part of Kant’s foundation of ethics.  But the information as to 

what such impediments are is not taken to be relevant.  

https://exchange.csupomona.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=ddcd04b7cf9647dfaec530cf42b873d1&URL=mailto%3acxk6%40case.edu
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Utilitarianism is founded on naturalist ontology and hedonistic psychology and theory 

of value. A close scrutiny will show that even intuitive types of normative ethics such 

as the theory of prima facie duties offer justificatory reasons including an explanation 

of why conventional foundations are not needed or appropriate. The assertion that a 

normative ethical theory does or does not have a foundation of a specific type should 

occasion a probe into a hidden justificatory scheme.  

This comparative study of Taoist and Confucian ethics will focus on the 

structures of justification they use.  Our choice of the subjects should be of broad 

interest as they exemplify types well exemplified in the Western tradition as well.  

Confucian Analects includes sayings that deny the relevance of religion, metaphysics 

and theory of human nature in the justification of the normative content of ethics
2
 

whereas Taoism freely fuses metaphysics, ethics and politics.  The Confucian denial 

of the relevance of conventional foundations hints at a non-standard justificatory 

scheme underlying what may appear to some as unsystematic casuistry.  Beyond 

weighing the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches to morals, this 

study will inquire whether the justificatory intent of each can be realized with desired 

finality.  It will be argued that the alleged justifying grounds for norms in both cases 

are ultimately part of a whole web of beliefs that cannot be anchored in an external 

foundation having decisive authority. 

What is attempted here is a comparative study, from a largely Western point of 

view, of two Chinese schools of thought.  I am aware that such a study must sooner or 

later address the question what conditions would make cross-cultural hermeneutics 

possible and whether they can be and are satisfied.  A full answer can be given only in 

a separate study.  But the following point can be made to forestall a hasty judgment 

that a comparative study of two non-Western schools of thought from a Western point 

of view, whatever its theoretical worth, lacks or has little philosophical relevance.  

Much more of philosophizing than is acknowledged is comparative.  There are 

different degrees of affinity and difference, intra-cultural and intercultural, and we 

tend to make a hasty judgment, before undertaking a close comparative study, that 

products of two cultures must be incommensurable if the cultural difference involves 

a racial or ethnic difference.  The problem a Western philosopher faces in trying to 

understand a Chinese philosophical school is not radically different from what a 

contemporary Western philosopher faces in trying to understand ancient Greek 

philosophy, or what a Western empiricist faces in trying to understand Western 

rationalism, or what a philosopher in the Anglo-American analytical tradition faces in 

trying to understand continental philosophy.  To do comparative philosophy is to do 

philosophy.   

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2Analects of Confucius, tr. Burton Watson, New York: Columbia University Press, 2007, 5: 13 

(p. 18); 7: 19, 20 (p. 50). 
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I. Taoist Ethics 

 

The concept of harmony with Tao unites the metaphysical and the empirical, essence 

and actuality, knowledge and practice, activity and passivity, and fact and value. The 

structure of Taoism could be better understood through its contrast with theism.  

Theism comes in a variety of forms but in all its forms an entity that is independent, 

in nature and existence, of worldly things is postulated to explain their nature, 

existence and/or becoming.  The paradigmatic form of theism combines a cosmogony, 

a narrative of the genesis and unfolding of the cosmos, with an ontological 

commentary that the world is absolutely dependent in nature and existence on the 

deity while the latter is absolutely independent from the world.  The phrase “creatio 

ex nihilo” expresses radical asymmetry of dependence between the deity and the 

world.  Creationism is not a necessary element of theism, however.  Platonic theism 

views matter as uncreated and assigns to the demiurge the limited function of 

fashioning things out of preexisting matter modeled after eternal and transcendent 

Forms as their archetypes.
3

 Creationist forms of theism confer upon the deity 

anthropomorphic features including awareness of options, preference of an option, 

choice of an option and execution of the choice.  Leibniz’s theology is an exemplar of 

anthropomorphic theism in philosophical form.  Aristotle’s God, conceived as prime 

unmoved mover, approaches being an abstract metaphysical principle with minimum 

personification.  Nature is uncreated and eternal with its division into fixed species.  

There always is motion in the world and the potency to be in motion is exclusively in 

worldly things.  The motive potency of a thing cannot be actualized except for God 

but it is God’s being, not any divine action, that causes its actualization.  Aristotle 

resorts to a metaphor to explain the nature of God’s final causation.  Worldly things 

with motive potency desire or admire God, pure actuality in the form of eternal self-

consciousness, and their felt attraction efficiently causes their motion.
4

  But 

Aristotle’s view that God must be admirable does not seem to be required for God’s 

status as unmoved mover.  A being that is repellent can be an unmoved cause of 

distancing motion.  Anything of any nature arguably can be an unmoved mover 

insofar as the moved “perceives” the former.  Anthropomorphic theism plays a 

significant justificatory role in ethics: the human moral law is thought to have 

authority because it is God’s command.  Judaism offers a prime example of 

theologically founded ethics.
5
  But Aristotle’s theism plays no such justificatory role.   

                                                           
3Plato, Timaeus, in Edith Hamilton and Huntington Cairns (eds.), The Collected Dialogues of 

Plato, New York: Bollingen Foundation, 1964, 29e-30a, pp. 1162-1163, 51d-52e, pp. 1178-

1179. 
4Aristotle, Metaphysics, tr. W. D. Ross, in Richard McKeon (ed.), The Basic Works of Aristotle 

, New York: Random House, 1941, Book 12, Ch. 7, 1017 a-b, p. 761. 
5The New Annotated Oxford Bible, 3rd ed., New Revised Standard Version, Oxford University 

Press, 2001.  “Deutronomy,” 4:4-14.  It is clearly indicated that the Ten Commandments, which 

include ethical rules, are the primary “statues and ordinances” that constitute God’s covenant 

with Israel.   
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The primary ontological mark of Tao is that it is neither an entity separate from 

the world nor an entity among others in it.  It is the immanent ground of all things.  

The metaphysics of immanence, like theism, comes in different forms too but in its 

paradigmatic form it holds that the immanent ground of the world is real only through 

the concrete things that manifest it.  Heraclitus’ theory of Logos of the flux, Spinoza’s 

monism and Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of Will are three Western analogues.  God 

as natura naturans in Spinoza is essence, power, potency that is actual only through 

and as modes, its concrete expressions.  God or Nature is a complete unity of potency 

and its actualization—potency-in-act.
6
  The naming of the immanent ground as “Tao” 

may give rise to the illusion that it is something that has a nature determinate apart 

from the characteristics of the phenomena that express it.  But the meaning of the 

“Tao,” Way, suggests that Tao’s inner disposition can be known only by the direction 

– Way, which the manifest phenomena take.  

The beginning stanzas of Tao Te Ching warn against both completely identifying 

and completely separating Tao and its worldly manifestation:   

 
A way that can be walked is not the Way 

A name that can be named is not the Name.  

  

Tao is both Named and Nameless 

As blameless, it is the origin of all things 

As Named it is the mother of all things7 

 

No Way that is phenomenal can be the Way, the metaphysical ground of everything 

phenomenal.  An ordinary name is given to something that is designated but the 

immanent ground of everything, not being an entity that can be designated, cannot 

have an ordinary name.  Tao in itself therefore is nameless, or unnamable, but it can 

be named in the sense that it can be the object of a description like “the Tao of this 

phenomenon” or “the Tao of all phenomena” much as Heidegger’s Being can be 

described as the “Being of encountered beings”.
8
 This does not mean, however, that 

Tao can be reduced to the phenomena that manifest it: the conceptual and ontological 

distinction between that which is manifest through phenomena and the phenomena 

                                                           
6Baruch de Spinoza, Ethics, ed. James Gutmann (ed.), New York: Hafner Publishing Co., 1949.  

See Pt. I, Prop. XI, XX, XXI, XXII.                                                                                
7Tao Te Ching, tr. Jonathan Star, New York: Jeremy P. Tarcher/Penguin, verses 1 & 2.  This is 

a highly interpretive translation.   
8An understanding of the Being of humans (Dasein) is thought by Heidegger to set the horizons 

for an understanding of Being.  The question whether the methodological primacy of the 

analysis of Dasein is consistent with the conceptual, and, further, ontological independence of 

Being from beings is not conclusively answered even at the close of Being and Time.  But a 

negative answer is implied by Heidegger’s description of his project as a general 

phenomenological ontology.  Being must be meant through some phenomena.  See Martin 

Heidegger, Being and Time, tr. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson, New York and 

Evanston: Harper and Row, 1962, pp. 486-488.  
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that manifest it is retained.  This aspectual duality of reality differentiates metaphysics 

of immanence from plain naturalism, the view that simply admits the existence of 

nature without grounding it metaphysically.  Tao as the immanent ground of all 

phenomena is a “blameless” origin of all things in that unlike a theistic creator that 

acts for a purpose with responsibility Tao lacks anthropomorphic features that render 

responsibility imputable to it.  Tao is amoral--beyond good and evil.  What is the 

named mother of all things?  It must be a primordial state in the cosmogonic process 

from which myriad things unfold.  But the Named must itself be a manifestation of 

the Unnamed eternal ground.  The idea of eternal Tao only qualifies all cosmogonic 

phases as metaphysically grounded in an immanent way.  The Unnamed origin of all 

things may be compared to the immanent cause of all things in Spinoza while the 

Named mother of all things may be compared to a prominent transient cause.
9
     

We are interested in the way Taoism justifies its ethics.  Taoist ethics is a variety 

of ideal teleology: it sets an ideal end of human life, a state for humans to strive to 

attain, describes its constituent virtues, and prescribes a way toward it.  This end is 

harmony with Tao manifest through non-action.  Questions arise.  If a person can be 

in harmony with Tao, disharmony with it must be possible also.  How it is possible 

for anything that manifests Tao to be in disharmony with it?  The answer should be 

that manifesting Tao is a metaphysical act while harmony or disharmony with Tao is 

a manner Tao is concretely manifest in human experience.  Non-action is marked by 

not acting for personal ends and letting oneself be moved by a force felt and 

understood to be cosmic.
10

  Attainment of non-action is thought to occasion the 

person’s emancipation from the constraints of individual subjectivity and 

participation in the flow of pervasive cosmic force.  What is most important here, 

non-action can be understood in experiential terms as a unique mode of existence 

marked by such understandable and pursuable virtues as selflessness, letting-be, 

tolerance and acceptance.  My awareness that this force moving me when I have 

emptied myself of personal motives is Tao is a metaphysical interpretation among 

other such interpretations including the narrative that spirit descending from a 

transcendent deity moves me.  But what can receive diverse interpretations is an 

experientially meaningful phenomenon.  We will approach the general question what 

significance metaphysical interpretations of moral experience have by focusing on the 

question whether and how the metaphysical thesis that non-action manifests harmony 

with Tao provides justification for the normative judgment that non-action should be 

the moral end of humans. 

A look at Aristotle’s handling of the concepts of the highest good and happiness 

should be instructive.  At the basis of his ethics is the phenomenological judgment 

that happiness is what all persons actually pursue for its own sake, unconditionally 

                                                           
9It is impossible for a substance to be a cause or effect of another substance, immanent or 

transient.  Nor is it possible for a substance to be a transient cause of any of its modes because 

the substance is not a mode; a substance immanently causes all its modes.  Since a retrospective 

series of transient causes is infinite, no prominent member of the series, such as the Big Bang, 

can be the first (transient) cause.  See Spinoza, op. cit.,  Pt. I, prop. xviii (p. 59).  
10Tao Te Ching, verse 16. 
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and as a complete whole.
11

 His concept of highest good must have arisen from the 

reflection upon his own and other people’s pursuit of happiness.  Calling happiness 

the highest good expresses an evaluation of happiness as the worthiest object of 

human pursuit.  The fundamental premise of Aristotelian ethics thus is that all humans 

pursue happiness and that in that pursuit they judge it worthy of being their moral end.  

Aristotle provides a metaphysical justification for this judgment.  Happiness in his 

conception requires moral and intellectual virtues as its constituent parts.  Such 

virtues are realizations respectively of practical and theoretical reason, both of which 

are dimensions of the human essence.  The final cause, purpose, of human existence 

is to fully realize the species essence of humans.  Attainment of happiness that 

includes moral and intellectual virtues is the natural end of humans—end that they, if 

unimpeded by accidents, would attain.  For Aristotle the moral end and the natural 

end of human substances are the same.
12

  But their identity is asserted not 

dogmatically but with explanation.  The concept of final cause, at least as applied to 

humans, is a moral concept as well.  A non-metaphysical form of eudemonism in 

which happiness is conceived simply as optimal satisfaction of inclinations 

encounters the criticism that the conceptual gap between what “is” sought by all 

humans and what they “ought to” seek remains unfilled.  Kant among its critics is 

known to argue that the satisfaction of non-rational inclinations cannot possibly be the 

moral end of humans and that bringing their subjective volition to objective rational 

form is their only moral end.  Humans, essentially but not completely rational beings, 

subjugate their empirical nature to the law that as rational beings legislate.   

Non-action in Taoism is not even a universal natural end like happiness in 

Aristotle--something pursued by all, for its own sake, unconditionally and a complete 

whole.  A Taoist would therefore have to stress that an experience of non-action 

incorporates a metaphysical interpretation of it as manifestation of harmony with Tao, 

a judgment that it is the worthiest object of pursuit, a felt disposition to pursue it, and 

an impetus to persuade others to do so as well.  The metaphysical account of non-

action, though not an independently established ground of the normativity of non-

action, shapes the experience just as Aristotle’s metaphysics of essence as final cause 

shapes the pursuit of happiness.  Even closer but surprising analogues of Taoism are 

the philosophies of Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, who both subscribe to metaphysics 

of immanence.  Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of Will supports ethics of renunciation 

of will to live and compassion for those who suffer from the pains of the struggle for 

survival in ignorance of the inanity of the struggle.
13

  Nietzsche, who inherits 

Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of immanence, uses it to support an ethics of will to 

power.  Humans originally and naturally will power.  But they come to deny power 

                                                           
11Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, tr. W.D. Ross, in Richard McKeon (ed.), op. cit., Bk I: Ch. 7, 

1097a-1099a , pp. 941-944.  
12Aristotle, Metaphysics, tr. W.D. Ross, in Richard McKeon (ed.), op. cit., Bk. IX: Ch. 7, 

1049a, p. 827. 
13Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea, abridged in one volume, ed. David 

Berman, tr. Jill Berman, London: J. M. Dent; Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle, 1995.  Bk. 4, pp. 

254-262.  
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and suppress will to power through the psychological mechanism of ressentiment, 

which essentially is fear of failing to attain power and losing the struggle for 

dominion. The human destiny is to restore human authenticity by reaffirming power 

as the object of will and making the affirmation unconditional by acceptance of the 

eternal recurrence of the world.
14

  In assessing Schopenhauer and Nietzsche 

comparatively, can one say that the concept of Will as the metaphysical principle of 

phenomenal being and becoming supports this or that ethics?  The answer should be 

no.  Meanings of descriptions like “The Will,” “Deus sive Natura,” “Logos” or “Tao” 

that go beyond the bare idea of that which immanently grounds all phenomenal being 

and becoming are speculative constructs internal to the ethics needing justification.   

 

II. Confucian Ethics 

 

The fact that two ways of thinking about human morals as radically different as 

Confucianism and Taoism could simultaneously arise in  the same age in the same 

cultural milieu should signify the freedom of thinking people to construct diverse 

thought structures if not confirm the Hegelian thesis that a theory must necessitate the 

rise of its opposite.  This point seems to be confirmed also by the flowering of diverse 

philosophical schools in Greece and in India in the 6
th

,
 
5

th 
and 4

th 
centuries B.C.E., 

part of the period that Karl Jaspers calls the Axial Age.
15

 One who approaches 

Confucian thought with a conventional expectation to learn how a theory of human 

nature here is thought to ground normative ethics must be surprised to be informed 

that such theory lacks relevance in the justification of ethical norms.  Since Confucius 

expresses general skepticism about the possibility of metaphysical cognition, his 

claim about the irrelevance of a metaphysical theory of human nature in the ethical 

context should not be surprising.
16

  But Confucius seems to deny even the relevance 

of empirical theory of human nature as justificatory ground for ethics.  Does he then 

mean that normative ethics needs no justification?  An affirmative answer would be 

premature.  A theory of human nature and patterns of human behavior prior to the 

species’ entry to civil state and/or a theory about the congenital qualities, dispositions 

and powers of human individuals before their socialization would by no means be 

easy to construct or confirm but should certainly be possible and significant.  Such a 

theory would inform us of human abilities and limits, hence set a range of norms that 

can reasonably be prescribed for the human individual and human society.  A 

                                                           
14Richard Schacht (ed.), Nietzsche Selections, New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1993.  

“On the Genealogy of Morals,” Sec. 10, p. 235.  Also The Gay Science (1882), with important 

supplements to the second edition (1887), trans. Walter Kaufman, New York: Vintage, 1974, p. 

341. 
15Karl Japers, Way to Wisdom (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1951), p.36: “... In the years 

centering around 500 B.C. -- from 800 to 200 -- the spiritual foundations of humanity were laid 

simultaneously and independently in China, India, Persia, Palestine and Greece.  And these are 

the foundations upon which humanity still subsists today. ...” 
16Confucian Analects, 2:16 (p. 22); 7:19, 20 (p. 50).   
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Confucian claim that even such theory is not of relevance in the justification of moral 

norms would be surprising and provocative.  Confucius probably was skeptical about 

knowing human nature, metaphysical or otherwise. 

A positive Confucian thesis behind the negative claim is that tradition, not human 

nature in the phylogenic or ontogenic sense, should be a proper reference in a 

discourse on the justification of norms.  The dictum “Honor the old and then know the 

new” compresses a theory of inquiry and its ontological presupposition.
17

 A human 

inquirer is not a subject confronting the object only with native cognitive 

competences but a social being situated in and shaped by history. He or she has a 

given social, political, economic and cultural identity, with shared time-tested beliefs 

and values supported by shared reasons.  Though this should not mean that innovation 

is impossible, it means that a reflective and critical processing of established beliefs, 

values, norms, and practices can be undertaken only with resources available in the 

same tradition. Confucian hermeneutics may be contrasted with Protagorean 

conventionalism. The Protagorean fragment “Man is the measure of all things”
18

 does 

not mean the same thing as the Confucian dictum. Protagoras seemingly stands 

outside conventions and proclaims their relativity, implying freedom to take an 

objective perspective on the relative. And there is no indication that the proclaimer 

identifies with and honors any one of them. Protagoras, in his dialectical encounter 

with Socrates imaginatively reconstructed by Plato in the Dialogue named after him, 

is caught in a paradox of making presumably objective knowledge claims or objective 

value judgments.
19

  On the other hand the proclaimer of the Confucian dictum honors 

a tradition as the best support for judgments of truth and universal validity, no doubt 

with realization that a gap must persist between truth and what tradition approves.  

The Mandate of Heaven Confucius speaks of may be interpreted to be the moral law 

                                                           
17Confucian Analects, 2:11: “…Be thoroughly versed in the old, and understand the new—then 

you can be a teacher” (p. 21).  “Honor the old” (my translation) seems to capture the intended 

meaning better.  7:1: “…A transmitter and not a maker, trusting in and loving antiquity, I 

venture to compare myself with Old Peng” (p. 48).  There is an interesting exegetical question 

here: Does the old contain the new as a Hegelian might say or ground a search for the new?  

This question will generate considerable epistemological debate.   
18Philip Wheelwright (ed.), The Presocratics, Upper Saddle, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1997, 

p. 239.  The full fragment is “Man is the measure of all things: of things that are, that they are; 

of things that are not, that they are not.”  A reasonable interpretation is: the criterion for what 

things are and that for their existence are human constructs.  “Human constructs” may mean 

“constructs of human individuals,” “constructs by human cultures” or “constructs by the human 

species.” Under the first two interpretations the Protagorean fragment implies 

epistemologically troublesome forms of relativism. Species relativism that the last 

interpretation implies is epistemologically innocuous as it allows species consensus on norms.  

Protagoras most likely was a cultural relativist.   
19Assuming that Plato the author of the Dialogue Protagoras knew that the fragment was 

attributable to Protagoras, Plato must clearly have had polemical intent in describing the 

character as making the objective didactic claim to know the nature of justice or making 

objective value judgments.   
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and the Way may be interpreted to be the ideal shape of society ordered by the 

Mandate.  But they should be understood to be intended from inside a tradition.  

Experience, thinking, reasoning and intuition serve knowledge of the Mandate and 

realization of the Way but judgments coming from them should be first weighed 

against the relevant elements of tradition.
20

 

An examination of the normative substance of Confucian ethics is in order.  At its 

basis is a pair of obligations for all human beings: filial piety and deference to the 

older. Biological relationships are interpreted as integral aspects of social and political 

ones and the latter are conceived with attendant obligations. An interpretation 

generally is not necessitated by any features of its object but it is a choice of one of 

possible options by the interpreter. Plato envisioned an ideal state where paideia is a 

responsibility of the state. Filial piety definitely is not a moral obligation there.  China 

under Mao Zedong recognized no obligation including filial piety that supersedes 

loyalty to the Party. The legendary practice in 19
th

 century Japanese village of 

Narayama of abandoning elders reaching age seventy at a mountain to die can have 

historical realizations with an ethical rationale that can be interpreted to be a mix of 

Darwinism, communitarianism and utilitarianism.
21

 And it is only a historical 

contingency for a society to be governed by a monarch, so that loyalty toward one’s 

monarch is a contextual virtue also. The basic obligations are the distillates of 

attitudinal responses of a specific society toward basic relationships it has established 

and endorsed.  

The virtues jen (humaneness), i (righteousness), li (propriety), and chi (wisdom), 

seemingly intended to be universal virtues for people in any tradition, should be 

understood to be molded and sanctioned by tradition.  Instead of being one virtue 

among many, humaneness comprehends them all: to be humane is to be how humans 

should be.  But what is it to be humane?  Humans existing in civil society have a 

history with identities determined by their social relationships, positions and roles.  

The affective substance of humaneness such as sympathy, benevolence and concern 

for fellow humans can become a virtue only by being shaped by a sense of 

righteousness and refined by rules of propriety.  We may interpret the human virtue to 

be a unity of humaneness as the matter, and righteousness and propriety as the form.  

Just as humane affection needs a proper form of expression, so formally righteous and 

proper behavior needs to be authentic by expressing a genuine humane feeling it is 

meant to express. The comportment of a virtuous person takes on the character of a 

                                                           
20It is a mistake to think that neither the objective nor the universally valid can be preserved if 

they are thought to be determined by the consciousness that intends them and knowable only by 

the epistemic rules it sets.  Kant’s transcendental idealism and Husserl’s phenomenology both 

hold that the objective and the universally valid are possible only through their subjective 

determination. There is no evidence that Confucianism is a subjective relativism. Though 

tradition is not readily comparable with transcendental subjectivity, it can be viewed as having 

constructive functions such as the latter has. 
21The Ballad of Narayama,” a film directed by Shohei Imamura, recipient of the Cannes Palme 

d’Or (1983), based on a story by Shichirō Fukazawa.  
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choreographed social ritual with beautiful appearance.  Confucian wisdom is the 

excellence of ratiocinative functions serving an optimal harmony among all elements 

of virtue but such functions, instead of being applications of abstract rules, 

appropriate the lessons of the distilled content of tradition.   

 

III. Comparative Critique 

 

I will try to bring to sharper focus the differences between Taoism and Confucianism 

on the justification of moral norms.  Problems that can be seen to be common to them 

should merit special attention. Taoists may initially appear to have an epistemological 

advantage of receiving support of experience and thought with no cumbersome 

hermeneutics of tradition.  For them there is a privileged mode of being and thinking, 

the non-active mode, with a perspective open for universal truths and universally 

valid norms.  This mode presumably is attained by only a few but the value and 

normative force of non-action is universal for all humans regardless of their historical, 

social and psychological differences. The experience of non-action carries a 

subjective sense of rightness, which in turn motivates an understanding that non-

action manifests harmony with Tao. But since there is no criterion for judging that 

harmony with Tao has been achieved apart from an experience of non-action with 

subjective approval and metaphysical interpretation accompanying it, the metaphysics 

of Tao and harmony with it cannot non-circularly justify the ethics of non-action.  

Moreover, what initially appears to be an epistemological advantage of Taoism is 

subject to a Confucian critique of considerable polemical weight. The Taoists at this 

point may recognize a need for constructing a justification for their normative ethical 

claims with considerations free of metaphysical references.  A foreseeable problem is 

that such considerations should either justify and/or should be justified by the 

metaphysical considerations.  

The Confucian obligations associated with the basic social relationships are ones 

that have attained normative status through society’s approval of them over time, 

which is a contingent convergence of countless people interacting in dynamically 

complex ways.  A society’s honoring of its tradition does not result from an objective 

external evaluation of the old but it is an ethos people immersed in the tradition have 

developed. This can be taken to mean that appeal to tradition, like the subjective 

conviction of being in harmony with Tao in the state of non-action, is a limit to 

justificatory process. To do their best justice to the felt demand for universality 

Confucians may say that humans have common natural faculties such as benevolence, 

sense of right, sense of propriety and ratiocinative ability that collaborate to help 

recognize the basic obligations. But they should acknowledge that faculty psychology 

and ethical theory based upon it are themselves products of tradition.  Theories in 

general arise as a result of intellectual interaction among theorists with diverse 

interests including but not exclusively knowledge of truth.  In a justification for any 

theory a Confucian theorist would have to include a narrative of its history and 

explanation of how the dispute on the theory’s topic culminated in its general 

acceptance.  Doing so is an aspect of honoring the old.   
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It is unreasonable for anyone including Taoists to deny that a theory is produced 

in some tradition.  But what epistemological implication this has is by no means clear.  

Is the apparent advantage of Confucianism firm?  It takes considerable historical time 

for a tradition having orthodox beliefs, values, norms and institutions to arise and 

consolidate. And more than one tradition can arise out of the same cultural maelstrom.  

The factors that contribute to the formation of a tradition or traditions include 

discourse among the holders of divergent positions using arguments appealing to 

norms, epistemic as well as moral. Not all such norms can be backed by already 

established traditions.  At their phylogenic origins norms cannot have had the backing 

of a tradition; some of them may possibly be innate. Besides, even an established 

tradition can hardly eliminate all considerations and arguments over which its 

builders prevailed.  Some of them can reemerge to challenge parts or the whole of the 

tradition, with resulting revisions of the tradition or even its revolutionary dismantling.  

In controversies within the same tradition, a claim to represent its orthodox line or a 

reformist position may appeal to intuition and reasoning thought to transcend the 

traditional mode of thinking.  Confucius’s saying “If I hear Tao in the morning I can 

gladly die in the evening”
22

 may be interpreted to mean that reflective critique and 

apologetics that follow the establishment of a tradition cannot suffice for conclusive 

justification of its orthodoxy and that direct insight about truth is available though 

rare.  And even if insight comes to one with a conviction that it captures the truth 

there arises a new task of showing the conviction to be correct.  A crucial point to be 

made is that the explanation of the possibility of the formation of a tradition and 

subsequent intentional changes requires admission of cognitive competences and 

norms regulating cognitive activity prior to its formation or independent of a formed 

tradition.  The claim that once a tradition is established its norms should never be 

challenged is an ideological one with questionable justification.  

The rhetoric each of Confucianism and Taoism may exceed proper limits.  It is as 

implausible for Confucians to argue that norms are valid if and only if they are 

approved by tradition as it is for Taoists to argue that an appeal to tradition has no 

place in justificatory discourse on norms.  A fair middle would be the acceptance by 

both parties of the relevance of reason and experience as well as appeal to tradition in 

the justification of beliefs and norms. The apologetics for Taoism would certainly be 

aided by a broad consensus through time as the normative claims of Confucianism, at 

least some, would receive support from arguments appealing to intuition or reason.
23

  

The position that there is irreconcilable opposition between reason and experience on 

the one hand and tradition on the other is ontologically incorrect. A tradition is 

constructed by a human collective. The wherewithal of such construction must 

involve natural faculties and their functions.  Denying this would imply a false image 

of human as a tabula rasa that can contribute nothing to the genesis of culture or a 

                                                           
22Confucian Analects, 4:8, p. 114. 
23Tradition stores not only judgments that, once established by reason and/or experience, are 

capable of reconfirmation if needs be but also judgments that were included in the tradition on 

grounds now lost.  Both kinds of judgments can be referred to in a justificatory context in 

arguments from tradition.   
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tradition. Equally incorrect is the view that because a tradition is humanly made its 

effect can be as easily prevented from influencing the operations of the faculties that 

went to its building as allowed to keep influencing them. The power of tradition 

comes in significant part from the value conferred upon it as an objective monument 

to its builders’ creativity. While both the Taoists and Confucians can and must share a 

descriptive knowledge of the ethical legacy of the society in which they co-dwell, 

their reflective thinking upon it take different directions.  For the Taoists truth would 

have to be disclosed through a deconstructive critique of the legacy while the 

Confucians would expect to find truth within its boundaries.  A hope is that their ways 

may circle to converge.  

Existentialists might at this point say that Taoism and Confucianism both 

exemplify modes of existence that can be chosen.  But the existentialist account is 

simplistic and phenomenologically untrue. Neither Taoists nor Confucians could 

honestly confirm that they have freely chosen their theoretical stance from among 

options. Taoists would testify to being passively taken out of the boundaries of their 

personal subjectivity into a flow of cosmic force.  Acceptance of ethics based on such 

experience cannot be correctly described as free choice.  Confucians would have to 

testify to happening to exist in a structured society, to be educated in Confucian ethics, 

to be disciplined to practice it, and to have developed a character exemplifying 

Confucian virtues. Going through such a process resulting in the building of a 

Confucian character cannot be properly described as free choice. Let us note here that 

a Confucian society is a stratified system so that exemplifying the ideal mode of being 

is a contingent privilege for fortunate elite. The virtue of harmony with Tao by 

contrast is conceived as a universal human possibility.  But its achievement, Taoists 

could not deny, would be a lucky contingency. There is a semblance of freedom in a 

person’s being a Taoist sage or a Confucian gentleman in that being either is a 

historical chance. This means, among other things, that part of the explanation of the 

given moral state of humans is that a contingent set of historical conditions, 

antecedent and coexistent, contributed to its emergence. But there is no immediate 

implication that the given human actuality totally excludes individual spontaneity, 

creativity and freedom. Discourse about freedom often ignores that freedom is 

gradable, with the number of electable options as a dimension of its strength.  Sartre 

held that humans are condemned to be free; even a convict being led to the guillotine 

would have the option of dying bravely or pitifully emoting to death.
24

  But Sartre 

should admit that the condemned person’s freedom, by one clearly relevant measure, 

is near zero. Another dimension of the grade of freedom is the ability to choose, given 

the available options. Descartes states that humans are finite in all respects except in 

freedom, that their freedom is as infinite as God’s.
25

  Descartes would be wrong either 

                                                           
24J.-P. Sartre, Being and Nothingness, tr. H.E. Barnes, New York: Philosophical Library, 1983, 

p. 631.                                                                  
25 René Descartes, “Meditations,” tr. Laurence J. Lafleur, in Discourse on Method and 

Meditations, The Library of Liberal Arts, Indianapolis and New York: The Bobb-Merrill Co., 

1960.  “…if I consider my faculty of conceiving, I [immediately] recognize that it is of very 

small extent and greatly limited; and at the same time there occurs to me another idea of 
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if he thinks that elective ability is an absolute, not allowing gradation or if he thinks 

that human freedom of choice, though allowing gradation, is infinite. Leibniz suggests 

a measure for elective ability. God for Leibniz is infinitely free—as free as any being 

can possibly be, because: God comprehends all options; God evaluates all; God 

knows which one is the best; God chooses the best; God’s choice is efficacious in that 

it is necessarily realized. Humans, finite beings, he implies, can have only limited 

elective ability, if any, because: they do not know all their options; their deliberation 

is limited in scope and thoroughness, eventuating in no clear judgment as to which of 

the known options is the best; they do not necessarily choose the best; their choice 

may fail to produce result.
26

 But the view that humans exist with freedom, limited as 

it may be by natural and historical conditions with respect to electable options and by 

internal psycho-physical conditions affecting their elective ability is the least 

controversial presupposition for a discourse on human morals. This view can be, and 

has been, disputed. Spinozistic or theistic pre-determinists and hard determinists of 

scientific temperament would argue that options and ability to choose from among 

them are illusions. But if they indeed are illusions they must be initially admitted as 

phenomena to be theoretically negated. We are here reminded of Kant’s view that a 

being that cannot act without thinking itself free is free in the relevant, that is, 

practical sense.
27

 Conducting a discourse on the justification of moral norms is as 

concrete a way of acting as any other.  

Freedom presupposed does not include freedom from the responsibility of 

justifying an ethical theory opted for. Understanding a norm as that which justifies 

generates a question whether what justifies needs justification. There is no a priori 

truth that what justifies cannot be justified in turn or need not be justified. A 

reasonable person must therefore be motivated to ask, given a norm, what justification, 

if at all, is available for it. Instructive is Aristotle’s point that the law of excluded 

middle, a fundamental law of logic, being one of the basic presuppositions of 

deduction, cannot be deductively justified but calls for justification and is capable of 

dialectical justification, the point of which is that without its being followed no 

meaningful, let alone useful, communication would be possible.
28

 Aristotle, who 

considers some truths intuitively evident, does not try to settle the issue of 

justification for the law of excluded middle by pronouncing it intuitively evident. If a 

principle needing justification is not a principle of logic, a claim to its intuitive 

evidence becomes even more problematic. Norms are not definitions or logical 

                                                                                                                                           
another faculty [free will, my addition], much more ample…even infinite, and from the very 

fact that I can imagine this…that it belongs to the nature of God,” “Fourth Meditation” (p. 115).  
26G.H.R. Parkinson (ed.), Leibniz Philosophical Writings, London: J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 

1973, “Monadology,” Sec. 48, p. 186.  
27Immanuel Kant, “Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals,” in Lewis White Beck (ed.), 

Kant Selections, New York: Macmillan Publishing Co.; London: Collier Macmillan Co., 1988, 

P. 296. 
28Aristotle, Metaphysics, in Richard McKeon (ed.), op. cit., Book IV, Ch. 7, 1101b-1012b, 749-

750. 
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implications of definitions but must be synthetic. The supreme principle of morality, 

Kant thought, requires a “deduction” (his word for “justification”) that involves as 

complex a project as a critique of pure practical reason. Without dogmatically settling 

on a single formula for norm justification, we could agree that there are no moral 

norms so evident as not to call for justification and that even a proffered mode of 

justification is not immune to critique. Kant would not have denied that even his 

critique of practical reason would fail to close further critical discourse.  

The situation with Taoism, as was pointed out earlier, is such that the Taoist 

ethics of non-action cannot be adequately justified by the argument that non-action is 

the experiential manifestation of harmony with Tao inasmuch as non-action with its 

subjective approval is the only available criterion for harmony with Tao. Yet the 

reference to the metaphysical layer of Taoist thought is not totally vain in that the 

layer structures and qualifies the moral experience and thought. Describing non-

action as manifestation of harmony with Tao is experientially different from 

describing it as obedience to a divine injunction. Two distinct views of metaphysical 

schemes are possible. According to one, a metaphysical scheme is constructed a priori 

and then its experiential consequences are drawn; according to the other view such a 

scheme arises as an interpretation of experience and in turn explains and qualifies the 

experience. In other words, metaphysics, including metaphysical talk, is integral part 

of experience. The second interpretation is proper for the metaphysics of Tao as well 

as for Aristotle’s. The problem of justifying Taoist ethics thus comes to that of 

justifying the whole structure of thought that comprehends both its ethical and 

metaphysical layers. The question how the metaphysical layer justifies the 

experiential layer of Taoism should yield to the more important and difficult question 

whether and how the whole structure can be justified by an external consideration.  

The Confucian idea of “the old,” what tradition keeps, values and defends, plays a 

role of qualifying the substance of tradition similar to the qualifying role Taoist 

metaphysics plays. An experience of being bound by an obligation that tradition 

mandates is qualitatively different from an experience of being bound by one that is 

divinely mandated on pain of divine retribution.  But moral experience qualified by 

metaphysics or moral practice shaped by tradition both beg external justification. 

 

IV. Conclusion: Toward an Art of Comportment in the Interstice 

 

There is no ethical system that is globally accepted. The difficulty of establishing the 

universal validity of ethical norms is due in significant measure to the fact that such 

norms must be reflectively intended for those who prescribe them as well as those 

they consider akin in the morally relevant respects.
29

 Normative ethics thus 

presupposes a conception of the moral community in which the prescribers of the 

                                                           
29A person or a human collective may prescribe norms to people from whom they differentiate 

themselves, as slave holders may prescribe such to their salves.  But the norm givers must have 

norms they consider binding upon themselves. As moral beings they must consider if their 

prescription of norms to the other is at least consistent with the norms they accept as theirs. 
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norms implicitly or explicitly include themselves. Moral subjects and agents must 

view themselves as moral legislators and as targets also. Needless to say, Taoists and 

Confucians must have different ideas of a moral community, as must Aristotle, 

Aquinas, Hume, Kant and Mill. Ethical discourse cannot avoid addressing the 

differences among moral subjects’ self-conceptions and the possibility of unifying or 

reconciling them.  There is no sufficient evidence that all or even most of the moral 

subjects want reconciliation among conflicting theories of being human, or that even 

if they have conciliatory disposition reconciliation can be achieved.  It is a moral 

point in itself that when moral subjects disagree on issues as fundamental as their own 

nature, condition or destiny, a discourse should yet be sustained and continued even if 

it apparently is to little avail, that maximum efforts should be made to use no means 

of persuasion other than discourse despite impatient will to achieve uniformity. A 

continued discourse within a tradition is expected on such issues as justification of 

norms or the credentials of the justifying grounds. But the intensity of reflective 

discourse within a tradition cannot win for it authority in inter-traditional, especially, 

inter-cultural discourse. A conclusion which acknowledges limits to a desirable 

resolution of the conflict between the types of theory Taoism and Confucianism 

respectively exemplify, between reliance upon experience and thought on the one 

hand or a reliance on tradition on the other, must disappoint some. Instead of taking 

this conclusion as an admission of defeat, however, we may take it as a valuable 

moral lesson that civil discourse is the only decent way of handling differences and 

conflicts among moral subjects and communities who address some of the ultimate 

issues that humans confront, that it is more important for culturally and ethically 

diverse humans to interact with mutual respect, mutual tolerance at least, than trying 

to force acceptance of their own norms. What humans need is not so much a 

universally shared ethical theory as an art of living in the interstice of diverse moral 

systems. Human existence and consciousness are simultaneously in and beyond ethics.  

Different sets of moral issues arise at different levels of structural complexity—

personal, social, national, international, intercultural and inter-civilizational.  We may 

hear it said that beyond certain levels of structural complexity moral issues yield to 

the political. But this statement is misleading in implying that political issues are not 

moral.  We need to be reminded by Aristotle that politics is the culmination of ethics.  

In a conversation with Zulu about the character of a gentleman Confucius says: “He 

trains himself to be respectful…He trains himself to give ease to others…He trains 

himself to give ease to all men and women.”
30

  Here Confucius implies that person’s 

moral development proceeds from a personal phase to social and political phases.  For 

him, as for Aristotle, a person’s moral potential can be realized fully only in political 

life.     

 

 

 

                                                           
30Confucian Analects, 14:44 (p. 103). 
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A COMPARISON OF CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY AND 

TAIJIQUAN 
 

Philip T. Dunwoody

 

 
Abstract: This article connects literature in cross-cultural psychology with the 

study of Taijiquan. Cross-cultural psychology has found two main differences 

between the typical East Asian and Westerner. East Asians emphasize an 

interdependent self-concept and holistic cognition while Westerners emphasize an 

independent self-concepts and analytic cognition. Taijiquan, as a systematized 

component of Chinese culture, stresses both the interdependent self and holistic 

cognition. The study of Taijiquan is also the study of the East Asian self and 

cognition. 

 

In the summer of 2009 I helped take 24 undergraduate college students from the U.S. 

on an abroad trip to China to study Chinese culture, business and history. I was 

accompanied by professors of history and business who each taught their respective 

areas, and I was responsible for teaching Chinese culture.  As a psychologist and 

practitioner of Taijiquan, I exposed students to modern cross-cultural psychology 

literature on Chinese thought and values. I also taught students Taijiquan as an aspect 

of Chinese culture that reflects these East-Asian thoughts and values. I searched for 

an appropriate reading to assign my students that would connect modern research in 

cross-cultural psychology with the study and practice of Taijiquan. I was unable to 

find a paper on this topic. This paper is aimed at filling that void.  

This paper briefly reviews the current cross-cultural psychology literature on 

cognitive differences between typical Westerners and East Asians and then explains 

how this research is related to the practice of Taijiquan. Since Taijiquan is a product 

of Chinese culture, it is logical to study the product to learn about the culture. Recent 

research in cross-cultural psychology also argues strongly that culture and cognition 

are intimately linked. Hence, the central thesis of this paper is that the study of 

Taijiquan is the study of East-Asian culture and cognition.  Because this paper is 

aimed at bridging the literature between two communities who have differential 

expertise, I will first provide very brief summaries of Taijiquan and cross-cultural 

psychology. 

 

I. Taijiquan 

 

Taijiquan loosely translates as Grand Ultimate Fist. The concept of Taiji is an ancient 

one in Chinese philosophical thought (see Davis, 2004 for a detailed description of 
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the concept). Wang Zong-Yue is credited with saying that Taiji “is generated from 

Wuji, And is a pivotal function of movement and stillness. It is the mother of Yin and 

Yang. When it moves, it divides. At rest it reunites” (quoted in Yang, 1999, p. 13). 

Wuji is the state of no division, or no extremity, and Taiji is the force that creates 

division, such as Yin and Yang, out of emptiness (Wuji). Taiji is translated as Grand 

Ultimate because it represents the progenitor of life, the divine that creates life out of 

nothingness. Adler (2008) describes the relationship between activity and stillness as 

a main focus of Song Neo-Confucianism and much of Chinese philosophical thought. 

Quan is the Mandarin for fist and indicates that Taijiquan is a martial art (an art of the 

fist). Taijiquan is usually translated as Grand Ultimate Fist and is the application of 

the Taiji philosophy, with its emphasis on Yin and Yang, to martial arts.   

While many people who study Taijiquan today are aware of its martial heritage, 

most practitioners today likely study the art because of its health benefits. Because of 

Taijiquan’s focus on breathing, relaxation, and energy (qi) circulation it has gained 

popularity as a form of qigong. Qigong is a generic term that applies to the practice of 

circulating energy (qi) throughout the body through breathing and movement. The 

practice of Taijiquan today has also developed into an aesthetic and callisthenic art. 

Because of these changes in focus what many people today practice might more 

appropriately be called Taijiqigong than Taijiquan. Taijiquan, while also a form of 

qigong, is deeply rooted in the martial arts heritage. This diversity of practice is 

reflected in a diversity of styles and lineages that differentially emphasize the art as a 

martial art or as a health practice. The slow gentle movements typical of Yang style 

Taijiquan are characteristic of a focus on health and qigong while the explosive 

movements of Chen style (and some Yang styles) clearly reveal the martial heritage.  

While there is much mysticism and legend surrounding the origin of Taijiquan, 

the earliest verifiable claims are that it was practiced in Chen village (Chenjiagou), 

Henan Province in the 1600s. One of the more likely origin stories is that Chen 

Wangting created this style in the 1600s by synthesizing other martial arts styles and 

it was then handed down and modified within the Chen family in Chen village. The 

other Taijiquan styles are all branches of the system founded in Chen village (see 

Davis (2004), DeMarco (1992) and Wile (2007) for more detailed histories of 

Taijiquan). 

 

II. Cross-cultural Psychology 

 

Broadly speaking, psychology is the scientific study of thought and behavior. It is a 

behavioral science, meaning that it embraces the Western scientific worldview as a 

means of explaining and understanding behavior. Western psychology, and cognitive 

psychology in particular, has a tradition of assuming cognitive universality and 

neglecting the role of the environment, including culture, in shaping thought and 

behavior (Dunwoody, 2007). Cognitive psychologists have assumed that much of 

cognition is hard-wired (biologically determined) and therefore universal.  

This assumption can be seen in the study of personality, as the Big Five 

personality traits have been viewed as biologically, rather than culturally, determined. 

However, Piekkola (2011) argues that Allport’s original conception of personality 
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included cultural context, writing: 

 
The conditions to which people must adjust themselves can be malleable over 

history and variable between cultures and in adjusting to these the personality 

forms. These variable conditions to which each person adjusts themselves must not 

be overlooked in the study of personality, and that means that we must not forego 

the part played by culture in the formation of personality (p. 12).  

 

This view of personality stresses that personality is an interaction of biological and 

cultural forces. Despite Allport’s focus on how context can help shape personality, 

and earlier work by Wundt on cultural psychology (i.e., Völkerpsychologie), the 

dominant paradigm today is still organismically focused and neglects the role of the 

environment as a determinant of personality (Piekkola, 2011) (for a review of 

personality research and the influence of culture see Church, 2010).  

The assumption that because our basic biology is shared, there is no need to look 

for differences in cognition or personality between cultures is changing. Research 

programs have developed that compare cognition across cultures to test this 

previously untested assumption (Norenzayan, Choi, & Peng, 2007). Triandis (2007) 

states that the integration of culture in to mainstream psychology began as recently as 

1985. The results have challenged the basic assumptions of the field. In their 

introduction to a special journal issue focused on culture and psychology, Gelfand 

and Diener (2010) write “psychology is witnessing a revolution….the articles in this 

special issue make clear that culture should play a role in all areas across the 

discipline of psychology” (p. 390).  

While there are no universally agreed upon definitions of culture (see Triandis, 

2007 for a detailed description,) for the purposes of this article culture is: 

 
an evolved constellation of loosely organized ideas and practices that are shared 

(albeit imperfectly) among a collection of interdependent individuals and 

transmitted across generations for the purpose of coordinating individual goal 

pursuits in collective living (Chiu, Gelfand, Yamagishi, Shteynberg, & Wan, 2010, 

p. 482).  

 

This definition acknowledges that cultural beliefs are imperfectly shared. Researchers 

in cross-cultural psychology are aware that there are very likely more differences 

between people of the same culture than there are typical differences between people 

of different cultures. Researchers are also aware that the “typical” member of a 

culture is a generic construct and that there will be variations and exceptions. For 

example, the typical male is taller than the typical female. The fact that there are 

many females who are taller than many males does not discount the utility of the 

original statement. Likewise, cultural differences are real and if we hope to 

understand them we must consider these group norms, however imperfect they may 

be. In summary, cross-cultural psychology identifies broad differences in behavior 

between people of different cultures, while also examining these same differences 

within a culture, using the standards and methods of modern behavioral science.  
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III. Western and East-Asian Cognition 

 

Cross-cultural psychology has identified two main differences between typical East 

Asians and Westerners. First, East Asians are more likely to have an interdependent 

view of the self, while Westerners are more likely to hold an independent view of the 

self. Second, East Asians are considered to be more holistic while Westerns are 

considered to be more analytic (Nisbett, 2003; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Markus & 

Kitayama, 2010; Varnum, Grossmann, Kitayama, & Nisbett, 2010). However, see 

Slingerland (2011) for a counter-argument to these differences. Each of these topics is 

discussed in more detail below. 

The nature of the self. Asking someone to describe themselves in 20 statements is 

one common way to assess how an individual views their sense of self (Markus & 

Kitayama, 2010). A person with a more independent orientation is likely to list 

dispositional characteristics, such as aspects of their personality, goals, and 

achievements. For example, typical independent responses could include “I am 

honest,” “I am hard working,” and “I am stubborn.” A person with a more 

interdependent self is more likely to list aspects of the self that reflect relationships 

with other people. For example, typical interdependent responses could include “I am 

a father,” “I am sensitive to those around me,” and “I am a member of my 

community.” This seemingly simple difference appears to have profound implications 

for how the typical Westerner and East Asian experience the world. 

Western thought since at least the time of the Greeks has emphasized individual 

agency. The individual is unique and maturation, to some extent, means that you are 

discovering your own unique qualities. Markus and Kitayama (1991) write, “[i]n 

many Western cultures, there is a faith in the inherent separateness of distinct persons. 

The normative imperative of Western culture is to become independent from others 

and to discover and express one’s unique attributes” (p. 226). The assumption of the 

independent self is so strong in Western civilization that some have wondered how it 

is that we cope with being so alone and isolated. Fromm (1941/1994) theorized that 

the freedom of independence is potentially terrifying and that we cling to symbols of 

our culture, sometimes those related to war and patriotism, as a way to find meaning 

and escape our feelings of isolation. Becker (1973/1997; 1975) argued that because 

we view ourselves as isolated entities, the thought of death is potentially paralyzing 

because it involves the obliteration of the individual self. Like Fromm, Becker argued 

that we cling to cultural symbols as a way of coping with our fears. 

The Western isolated self is in stark contrast to the traditional East-Asian 

interdependent self. The interdependent self is a contextual self. The self is viewed as 

intimately connected with relevant social others and individuals’ self-constructs are 

more likely to reference relationships with others. Hence, East-Asian societies have 

also been called collectivistic because they emphasize the importance of these social 

relations above the importance of individual uniqueness and expression. The 

normative imperative in East-Asian culture is to be aware of others in your social 

environment and to adjust your behavior according to the desires of the group. In a 

very real sense, the definition of self in an interdependent culture includes close social 
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others. For example, research described by Park and Huang (2010) shows that the 

medial prefrontal cortex is particularly active when both East Asians and Westerners 

make judgments about themselves. When making judgments about close others (one’s 

mother), East Asians had greater activation in this same region than Westerners.  

In Western culture, as you mature you are expected to “know thyself” and 

express your opinions and desires openly. This is considered a positive attribute. In 

East-Asian culture, as you mature you are expected to be sensitive to the opinions and 

desires of others and demonstrate greater control over your own personal desires. For 

an adult to express their opinions and desires openly in East-Asian cultures can be 

considered childish and selfish (Kitayama, Duffy, & Uchida, 2007). Expressing such 

self-centered desires is viewed as childish and a failure to be sensitive to those around 

you. This difference between cultures in the appropriateness of openly expressing 

one’s desires is rooted in the divergent weight that different cultures place on 

independence and interdependence. Researchers acknowledge that we all have both 

interdependent and independent schemas (Kuhnen, Hannover, & Schubert, 2001) and 

some argue that these are two independent dimensions rather than two ends of a 

single continuum (Gelfand, Triandis, & Chan, 1996). Culture is considered a major 

factor, if not the major factor, in determining which schema is more dominant 

(Kuhnen et al., 2001).  

Kitayama et al. (2007) summarize much of the research on this topic and offer a 

broad model of independent versus dependent selves (see Figure 1). They argue that a 

main difference between cultures is whether they emphasize goal attainment of 

individuals as a way to define the self or connectedness with social others as a way to 

define the self. Depending on one’s culture, either goal achievement or 

responsiveness to social contingencies is the guiding motivation of behavior. These 

result in two different modes of being, the independent and interdependent. The 

independent mode of being regards action as influence. The more one has influence, 

the greater ability one has for goal achievement. Both influence and goal achievement 

become the main sources of self-esteem. The interdependent mode of being regards 

action as social adjustment. Greater social adjustment abilities result in increased 

social harmony and connectedness, and become the main sources of self-esteem.  

 
Figure 1: Cultural modes of being adapted from Kitayama et al., 2007 
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The social orientation hypothesis posits that these differences in social orientation 

cause other known cognitive differences between East Asians and Westerners 

(Varnum et al., 2010). Specifically, this hypothesis argues that because East Asians 

are continually encouraged to be perceptive of their social environment, they are 

cognitively more aware of context in non-social environments as well. Simply put, 

their attention has been trained to focus on the context. This increased contextual 

thinking is described as more holistic. Because Westerners are continually 

encouraged to be more independent, they are cognitively more focused on isolated 

objects and events. This increased attention to isolated objects and events encourages 

more analytic thinking.  

Cognition has often been described as involving two modes, one analytic and one 

holistic or intuitive (Dunwoody, Haarbauer, Mahan, Marino, & Tang, 2000; 

Hammond, Hamm, Grassia, & Pearson, 1987; Kahneman, 2003; Nisbett, Peng, Choi, 

& Norenzayan, 2001). In analytic cognition “Inferences rest in part on 

decontextualization of the structure from content, use of formal logic, and avoidance 

of contradiction.” In contrast, “Holistic approaches rely on experience-based 

knowledge rather than abstract logic and are dialectical” (Norenzayan et al., 2007, p. 

577). Dialectical reasoning is categorized by three attributes very prevalent in Chinese 

thought. These include: 

 

1. The principle of change: Reality is a process that is not static, but dynamic and 

changeable. 

2. The principle of contradiction: Contradiction is a constant element of life. 

3. The principle of relationship or holism: Nothing is isolated and independent; 

instead everything is related to everything else. (Norenzayan et al., 2007, p. 583) 

 

These differences in cognitive modes (holistic versus analytic) have been found in 

numerous studies measuring many aspects of cognition. Research reviewed by 

Norenzayan et al. (2007) shows that East Asians are more likely than Westerners to 

predict a change in the future while Westerners are more likely to predict consistency 

with the past. East Asians are more comfortable with contradiction and even view 

contradiction as a sign of wisdom. East Asians, in a variety of both social and non-

social tasks are more likely to emphasize the connections between objects and events. 

In a study evaluating the influence of Oriental or Western medical training on 

cognition, Koo and Choi (2005) conclude that: 

 
[s]tudents of Oriental medicine seem to learn to believe that an event goes through 

a cyclic pattern of change. If a certain event has been increasing or decreasing, they 

expect the trend will reverse its direction in the future (Study 1). They also learn to 

think that an event is determined by numerous factors and that a given factor 

cannot be dismissed easily while explaining a certain event. Therefore, they end up 

considering a greater number of factors in causal attribution. Importantly, such 

holistic causal beliefs become stronger as training in Oriental medicine continues. 

(p. 1270) 
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Research by Peng and Nisbett (1999) found that in general, East Asians are more 

comfortable with contradiction than Westerners. Chinese proverbs contain a 

significant number of contradictions and reasoning that includes contradictory 

statements and are more appealing to East Asians than Westerners. This acceptance of 

contradiction as a part of nature is in stark contrast to traditional Western philosophy. 

Western philosophical theories of truth have coherence (a lack of contradiction), as a 

central criterion for a belief to be true. For a belief to be true it cannot contradict itself 

or other accepted beliefs. The Coherence Theory of Truth, as it is known, is one of the 

foundational assumptions of Western science. Scientific theories that contain 

contradictions fail the coherence test of truth (Dunwoody, 2009; Kirkham, 1992).  

In judgments of causation, East Asians are likely to consider more variables than 

Westerners, which emphasize the East Asian focus on holism (Choi, Dalal, Kim-

Prieto, & Park; 2003). Also in judgments of causation, East Asians are more likely 

than Westerners to utilize the context to explain another person’s behavior. 

Westerners are more likely to explain the person’s behavior by referring to 

personality traits of the individual (Nisbett et al., 2001). Even when assigning 

causation to physical objects, East Asians are more likely to consider the context than 

Westerners (Beller, Bender, & Song, 2009). In attention and memory, East Asians are 

more likely than Westerners to pay attention to and remember aspects of the context 

while Westerners are more likely to pay attention to and remember aspects of the 

focal object (Park & Huang, 2010; Norenzayan et al., 2007). When asked to replicate 

the absolute length of a line or the length of a line relative to the frame that it is in, 

East Asians outperform Westerners on the relative task while Westerners outperform 

East Asians on the absolute task (for a summary of this research see Norenzayan et al., 

2007). 

Currently, “the most compelling proximal explanation for the cognitive 

differences is the differing social orientations of people in East Asian and Western 

cultures” (Norenzayan et al., 2007, p. 586). The mounting evidence in cross-cultural 

psychology suggests that differing cultural norms have profound influences on our 

basic cognitive processes. There is even evidence to suggest that short-term exposure 

to these cultural norms can influence cognition and reasoning. Koo and Choi (2005) 

demonstrated that Koreans enrolled in traditional Oriental medical training 

demonstrated more holistic cognition than Koreans enrolled in Western medical 

training. More convincing, is research showing that simply priming (making one 

think about) the independent or interdependent self will cause one to become more 

holistic or analytic (Kuhnen et al., 2001). This priming effect implies that short-term 

cultural exposure may be enough to influence cognition. This priming research is 

perhaps that strongest evidence that different social orientations can cause the noted 

differences in analytic and holistic cognition.  

In summary, the research in cross-cultural psychology shows that East Asians are 

generally more interdependent while Westerners are generally more independent. East 

Asians are also more holistic in their cognition which is reflected in a more dialectical 

approach to reasoning. Westerners rely more on analytic cognition, which emphasizes 

abstraction and formal logic. To date, the literature suggests that the difference in 
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self-construals (independent versus interdependent) causes the observed differences in 

cognition (analytic versus holistic).  

 

IV. Connections between Cross-Cultural Psychology and Taijiquan 

 

DeMarco (1992) writes that, “[t]he style that Chen Wan-ting created was a physical 

embodiment of Daoist philosophy, particularly the concept of Yin/Yang. His system 

is a harmonious blending of hard/soft, fast/slow, passive and active” (p. 15). These 

concepts are typical characteristics of Chinese culture and are reflected in current 

cross-cultural psychology research.  “[C]ulture is a whole set of symbolic resources of 

a given community….The symbolic resources of culture are accumulated and 

transmitted across generations and are usually externalized into social practices and 

institutions” (Kitayama et al., 2007, p. 138).  Taijiquan is one way in which Chinese 

culture has been externalized into a social practice. Taijiquan is the study of a highly 

symbolic system of movements, feelings, and beliefs heavily rooted in traditional 

Chinese philosophical thought. As such, the main characteristics of East-Asian 

thought identified in cross-cultural psychology (and described above) are also 

fundamental components of Taijiquan. From a psychological perspective, the study 

and practice of Taijiquan can be characterized as a focus on the interdependent self 

and a focus on holistic cognition via a dialectical orientation. Each is described in 

detail below. 

Interdependence of the self can be seen in classic texts and modern writings on 

Taijiquan. Wang Zong-Yue is credited with the following as part of what is now 

called the Taijiquan Classics: 

  

 
When the opponent is hard, I am soft; 

This is called yielding 

When I follow the opponent, 

This is called adhering. 

When the opponent mores fast, I move fast; 

When the opponent moves slowly, then I follow slowly. 

Although the variations are infinite, the principle remains the same. 

After you have mastered (the techniques of adhering and following), 

Then you can gradually grasp what “Understanding Jin (Dong Jin)”  

means. 

From “Understanding Jin,” you gradually approach enlightenment (intuitive 

understanding) of your opponent’s intention. 

However, without a great deal of study over a long time, you cannot grasp this 

intuitive understanding of your opponent. (Yang, 1999, pp. 15-16) 

 

This quote from the Taijiquan classics illustrates the importance of interdependence 

in Taijiquan. Action is based on adjustment to one’s opponent. When the opponent is 

hard, you are soft. When the opponent is fast or slow, you match the speed. The focus 

is always on adjustment. Successful adjustment to one’s opponent can only happen if 

one is skillful at Understanding Jing (spelled “Jin” above). Jing refers to martial 
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power or skill (Yang, 1996). Understanding Jing is developed gradually and allows 

one to intuitively know the intentions of the opponent. Tek (1995) writes, “sticking is 

necessary in order to “listen” to your opponent’s strength and understand it so you can 

counter it by turning it against himself. Proper “listening” makes it possible for you to 

detect gaps and flaws in his posture and turn them to your advantage” (p. 67).  

Action as adjustment is described by Kitayama et al., (2007) as one of the main 

features, if not the main feature, of the independent mode of being and is clearly a 

focal point in the Taijiquan classics as shown above. Given the normative imperative 

to be aware of the thoughts and feelings of those around you in an interdependent 

culture, what would be the ideal for a martial artist? It would be to have an intuitive 

understanding of one’s opponent, while also remaining unknown to one’s opponent. 

In other words, the goal would be to know your opponent’s intentions without the 

opponent knowing yours. Wang, Zong-Yue is credited with the following: 

 
When there is pressure on the left, the left becomes insubstantial; 

When there is pressure on the right, the right becomes insubstantial. 

Looking upward it seems to get higher and higher; 

Looking downward it seems to get deeper and deeper. 

When (the opponent) advances, it seems longer and longer; 

When (the opponent) retreats, it becomes more and more urgent. 

A feather cannot be added a fly cannot land. 

The opponent does not know me, but I know the opponent. 

A hero has no equal because of all of this. (Yang, 1999, pp. 17) 

 

From the first two lines we see a clear emphasis on action as adjustment. The passage 

emphasizes elusiveness when your opponent tries to know you. Yang, Jwing-Ming 

(1999), in his commentary on this passage writes:  

 
After much practice, you can be so sensitive and accurate in your response that not 

even a feather can touch you without setting you in motion. Your partner can never 

catch hold of you to figure you out, but you always know him. If you reach this 

level, no one can match you. In order to reach this level, you must train listening 

Jin[g] (p. 18).  

 

This same idea can be seen in the oldest known Taijiquan system, Chen style. Sim 

and Gaffney (2002) write: 

 
Chen Wanting [the founder of Chen Taijiquan] states that one should aspire to 

reach the level of “Nobody knows me, while I know everybody.” Harmonizing 

with the movements of an opponent, the practitioner seeks to eliminate all tension 

and resistance within his own reactions. Unlike most external martial arts, the aim 

is not simple to block an incoming force with greater force, but to “listen” to and 

“borrow” the opponent’s energy to defend oneself. (pp. 6-7) 

 

The above quotes all illustrate action as adjust and the emphasis on knowing your 

opponent while remaining unknowable to your opponent. This skill is only developed 

with diligent practice. 
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Dr. Yang Jwing-Ming (1996) writes: 

 
a Taiji martial artist must build the sensitivity of his skin to “listen” to his enemy’s 

Jin[g] [martial power]. Listening Jin[g] is one of the most decisive factors in Taiji 

fighting. The better a Taiji fighter’s ability to sense the enemy, the better his 

fighting art will be. When two Taiji artists fight, skill in “Listening Jin[g]” is 

usually the main factor in deciding the winner (p. 64).  

 

In his categorization of Jin, Yang, Jwing-Ming lists Sensing Jing as one of the two 

major types of Jing. Subcategories of Sensing Jing include Listening Jing and 

Understanding Jing (Yang, 1996).  

One story of Yang, Jien-Hou, states that he was so sensitive “that a swallow 

could not take flight from his open palm” (DeMarco, 1992, p. 23). The logic behind 

the story is that a swallow needs to push off with its feet to initiate flight and that this 

small push was absorbed by Yang, Jien-Huo so that the swallow could not find 

enough resistance to push against. Regardless of the literal accuracy of this story, it 

clearly highlights the importance of sensitivity in Taijiquan and the breakdown of the 

subject-object dichotomy. From a Daoist perceptive, the breakdown of the self as 

independent allows one to become interdependent and harmoniously connected with 

one’s surroundings. 

Throughout the Taijiquan literature we see an emphasis on action as adjustment 

to the opponent through the development of Listening Jing. Action as adjustment is a 

way in which you cease to be an independent actor, the self dissipates, and you 

become one with your opponent. You exist not as a separate entity with goals and 

desires, but as an interdependent part of a larger context. Your opponent cannot know 

you because you are not separate from your opponent. This sense of non-self is part of 

the appeal of Zen to the martial artist. In Taijiquan practice, the development of 

Listening Jing is primarily developed through push hands (and related) training. 

Push hands training teaches one to listen to one’s opponent and adjust one’s 

actions accordingly. It is fundamentally about action as adjustment to your partner. If 

your opponent pushes to one side, you yield and neutralize to that side. If your 

opponent pushes upward, you yield and neutralize upward. All action in push hands is 

about adjustment and highlights the emphasis on the interdependent self. Your goal is 

also to be elusive so that your opponent cannot “know you,” find your center, and 

push you off balance. Picture 1 shows an example of a drill that helps develop 

Listening Jing. You and your partner face each other in a neutral stance (i.e., both legs 

equally weighted side-to-side and front-to-back) while you hold your arms out in 

Wardoff (Peng Jing). The Wardoff posture is where one stands and positions an arm 

or arms as if holding a large ball (see in Picture 1). The opponent places their hands 

on your elbows and attempts to seal your arms against your body and push you off 

balance. Your goal is to neutralize this force and remain elusive so that you opponent 

cannot find your center. In order to neutralize effectively in this position you must 

“listen” very carefully to the force your opponent is applying. With time and practice 

your listening skills (Listening Jing) improve and you are able to remain elusive as 

your opponent seeks your center. As your skills develop, you learn to absorb your 
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opponent’s energies and become one with their movements. Your actions change 

from being driven primarily by a goal (i.e., not being pushed over) to a focus on 

harmonious adjustment. This drill demonstrates the importance of listening skills and 

action as adjustment as fundamental principles of Taijiquan. 

In addition to the focus on an interdependent self, Taijiquan also reflects the 

East-Asian focus on holistic cognition through a dialectical orientation. As discussed 

above, a dialectical orientation emphasizes that reality is a process of change (the 

principle of change), that contradiction is a sign of wisdom and a normal part of 

reality (the principle of contradiction), and that everything is related in some way to 

everything else (the principle of relationship or holism) (Norenzayan et al., 2007). All 

three of these principles are found in Taijiquan. 

The principle of change can be found in Taijiquan’s use of cyclical yin-yang 

energy in both the solo form and as a martial art. Any physical expression, having 

reached its yang state, naturally changes back to a yin state. For example, the 

Taijquan form emphasizes yang breathing (exhaling) while one is expanding 

physically and yin breathing (inhaling) while one is contracting physically. Ideally, 

there is no place in the form where movement stops and is stagnant. Rather, there is 

constant flow between expansion and contraction, exhalation and inhalation, yang and 

yin. While the change may speed up (while expressing explosive power) or slow 

down (while focusing on the meditative side), the focus on change is ever-present. 

Part of the aesthetic beauty of Taijiquan is the constant change visible in the form.  

This same principle of change can be seen as the main strategy behind Taijiquan 

as a martial art. While Karate, Wing Chun and Jeet Kun Do focus on intercepting the 

opponent, and Tiger style Kung Fu emphasizes power, Taijiquan emphasizes the 

constant change between yin and yang as its main strategy. Derrickson (1993) argues 

that one of the main themes in the Taijiquan Classics is “using the interchange of yin-

yang duality to control one’s opponent” (p. 65). The interdependent focus described 

above allows a Taijiquan practitioner to listen to an opponent’s energy and sense 

when their yang state has reached its fullest potential and is transitioning to a yin state. 

For the Taijiquan practitioner, this moment of change is the ideal time to strike. 

Taijiquan practice emphasizes yielding and neutralizing your partner’s Yang energy. 

Once your partner’s yang energy is neutralized and they are physically extended, you 

then become offensive and attack. If your opponent has fully committed to their 

attack then your yielding and neutralizing should have put them in a very bad position 

making it easy for you to attack. This is why the Taijiquan classics state that you 

should always hold something in reserve. If you fully commit to the yang state, the 

moment of change is your most vulnerable.  

Taijiquan emphasizes leading the opponent into nothingness so that the opponent 

is lead in to this position of change and the Taijiquan practitioner can capitalize on the 

moment.  This focus on change and expecting the yin to return to yang and vice-a-

versa is an example of the principle of change in dialectical thinking. 

The principle of contradiction can be found in Taijiquan’s emphasis on opposites 

and balance. In the Nine Key Secrets of Taijiquan, Yang, Ban-Huo writes: 
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(The success of manifesting) insubstantial, insubstantial-substantial, and substantial 

(strategies) is (all hidden) in the meeting (i.e., gathering or concentration) of the 

spirit. Insubstantial and substantial, substantial and insubstantial, the hands (are 

mainly used to) perform these achievements. (If) training fist (i.e., martial arts) 

without knowing the theory of insubstantial and substantial, (then) wasting Gongfu 

and (the arts) will not be completed at the end. Defense with insubstantial and 

attack with substantial, the tricky (keys) are in the palms. (If only) keep the center 

substantial without attacking, the art will be hard to refine. Insubstantial and 

substantial must have their reasons as the insubstantial and substantial. (If you 

know how to apply) insubstantial, and insubstantial-substantial, and substantial, 

then the attack will not be in vain. (Yang, 2001, p. 22). 

 

Here substantial refers to offensive energy, weight, strength and is a yang state. 

Insubstantial refers to defensive energy, less weight, yielding and is a yin state. Yang, 

Ban-Huo stresses that the key to martial success in Taijiquan is found in 

understanding opposites.  

Likewise, Wang Zong-Yue, in the Taijiquan Classics, is credited with writing, 

“When there is pressure on the left, the left becomes insubstantial. When there is 

pressure on the right, the right becomes insubstantial” (Yang, 1999, p. 17). Not only 

is there insubstantial and substantial between people as Wang, Zong-Yue indicates, 

but there is insubstantial and substantial within a person for every movement. Zhang, 

San-Feng is credited with the following: 

 
Substantial and insubstantial must be clearly distinguished. 

Every part (of the body) 

Has a substantial and an insubstantial aspect. 

The entire body and all the joints should be threaded together without the slightest 

break. (Yang, 1999, p. 9) 

 

Understanding which leg or arm is substantial and insubstantial is a fundamental 

component of understanding Taijiquan. 

Numerous people claim that the Yin/Yang dichotomy is the root of Taijiquan and 

the name itself implies this since the philosophical concept of Taiji is the mother of 

yin and yang. DeMarco (1997) writes that, “[t]he yin-yang interplay is the foundation 

of taiji’s boxing routine. It is the impetus of the flowing movements. Throughout the 

taiji routine, practitioners experience the fluctuating pulse of yin and yang” (p.55). 

Derrickson (1993) writes, “Taiji is movement which expresses the ultimate duality, 

yin and yang. This interplay of opposites encompasses all movement in Taijiquan. For 

example, in stepping one distinguishes the weighted or yang leg from the less-

weighted or yin leg. Ward Off is counter-balanced by Roll Back, and so on” (p. 67).  

Picture 1 is relevant in understanding how the principle of opposites applies to 

Taijiquan. In this drill the arms (in Wardoff position) must remain strong and firm 

while the waist and legs must remain loose and relaxed. The strong arms keep your 

defense (i.e., guard) from collapsing and the relaxed legs and waist allow you to 

remain elusive as your opponent seeks your center. Even within the arms there must 

be a looseness that allows you to sense the opponent’s force and neutralize effectively. 
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In this exercise, as in the yin-yang symbol, there is yin within the yang and yang 

within the yin. If you have too much yin then your partner will overpower you, 

collapse your guard, and knock you off balance. If you have too much yang then you 

are stiff and not listening and can easily be knocked backwards. The key to successful 

Taijiquan is balancing the opposites, and the principle of contradiction that is 

characteristics of dialectical thinking.  

The principle of relationship or holism can be found in Taijiquan’s emphasis on 

body mechanics as well as the interdependent self as described in detail above. Zhang, 

San-Feng is credited with the following: 

 
Once in motion, 

Entire body must be light (Qing) and agile (Ling), 

(It) especially should (be) threaded together. (Yang, 1999, p. 1) 

 

The mechanical emphasis on relaxing the muscles is designed specifically to facilitate 

the body moving as if “threaded together.” Fa Jing (explosive power) is only 

generated by the explosive whip-like motions that require a relaxed body that moves 

as one. The force generated by a Taijiquan strike is compared to that of a whip. A 

whip is soft and has no sense of tension or rigidity but when used to strike can be 

extremely penetrating. Movements in Taijiquan emphasize relaxation not just as a 

health benefit, but also as a source of whip-like martial power.  

It is a truism in Taijiquan that the entire body should be involved in each 

movement. If you are moving your arms while your legs and waist are stationary then 

you are very likely doing something wrong. Zhang, San-Feng is credited with the 

following: 

 
The root is at the feet, 

(Jin[g] or movement is) generated from the legs, 

Mastered (i.e., controlled) by the waist 

And manifested (i.e., expressed) from the fingers. 

From the feet to the legs to the waist must be integrated, and one unified Qi. (Yang, 

1999, pp. 3-4) 

 

The emphasis on movement originating in the legs, directed by the waist and 

manifesting in the hands is another central focus of Taijiquan and something routinely 

emphasized in Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming’s instruction. The whole body must work 

together as if a string of pearls to manifest the whip-like energy that is at the heart of 

Taijiquan Jing manifestation. Similarly, DeMarco (1992) writes the following: 

 
A hand strike, for example, actually starts from the heels allowing energy to move 

through the legs, waist, torso, shoulders, arms and then into the hands. The end 

result is a blow stemming from the whole body, not just muscular power from one 

arm. (p. 15) 

 

In addition to the above mechanical focus on holism, the more esoteric side of 

Taijiquan emphasizes that the body is a microcosm for the universe. What happens 
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outside of us on a macro-level scale also happens inside of us on a micro-level scale. 

The focus on the body as manifesting yin and yang are but one example of this view. 

Derrickson (1993) states that “[b]y combining movement based on the Five Elements 

and the Eight Trigrams, Wang was indicating that such movement was a microcosm, 

an expression of the entire cosmic order on a small, personal scale” (p. 68).  

The principle of relationship or holism is also clearly seen in the interdependence 

emphasized in Taijquan. As described in more detail above, Taijiquan emphasizes 

connecting and adhering to one’s opponent. Even as a martial art, the emphasis is on 

working with the force provided by your opponent and working in harmony with this 

energy. Fighting against this energy is working against the Dao. Harmony with nature 

and the energies provided by nature emphasize that you are in a relationship with 

nature and your opponent. Wile (2007) writes that the: 

 
fusion of body, mind, and breath in a moving meditation creates the perfect balance 

of excitation and relaxation required for the “flow” experience, and by centering 

the self in the radical present sets the stage for experiencing rare moments of 

spontaneity (ziran) (p. 24).  

 

This feeling of “flow” is a reference to the psychological state where one feels 

completely absorbed in a challenging task and loses a sense of self and time 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 2008). Experientially, the loss of self-critical thought experienced 

in flow could also be perceived as a deeper connection with one’s surroundings. In 

the flow state, one’s awareness as an isolated individual decreases as one’s awareness 

of the connection and interdependence with the environment increases.  

Perhaps the clearest manifestation of Taijiquan’s emphasis on holism is the name 

itself. Taiji is that which creates yin and yang out of wuji. It is the progenitor of life 

and it is what connects all things. The Grand Ultimate Fist is the embodiment of the 

yin-yang philosophy in a martial art. It is the attempt to create a martial art based on 

understanding and harmony rather than on power and dominance.  

 

V. Implications and Conclusion 

 

In his critical review of the connection between Taijiquan and Daoism, Wile (2007) 

asks, “is taijiquan a good vehicle for exploring Chinese culture, and in particular 

Daoism?” (p. 37). He answers this question by arguing that the physical movements 

and focus of the solo form, and in their application as a martial art, are “a perfect fit” 

with Daoism. The central thesis of this paper is that the study and practice of 

Taijiquan is a good vehicle for exploring Chinese cognition as well. There are clear 

parallels between research on East-Asian cognition and central aspects of Taijiquan. 

Taijiquan is a form of international education that can be used to increase awareness 

of East-Asian beliefs.  

The practice of Taijiquan clearly emphasizes the interdependent self over the 

independent self. The main focus of Taijiquan as a martial art is on listening to one’s 

opponent and adjusting to the yin and yang fluctuations of your opponent. A master 

of Taijiquan has superb Listening Jing and knows the intentions of the opponent 
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while keeping their own intentions hidden. The dialectical orientation found in East-

Asian thought is also clearly evident in Taijiquan. The principle of change is seen in 

the solo form’s constant changing from yin to yang and back as well as in the martial 

strategy of capitalizing on the moment of change in your opponent. The principle of 

contradiction is evident in the emphasis on substantial and insubstantial and the 

balance that must always be maintained between them. The principle of holism is 

evident in many aspects of Taijiquan including the focus on interdependence, the 

mechanics of the movements, and the name of the art itself.  

The connections between Taijiquan and the cross-cultural literature on East 

Asian thought and cognition have two clear implications. First, the study of Taijiquan 

is more than just the study of a form of movement or a martial art. It is more broadly 

the study of the East-Asian emphasis on interdependence and dialectical thought. As 

such, Taijiquan is an excellent vehicle for teaching Westerners about multiple aspects 

of traditional East-Asian culture. This fact raises interesting possibilities for Taijiquan 

as a form of international education. Second, the priming research indicates that even 

short-term exposure to the interdependent self induces a more holistic and dialectical 

cognitive mode. This implies that students of Taijiquan may be improving their 

holistic cognition abilities and perhaps even their sense of connectedness to the world 

around them. It is also plausible that individuals with more interdependent and 

dialectical orientations might be more likely to study Taijiquan than other martial arts. 

It is also plausible that long-term practitioners of Taijiquan will be more 

interdependent and dialectical in their orientation than the average person. These 

potential psychological components of Taijiquan practice have yet to be investigated.  
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Abstract: “When a white horse is not a horse,” also known as the ‘White Horse 

Dialogue,’ is a well-known paradox advanced by Gongsun Long. Since its 

appearance, it has inspired various interpretations and critiques in the past 2,200 

years so that it becomes an intellectual puzzle in Chinese philosophy. This paper 

aims to reveal its meaning and implication by critically reviewing three 

contemporary approaches to Gongsun Long’s argument: the logical, the 

metaphysical, and the syntactical. It also suggests that although the proposition 

can be analyzed from the viewpoint of logic, Gongsun Long was not a logician; 

instead, he was concerned more about the semantics of general terms and their 

ontological and epistemological implications; moreover, he deliberately proposed 

the anti-common sense proposition by utilizing the use-mention distinction so as to 

spotlight the importance of language analysis in obtaining knowledge.1  

 

“When a white horse is not a horse,” also known as the ‘White Horse Dialogue’ is a 

well-known proposition advanced by Gongsun Long.
2
 Since its appearance, it has 

inspired various interpretations and critiques in the past 2,200 years so that it becomes 

an intellectual puzzle in Chinese philosophy. Even today, scholars still argue about its 

meaning and implications. While each interpretation makes some sense, few of them 

do not encounter challenge or objection; and more importantly, none of them can be 

applied to explain thoroughly and systematically similar propositions posed by 

Gongsun Long and his colleagues in the School of Names. This situation was not 

changed until Liu Limin (2007) published his book Zai Yuyan zhang Panxun [Raising 

Questions in and of Language]. This paper aims to crack the puzzle by critically 

reviewing three approaches to the White Horse Dialogue taken by contemporary 

Chinese scholars. It unfolds its argument by answering three questions: (1) How is the 

proposition comprehended? (2) What are the orientations, advantages, and limitations 

of the three approaches? And (3) what role does the use-mention distinction play in 

cracking the puzzle? The paper suggests that although the white-horse proposition can 

be analyzed from the viewpoint of logic, Gongsun Long was not a logician; instead, 

he was concerned more about the semantics of general terms and their ontological and 

epistemological implications; moreover, he deliberately proposed the anti-common 

sense proposition by utilizing the use-mention distinction so as to spotlight the 

importance of language analysis in obtaining knowledge.  

                                                           
Dr. ZHENBIN SUN, Associate Professor of Communication Fairleigh Dickinson University, 

NJ.  Email: zbsun@fdu.edu. 
1 This paper was presented at the 17th Conference of International Society for Chinese 

Philosophy held in Paris July 2011.  
2According to the Lushi Chunqiu and Zhanguo Ce, Gongsun Long is not the first person to hold 

this proposition; but in terms of the existing ancient texts, he is the first and only scholar who 

discusses this proposition in detail.  
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As we know, Gongsun Long (ca. 325-250 BCE) is one of the most influential  

scholars from the School of Names. This school is characterized by its careful and 

subtle semantic analysis as well as its surprising and controversial paradoxes. It was 

exactly because of this characteristic that they were sharply criticized by scholars 

from other schools in the pre-Qin times. Zhuangzi, for example, claimed that they 

confused people’s mind and distorted people’s meaning; although being able to win 

arguments, they couldn’t really persuade others
3
 (Zhuangzi – Tianxia).

4
 Xunzi blamed 

them as a kind of people who were used to advancing strange ideas and playing with 

unexpected words (Xunzi - Fei Shier Zi). And the Luishi Chuanqiu made a similar 

charge (Lushi Chuanqiu – Sheyinglan).
5
 Among the paradoxes raised by the school, 

Gongsun Long’s “bai ma fei ma [a white horse is not a horse]” is the one that has 

been frequently discussed from the ancient times to the present day. This proposition 

attracts consistent attention and triggers a series of arguments even among 

contemporary researchers so that it has become a puzzle of Chinese philosophy. By 

reviewing these arguments we can find three approaches to the puzzle: the logical, the 

metaphysical, and the syntactical.
6  

Now, let’s analyze these approaches respectively.  

The logical approach centers on the intension and extension of key words that 

Gongsun Long used. It is based on Western logic, which was not introduced to China 

until the late 19
th

 century, but became a popular framework for researchers to study 

the texts from the School of Names. The works by Pang Pu and Wen Gongyi are 

contemporary examples of this approach.    

Pang Pu (1979) completely translates the book Gongsun Longzi from ancient 

Chinese into modern Chinese.  The discourse on the white horse unfolds in the 

following way. “Is it correct to say ‘a white horse is not a horse?’” “Yes.” “Why?” 

“The term ‘horse’ is used to name a shape, while the term ‘white’ is used to name a 

color. The term for a color is not the term for a shape. Thus, a white horse is not a 

horse.” “Having a white horse cannot be said of having no horse, right? Then, is not a 

white horse a horse? Since having a white horse is having a horse, why is the horse 

being ‘whited’ not a horse?” “When one asks for a horse, either a yellow horse or a 

black horse can meet that request. If one asks for a white horse, none of them can 

satisfy. Although having a yellow or black horse is having a horse, it does not mean 

having a white horse. Therefore, it is clear that a white horse is not a horse.” “If a 

horse is not recognized as a horse because it has a color, then, can we say there is no 

horse at all on the earth since in reality every horse has a color?” “Horses do have 

                                                           
3Throughout the paper all translations of Chinese texts are my own unless otherwise indicated.   
4For all ancient Chinese texts I quote from, the original book title is used and followed by the 

chapter heading.     
5The book says that Deng Xi and Gongsun Long’s language was separated from sense and 

mind.         
6There is also a semantic approach, which focuses on the meaning of terms that compose 

Gongsun Long’s argument. This approach is the most traditional and dominant one that 

scholars took between the Tang Dynasty and Qing Dynasty. Its basic method is xungu, 

interpreting a word by investigating its phonetic and morphological root or by referring to its 

synonyms. Modern studies of the Gongsun Longzi are based, in one way or another, on this 

approach.     
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color; hence there are white horses. Had horses no color, there would be only horses; 

how can one get white horses? Yet, as the white is not the horse, the white horse is a 

combination of the white and the horse. A horse which is associated with the color 

white is no longer a horse. So, a white horse is not a horse.” “What you have done is 

to use separated words ‘white’ and ‘horse’ to name a combinative thing ‘white horse.’ 

That is not valid.” “You believe that having a white horse is having a horse. Then, is 

it acceptable to say ‘having a white horse is having a yellow horse?’” “Not at all.” 

“That you think ‘having a horse does not mean having a yellow horse’ indicates you 

have differentiated ‘yellow horse’ from ‘horse.’ By doing so, you actually recognize 

that a yellow horse is not a horse. While holding ‘a yellow horse is not a horse, you 

believe ‘a white horse is a horse.’ This is nothing but a contradiction. When you 

suggest ‘having a white horse cannot be said of having no horse,’ you leave out the 

white. Had you not left the white out, having a white horse would not be said of 

having a horse. As for the white we discuss now, it is not the original ‘white’ as far as 

it is associated with ‘horse.’ On the other hand, the original meaning of ‘horse’ is not 

marked by any color, that is why both a yellow and a black horse can count as a horse. 

A white horse, however, is characterized by a color. The horse that is not marked by a 

color is different from the horse that is characterized by a color. This is the reason that 

I claim ‘a white horse is not a horse’” (pp. 17-19).
7
  

In Pang Pu’s view, the School of Names is characterized by its interest in logic; 

the argument on “white horse” exemplifies Gongsun Long’s understanding of logical 

issues.  Gongsun Long rejected the judgment “a white horse is a horse” because “the 

‘horse’ as an object does not have the attribute of whiteness; consequently, it is 

different from, or does not equal to, the subject of that judgment. Thus, the correct 

linking verb between the subject and object can only be ‘is not’” (p. 74). Pang Pu 

claims that on the surface Gongsun Long seemed to follow the rules of formal logic 

strictly. He did not accept any compound judgment that puts two different (not to 

mention opposite) objects together. And he strongly fought against the mode of 

thinking that recognizes both A = A and A = B. This means he could not think 

dialectically. Pang Pu goes on to argue that Gongsun Long “did not stress the absolute 

identity between the intension of a subject and an object, what he cared about was the 

intension of that subject and object” and that his analysis of the relation between the 

subject and the object was based on his theory of names and actualities (p. 78). 

According to Gongsun Long, a name (and its use) is correct only when it accurately 

corresponds to the entity or essence (i.e., shi) of the thing (i.e., wu) it designates; a 

subject or object is correct only when it accurately represents the real status (i.e., wei) 

of a thing. If one says “a horse is a white horse,” one is wrong because the semantic 

scope or attribution of “white horse” exceeds (i.e., guo) that of “horse.” The correct 

statement should be “a horse is a horse.” On the other hand, if one says “a white horse 

is a horse,” one is also wrong because the semantic scope or attribution of “horse” is 

narrower (i.e., kuang) than that of “white horse.” The correct statement should be “a 

white horse is a white horse.” Pang Pu concludes that both Aristotle and Gongsun 

                                                           
7This is not a complete translation of the white-horse chapter of Pang Pu’s book; but it includes 

most of its passages. 
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Long suggested that at both sides of a linking verb there should be something that is 

either removed or added; yet, while in Aristotle’s case, that “something” is an 

unimportant noun, in Gongsun Long’s case, that “something” is a crucial noun. 

Consequently, Aristotle set the rules of formal logic, Gongsun Long established a 

sophistic school (p. 83).      

       Like Pang Pu, Wen Gongyi (1983) also compares Gongsun Long’s thought to 

Western logic, suggesting that as Western logicians pay more attention to extensional 

analysis as well as quantity and accuracy, Gongsun Long pays more attention to 

intensional analysis as well as concepts and judgments (p. 48). In Wen Gongyi’s view, 

Gongsun Long’s proposition includes three features. First, that he insisted a white 

horse is a not a horse is because he focused only on the intension of “white horse” and 

“horse” while ignoring the extension of the two terms. Second, he paralleled “white 

horse” and “horse” although in common sense they cannot be talked about in terms of 

the same  category; this means he stressed the intensional rejection between the two 

terms at the expense of their extensional compatibility. Third, he based inference on 

the connection between terms (ming) and their referents (shi) rather than the 

extensional relationship between concepts; in other words, the judgment that “a white 

horse is a horse” is wrong because it merely concerns the conceptual meaning of the 

two words, but ignores the actual essence of “white horse” and its difference from 

“horse” (pp. 48-50).   

       The logical approach dominates studies of Gongsun Long. In general, it draws 

people’s attention to cognitive issues in ancient Chinese thought. Given the fact that 

most scholars in the pre-Qin times were concerned with ethical and political problems, 

this approach broadens the scope of China studies and helps correct biased 

interpretations of ancient Chinese thought as a whole. In particular, this approach 

clears the charge made by Gongsun Long’s critics who labeled him as a sophist. 

However, did he really address, or was he mainly interested in, logical issues? If the 

answer is “yes,” why did he stress  the value of intensional analysis so much that the 

validity of extensional judgments was completely denied? Since he already admitted 

that in reality horses do have color, how could he reject “a white horse is a horse” as a 

sound statement in terms of the genus-species relationship? Suppose the debate on the 

white horse was limited to logical issues, then, both positions would be recognized as 

having truth-value and Gongsun Long could not even win verbally (duo ren zhi kou).  

       More importantly, if we want to comprehend the chapter on the white horse 

correctly, the hermeneutic principle must be followed, namely, we have to put it in 

the context of the whole book. The Gongsun Longzi includes six chapters:  1) a 

chapter on Gongsun Long’s bio; 2) a chapter on symbols and referents discussing the 

relationship of language to reality and establishing a theoretical foundation for the 

entire text; 3) a chapter on names and actuality exploring the connection between 

names and referents as well as specifying the rules of using names; 4) a chapter on 

investigation of changes reviewing the features of single and compound nouns and 

functioning as a footnote to the rules of using names; 5) a chapter on the hard and the 

white examining how we grasp the world conceptually as well as promoting analytic 

thinking; and 6) a chapter on the white horse comparing “horse” to “white horse” and 

highlighting the difference between the two terms. Taken together, the whole book 
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focuses on semantic issues more than logical themes, discussing how we should use 

words carefully to identify their actual meaning and by so doing  refine our 

knowledge of the world.  

       It seems reasonable to conclude that Gongsun Long was not a logician, but a 

semanticist; the white-horse proposition did not deny the genus-species relationship, 

but stressed the incompatibility between “horse” and “white horse.” Thus, the logical 

approach does not work well in understanding Gongsun Long’s thought.     

       The metaphysical approach focuses on the philosophical implication of Gongsun 

Long’s proposition. It develops the logical approach by illuminating the ontological 

base of the intension and extension of words that Gongsun Long played with. The 

works by Fung Yu-lan and Mou Zongsan are contemporary examples of this approach.  

       Fung Yu-lan (1948) claims that Gongsun Long believed that “a white horse is not 

a horse” is a valid proposition and he demonstrated his position in three respects. First, 

“horse” is a term for shape and “white” is a term for color; thus, “a white horse is not 

a horse.” Second, when one asks for a horse, either a yellow horse or a black horse 

can meet that request; yet, if a white horse is required, neither a yellow horse nor a 

black horse can meet that request. Since a yellow or black horse responds to the call 

for a horse rather than for a white horse, “a white horse is not a horse.” Third, horses 

do have color; had horses no color, there would be only horses, but no white horses. 

While “white” is not “horse,” “white horse” is a combination of “white’ and “horse.” 

Hence, “a white horse is not a horse” (pp. 87-88).                  

       Fung Yu-lan’s interpretation is characterized by his application of Western 

philosophy especially Platonic realism. In his view, Gongsun Long believed a white  

horse is not a horse because the intention and extension of the three terms “white,” 

“horse,” and “white horse” are different. While “white” refers to a kind of color, 

“horse” indicates a kind of animal, and “white horse” designates a kind of color plus a 

kind of animal. The term “horse” includes all horses no matter what color they are 

and the term “white horse” excludes all horses that are not white. The intention and 

extension of these terms are determined by or imply metaphysical entity: the universal 

“whiteness,” the universal “horsehood,” and the universal “white-horsehood.” These 

universals are not only distinct from one another but unspecified by any particular 

subjects such as “horse” or attributes such as “white” (pp. 87-89). In Fung Yu-lan’s 

view, the key to Gongsun Long’s argument is his stress on “horse,” “white,” and 

“white horse” as absolute and permanent names. “In this way he arrived at the same 

concept of Platonic ideas or universals” (p. 87).  

       Mou Zongsan (1979) analyzes Gongsun Long’s argument in the same vein. He  

suggests that the argument implies three logical insights. First, by claiming “a white 

horse is not a horse” Gongsun Long spotlighted the difference between special nouns 

and common nouns, or individual names and class names, or the particular and the 

universal (p. 115). Definitely, “white horse" is an example of the former and “horse” 

is an example of the latter. Gongsun Long disagreed with the statement “”a white 

horse is a horse”  because it confuses the two types of concepts. Second, by 

comparing “a white horse is not a horse” to “a white horse is a horse,” Gongsun Long 

displayed the logical meaning of “fei,” the Chinese term for “is not” (p. 115). Mou 

Zongsan points out that “fei” has four usages: 1) indicating that a subject is different 
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from an object; 2) stating that a subject lacks a certain attribute; 3) stressing that the 

relationship between a subject and an object is exclusive; and 4) claiming that 

composite names (such as “cattle-horse”) do not equal to any names of individual 

items (such as “cattle” or “horse”). In fact, when Gongsun Long said that “a white 

horse is not a horse,” the term “is not’ referred to the first usage, namely, “a white 

horse is different from a horse” (p. 117). Third, by stressing the independence of a 

universal horse from particular horses, Gongsun Long identified a kind of ontological 

essence embedded in concepts (p. 105). The horse in Gongsun Long’s eyes is 

separated from horses in reality. While concrete horses have various characteristics in 

color and size, etc., the horse does not have these characteristics; what it has is the 

horse-in-itself or the horse “as such.” The horse-in-itself represents a conceptual 

being, a universal entity (p. 106).     

       The metaphysical approach displays the ontological implication of Gongsun 

Long’s proposition and recognizes the ability and existence of philosophical 

investigation in ancient China. It challenges and makes people rethink the claim that 

ancient China has wisdom but no philosophy because it lacks abstract conceptions.
8 

While “horse” and “white horse” are interpreted as names indicating metaphysical 

universals and conceptual beings, one can suggest that unlike some scholars believed, 

Chinese language actually does not block representing and imparting thought.
9
 This 

point marks the crucial significance of the metaphysical approach. Moreover, this 

approach explains why Gongsun Long’s proposition is sound and goes beyond the 

scope of logic. As mentioned earlier, if the proposition is interpreted from a purely 

logical point of view, then, it could be considered sophistic as it denies the genus-

species relationship between “horse” and “white horse” and could not reject “a white 

horse is a horse” as a valid statement. Yet, when “horse,” “white,” and “white horse” 

are each treated as an independent and universal entity, the genus-species relationship 

is no longer relevant and the context of  discussion has been changed from a logical 

one to an ontological one. This tells us that to interpret Gongsun Long’s proposition 

properly, we have to grasp the metaphysical assumptions behind the key words of the 

proposition and realize that it is these assumptions that determine the meaning and 

development of Gongsun Long’s argument.    

       Nevertheless, we need to keep in mind that the aim of the chapter on the white 

horse is itself not to address the metaphysical implication of “horse,” “white,” and 

“white horse;” rather, it is to discuss the semantic meaning of these terms and their 

correct use with regard to their ontological commitment . Therefore, a comprehensive 

analysis of Gongsun Long’s argument should address the following issues: (1) in 

what sense Gongsun Long employed the term “horse” and “white horse;” (2) what his 

opponent actually meant by the two terms; (3) what were the differences between the 

                                                           
8See Hegel (1991) and Hansen (1983).     
9Some Western scholars such as Leibniz, Hegel, and Humboldt claimed that the Chinese 

language is not suitable for mental development and scientific thinking. Logan (1986) made a 

general conclusion about the characteristics of the Chinese language. His comparison between 

Chinese and Western language/culture represents the popular understanding of this subject 

among Western people.   
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two debaters’ metaphysical assumptions; (4) what was the connection between each 

debater’s metaphysical assumptions and his usage of the two terms; and (5) more 

basically, what role the character and/or grammar of language played in the debate on 

the white horse. As we have seen, the metaphysical approach deepens our 

understanding of Gongsun Long’s proposition by displaying its ontological 

implication and by illuminating the logical meanings of the term “fei” (is not). But, 

this approach does not explore the proposition from a linguistic or syntactical point of 

view; nor does it touch upon the connection of metaphysical assumptions to the usage 

of terms embodied in that proposition.              

       It should be safe to suggest that Gongsun Long and his colleagues in the School 

of Names aimed not to establish a metaphysical paradigm and use it to examine the 

correspondence between the real world and our knowledge of the world; instead, they 

centered on the nature and function of names, reviewing how names are related to 

things, in what ways names lead and mislead our thinking, and how knowledge can be 

obtained by carefully figuring out the differences between similar names. Thus, a 

sound interpretation of the white-horse proposition must be based and focused on 

linguistic analysis.   

       The syntactical approach centers on the semantic difference between the 

pragmatic function of designative and referential words. It follows Frege, Russell, 

Tarski, Carnap, and Quine to differentiate words employed to signal things from 

words to mention them. The works by Feng Yaoming and Liu Limin are 

contemporary examples of this approach.   

       Feng Yaoming (1989) holds that if we treat terms like “white horse” or “yellow 

horse” as logical predicates or descriptions and comprehend “is” or “is not” as 

conditional terms, then, Gongsun Long’s proposition would not be valid and 

consequently thought of as sophistic. Yet, Gongsun Long did not lose the argument; 

instead, he not only defended his position, but developed his thought by raising the 

conception of compatibility (xiangyu) and separation (xiangli). This is because he had 

some special philosophical ideas, which resulted in a series of determinations on 

reality and language (p. 176). Feng Yaoming goes on to suggest that by analyzing 

Gongsun Long’s argument, we can realize that he actually used terms like “white 

horse,” “white,” and “horse” as individual names and that “is” or “is not” is nothing 

but a symbol for equality or inequality (pp. 176-177). Eventually, Feng Yaoming 

draws one conclusion that the discussion between Gongsun Long and his opponents 

on the white horse is a kind of misunderstanding derived from different 

comprehension and use of individual names and logical predicates (p. 177).  

       Feng Yaoming develops Fung Yu-lan and Mou Zongsan’s research on Gongsun 

Long. On the one hand, he reviews the validity of opposite statements by Gongsun 

Long and his opponent in light of the reference rules of formal logic. On the other 

hand, he explores the metaphorical implication of Gongsun Long’s thought by 

applying Quine’s philosophy of language. Compared to his analysis of Gongsun 

Long’s ontological insight into the white-horse issue, his following point seems to 

shed more light on the meaning of Gongsun Long’s proposition, that is, unless 

Gongsun Long used “white horse,” “white,” and “horse” as individual names to 

mention names, his argument could not be sound (p. 187). What he suggests here is 
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that Gongsun Long knew well and took advantage of the use-mention distinction and 

that his opponent misunderstood him because he was not aware of that distinction. 

Nevertheless, Feng Yaoming does not delve into the use-mention distinction and 

apply it to make a complete interpretation of Gongsun Long’s thought. That job is 

done by Liu Limin.    

       According to Liu Limin (2007), we should keep in mind that in the history of 

Chinese philosophy the School of Names was well-known for its semantic analysis of 

words; what it was concerned with is the meaning of words and the relationship 

between words more than the connection of names (ming) to things (shi). In pursuing 

philosophical pondering over language, they touched upon some issues in modern 

philosophy of language, and employed some techniques of analysis that relates to the 

use-mention distinction (p. 139).
10

 Liu Limin further points out that although 

Gongsun Long and his colleagues realized that distinction, they had no linguistic 

device to differentiate the use of words from the mention of words. This is to a large 

extent why their propositions were thought of as sophistic by scholars from other 

schools in pre-Qin China. Once becoming aware of this situation and putting relevant 

words of their propositions in quotation marks, we can see clearly the line of thinking 

behind these propositions and their philosophical value (pp. 143-144).   

       To Liu Limin, what Gongsun Long talked about was not the white horse or horse 

that people encounter as a kind of animal, but the meaning of the two terms “white 

horse” and “horse” (p. 253). In fact, his proposition is not “a white horse is not a 

horse;” rather, it is “‘white horse’ is not ‘horse.’” For Gongsun Long had mentioned 

that the term “horse” names a shape and the term “white” names a color; as the name 

for color is not the name for shape, “white horse” is not “horse.” In reality, horses do 

have color and there are white horses. But, if one focuses on the meaning of “horse,” 

there is nothing to do with color. Under the condition that “white horse” as a term 

combines “white” and “horse,” how can one identify it with “horse?” So, “white 

horse” is not “horse” (pp. 253-256). Furthermore, the idea that having a white horse 

cannot be said of having no horse [this is another way to say “a white horse is a 

horse”] is one that spotlights “white.” Yet, by stressing “white” this idea suggests 

having a “white horse” does not mean having a “horse.” In fact, having a horse is 

proved by “horse” rather than “white horse;” in other words, that a horse is a horse 

depends on “horse” instead of “white” or any color (pp. 256-258). Liu Limin 

concludes that in displaying the difference between “horse” and “white horse,” 

Gongsun Long aimed not to show the genus-species relationship between the two 

terms; instead, he tried bringing to light horse-in-itself, white-in-itself, and white X 

horse-in-itself, thus investigating the manner whereby people understand the world as 

well as the nature of knowledge (p. 259).                    

                                                           
10The use-mention distinction refers to two functions of a word in a sentence. To take Quine’s 

examples (1962, pp. 23-24), in the sentence “Boston is populous,” the word “Boston” is used to 

indicate a city; in the sentence “Boston is a noun,” the word “Boston” is used to mention the 

word itself. To differentiate the two functions, a word that is used in the latter sense is supposed 

to be put in quotation marks.   
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       The syntactical approach hits the nail on the head when it applies the use-mention 

distinction to Gongsun Long’s proposition. This approach has four advantages. First, 

it is a kind of linguistic analysis per se and hence matches the nature of Gongsun 

Long’s thought and that of his school. While the use of terms centers on the real 

world and its relationship to language, the mention of terms focuses on the symbolic 

world and its relationship to meanings. While analysis of the former is to see how 

things can be grasped and the real world can be symbolically acted upon, analysis of 

the latter is to see how names can enliven our thinking and knowledge can be 

pragmatically obtained. Second, it discovers the very reason why the white-horse 

proposition has been misunderstood since its beginning. Although the use-mention 

distinction has a history as long as that of language itself, it was not graphically 

indicated in a written text by quotation marks and seriously discussed among some 

philosophers and linguists until the early 20
th

 century.
11 

The white-horse proposition 

actually means that Gongsun Long was aware and made clever use of the distinction. 

Third, it is comprehensive and consistent, namely, not only valid in understanding all 

Gongsun Long’s propositions, but also applicable to all paradoxes advanced by other 

scholars from the School of Names. From time to time, researchers have made a 

certain insightful interpretation of Gongsun Long’s idea. However, this sort of 

interpretation cannot be used to explain his other ideas, not to mention that of his 

colleagues. The syntactical approach does not have this limitation. Fourth, it shows 

the necessary relationship of language to ontological, epistemological, and logical 

issues. Even if this approach is characterized by differentiating the use of terms from 

the mention of terms, it inquires into how “horse,”  “white,” and “white horse” relate 

to being, knowledge, and truth. In so doing, it illuminates the connection between 

ancient Chinese thought and contemporary philosophy of language.   

       Both Feng Yaoming and Liu Limin’s respective studies of Gongsun Long’s 

proposition have their strengths and weaknesses. In the former case, the sense and 

implication of “horse,” “white,” and “white horse” is analyzed at both the semantic 

and ontological level. Moreover, the semantic sense of these terms is examined in 

light of the terms’ ontological implication; and in turn, the ontological implication is 

verified in terms of the semantic sense of these terms. This feature is exemplified in 

Feng Yaoming’s discussion on whether or not Gongsun Long was a nominalist; and 

this feature undoubtedly represents the strength of his study. Nevertheless, he does 

not pay attention to the role the Chinese language plays in forming and demonstrating 

the white-horse proposition; nor does he explore how the biases of the Chinese 

language 1) enabled Gongsun Long to display the truth value of his paradoxes by 

playing with words and 2) made his opponents and critics misunderstand his ideas. 

Where the former case manifests its weakness is where the latter case shows its 

strength, which lies mainly in two respects. First, Liu Limin is sensitively aware of 

the influence of the Chinese language on Gongsun Long’s thinking. He repeatedly 

stresses how Gongsun Long took advantage of the biases of Chinese language to 

spotlight the semantic value and pragmatic ambiguity derived from terms like 

                                                           
11For a detailed discussion of this subject, see “Quotation”  

(http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/quotation/).  

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/quotation/
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“horse,” “white,” and “white horse.” Second, Liu Limin brings to light the value of 

Gongsun Long’s argument by highlighting that this argument is in nature a reflection 

of the nature of language and that the essence of philosophy is nothing more but using 

language to investigate how knowledge is obtained through the operation of language. 

However, the latter case does not delve into the contemporary significance of 

Gongsun Long’s argument by comparing it to, and reviewing it through the theories 

of names growing out from 20
th

 century Western philosophy of language. Hence, the 

latter case does not offer sufficient analysis of the ontological aspect of the white-

horse proposition as the former case does.  
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CROSS-CULTURAL READING OF DOLL-LOVE NOVELS IN 

JAPAN AND THE WEST 
 

Akiyoshi Suzuki

 

 
Abstract: This paper makes the following two points: first, Japanese doll-love 

novels, especially those at the dawn of the genre in Japan, such as Jun’ichiro 

Tanizaki’s Some Prefer Nettles (Tade kuu mushi), should be read from the 

perspective of Japanese reality, history, philosophy, and culture. Second, the 

popular criticism of doll-love novels needs to be reconsidered as representing adult 

male childishness and female objectification. 1 

 

Introduction 

 

It has been said that love of a doll or a figure represents narcissism, fetishism, or a 

transitional object. These are technical terms of psychoanalysis, and supposedly, 

psychoanalytical theory is universally applicable to human beings. The representation 

of love of a doll in a literary text and thus the text itself are, therefore, universally 

regarded as psychically strange. Reading a literary text from a feminist perspective 

leads to the same conclusion. In feminist theory, doll-love, especially a novel of an 

adult male love of a female doll, is regarded as asymmetrical in gender difference and 

thus outrageous and condemnable. Feminist criticism of the objectification of a 

woman in love, as Atsushi Koyano points out, is based on an asymmetric relation in 

mutual love, but not in one-sided love (Koyano, 2001, 24). A doll-love novel is one-

sided love as long as the doll is regarded as an object; generally, a doll has no will, no 

heart, and no language. In many novels, however, an adult male protagonist loves a 

doll as a female human or a female human as a doll in order to gratify his own desire, 

and thus his objectification of a woman can be criticized because he does not see the 

woman as a living individual. In this sense, Koyano’s counterargument to feminism is 

not suitable to an adult male love of a doll.   

However, whether psychoanalytic or feminist, the theoretical reading of a text 

sometimes overlooks concrete history, tradition and culture peculiar to each region. 

There is no universal culture, tradition or history. We should remember Edward 

Said’s comment,  

 
It is the critic’s job to provide resistance to theory, to open it up toward historical 

reality, toward society, toward human needs and interests, to point up those 
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1This paper is based on the manuscript of my presentation entitled “Cross-Cultural Reading of 
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concrete instances drawn from everyday reality that lie outside or just beyond the 

interpretive area necessarily designated in advance and thereafter circumscribed by 

every theory (Said, 1983, 242). 

 

I focus on the fact that during the Meiji era (1868–1912), when Japan began walking 

the path of modernization by making “escaping Asia for Europe” its national policy, it 

imported a new concept of “subject” or an independent agent from the West.
2
 The 

Japanese began regarding as “a mature person” one who clearly insisted on his or her 

own opinion and made clear statements. The Japanese, especially men, were forced to 

perform this imported subjectivity in order to be acknowledged as a mature person in 

society. Naturally, this initiated in Japanese men feelings of strangeness or alienation, 

within the establishment of an identity in society. To escape these feelings, Japanese 

men began to turn their attraction to objects which represented quiet and innocence, 

or sometimes ‘immaturity’. The typical objects were dolls or figures, and 

subsequently, Japanese doll-love novels appeared. However, loving a doll as if it were 

human could easily become popular in Japan, where the border between human and 

not-human (other things) is ambiguous to the Japanese way of thinking. This 

phenomenon is related to the loss of traditional Japanese culture and history, Japan’s 

relatively recent and traumatic connectedness to the West, possession of a new 

concept of identity as subjectivity, and the resulting psychic discomfort alienation—

rather than with transitional objects or asymmetric diversity in gender. 

 

I. Humanity and Localization 

 

Acceptance of a new standard and concepts born in the West often inflicts discomfort 

on non-western peoples. Even when they adopt the standard and concepts with 

transfigurations suitable to their cultures and then modify their behaviors and 

philosophies accordingly, non-western peoples still feel discomfort, whether 

consciously or unconsciously.   

However, psychological shock as a result of cultural change does not happen in 

the non-West alone; sudden and drastic changes in society and culture happen 

everywhere. One good example can be seen in William Faulkner’s fictional characters 

of the American South.
3
 Defeat in the Civil War and the subsequent, profound 

changes wrought by reconstruction destroyed the foundation upon which Southerners 

identified and based their existence. Consequently, they hastily tried to tie themselves 

to another community standard to escape from sudden, frightening and illimitable 

freedom. Some tried to adopt Northern standards, while some grasped the remnants of 

the old Southern standard. However, when people cannot settle into a community 

identity, they view their existence as meaningless and incompetent. They become 

psychically lost, angered and saddened; they cry and complain. Theirs is the very 

                                                           
2I use the West repeatedly, but the West means areas and people that have economic and 

political power in the international world, in other words, a kind of hegemony. As a result, in 

this paper, the West means Europe and America. 
3As for the remarks on Faulkner’s fictional world, see Suzuki, 2000. 
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world of The Sound and the Fury, signifying nothing. There, the people are all like 

Benjy, the idiot abandoned by his mother and always looking for his substitute mother, 

Caddy, who is actually his older sister. Benjy, 33, in the novel’s opening, becomes 

angry and cries if he feels Caddy is not available or cannot look for her. Similarly, the 

sorrow and remarks of Quentin and the anger and remarks of Jason, who, respectively, 

want to adopt the standards of the old South and the North, are equivalent to Benjy’s 

anger and crying. Alienated from what they had been, Quentin and Jason try to belong 

somewhere, in order to restore themselves through a community identity. According 

to Erich Fromm, the German social psychologist and humanistic philosopher, “the 

older meaning in which ‘alienation’ was used denotes an insane person” (Fromm, 

1955, 121). Still, alienated people are not literally idiots, especially when we consider 

conditions peculiar to human beings. Humans are orphans in the universe, or 

originally alienated; they were expelled from Eden, or from the natural laws 

underpinning their existence, unlike other animals and plants. Indeed, human beings 

are always trying to ground themselves or to identify what they are and how valuable 

they are, as if to reconnect the umbilical cord to the core of their existences, or their 

vicarious mothers, but in vain. In this sense, alienation is a very human phenomenon, 

and the world of Faulkner’s fictions is a collection of very human, frightened 

reactions to loss.  

In my view, Faulkner’s works became popular wherever and when society was 

drastically changing: South America after the revolutions in the latter 20th century, 

Japan after World War II, and China after the periods of reform and openness. 

Influenced by Faulkner, many writers including Garcia Marquez, Kenzaburo Oe and 

Mo Yuan described this very human phenomenon in their own regions. However, the 

motifs and concrete descriptions differ in each area, depending on society, its history, 

traditions, and facts; what foundation of existence was lost, what new foundation 

people tried to tie themselves to, why and how people suffered, struggled, and so on. 

As Zhang Longxi mentions, quoting Mikhail Bakhtin, “the novel” “is by nature 

polyphonic, containing a diversity of social speech types (sometimes even diversity of 

languages) and a diversity of individual voices, artificially organized. That is to say, 

the novel is always a microcosm of social and ideological heteroglossia” (Zhang, 

2005, 209). The various literary manifestations represent concrete happenings in each 

region, and certainly, alienation causes people to react typically of each region. On 

one hand then, stereotyped criticism within some theoretical framework might 

overlook concrete facts and conditions in a region and so the point of why people 

cannot but do “something like that.” Sutpen in Absalom, Absalom!, for example, is 

often condemned for his brutality, but we should consider his alienation and suffering 

after he moved to the American South. Just after his origin was denigrated and he felt 

incompetent, he started trying to ground his existence in an upper-class identity, 

following the story of the Southern aristocracy. On the other hand, when we focus 

only on something concrete, we may overlook something common and important to 

human beings. We can criticize Quentin because of his narcissism and Jason because 

of his miserliness, but we cannot criticize their alienation, suffering, and struggle after 

a drastic, perhaps traumatic, social change. Theirs are very human, frightened 

reactions to the severe loss of social foundation and identity. Their reactions leave 
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room for leniency. We should regard suffering and inhuman and brutal behaviors as 

the results of alienation from, for instance, the traditions, habits, history, culture, 

politics, and rule peculiar to each region; simultaneously, we should view these 

reactions from the standpoint of human fear, frailty, and inadequacy. 

 

II. The Trend of Western Novels and Japanese Doll-Love Novels 

 

Now, what happened to Japanese people when their society dramatically changed? 

One great change to Japanese society took place during the Meiji era (1868–1912). 

After the Edo era (1603–1867), Japan began walking the path of modernization 

through “escaping Asia for Europe,” which became its national policy. Breaking with 

old Japan and Asia, the Emperor Meiji brought Japan out of the Samurai era into the 

modernity which accompanied westernization and militarization. At the dawn of 

westernization, Japan, which had relied mainly on Chinese culture, philosophy, habit, 

and so on, began importing a wide range of ideas and concepts from the West; the 

Japanese tried to adjust themselves accordingly. 

This situation also held true in literature, especially in the way individuals began 

to be represented in literary texts. In fact, Japanese modern novels originated with the 

import of western novels, and with the prevalence of these translated versions in 

Japanese, the Japanese modern novel also established its position. According to Yumi 

Hirata, circulation numbers of translated western novels and of Japanese modern 

novels increased in tandem. On the other hand, the circulation of Japanese traditional 

fiction—a “factual story” that described an incident, especially a juicy story such as 

adultery—decreased.
4
 A major reason is that intellectuals and newspapers insisted on 

revolutionizing fiction in Japan after the introduction of western novels. For example, 

the newspaper Eiri Asano Shinbun, reported, 

  
Today, a series of articles in a certain newspaper contributes to distorting a truth 

because it foments delusion and simultaneously to hindering people’s imagination 

because it is a story of fact. Instead of such a juicy story, our newspaper should 

include a fruitful and interesting novel in the track of magazines in Europe….   

 

Additionally, the newspaper writer wished “improvement” on readers and emphasized 

the “benefit” of reading western novels, including those of Charles Dickens, which 

“can abolish evils in this world” (Eiri Asano Shinbun Jan. 10, 1884).
5
 Another 

newspaper, Yomiuri Shinbun, echoes this insistence with the following:  

 
Recently we read a couple of Western novels. All of the authors of the novels are 

genuine scholars who represent their countries: they have high scholastic abilities. 

Hence, their novels are totally different from our novels in their contents and 

qualities. Western novels are philosophically fruitful, but our novels are not. The 

reason lies in the difference of scholastic abilities of the authors. (Nov. 9, 1884)6   

                                                           
4Cf. the chart by Hirata, 1996, 179. 
5Ibid., 176-7. 
6Ibid., 177. 
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So, translated western novels became popular in Japan because of an emphasis on 

scholarship and philosophy. With the popularity of western novels, various concepts 

and philosophies stemming from western culture, such as romantic love, self, 

independence, self-help, and love-based marriage were introduced to Japan.
7
 

Historically, then, the doll-love novel appeared in Japan. In the history of 

Japanese literature, it is said that the first novels of the genre are Rampo Edogawa’s 

“Love of a Brute” (“Hitodenashi no koi”), Jyun’ichiro Tanizaki’s “Mr. Bluemound” 

(“Aozukashi no hanashi”) and Seishi Yokomizo’s “The Sweetheart in the Shop 

Window” (“Kazarimado no nakano koibito”), all published in 1926.
8
 After that, doll-

love novels were published one after another: for example, Edogawa’s “An Insect” 

(“Mushi,” 1929) and “A Man Travelling with a Padded Cloth Picture” (“Oshie to 

tabisuru otoko,” 1929), Tanizaki’s Some Prefer Nettles (“Tade kuu mushi,” 1928-9), 

and so on. These novels are often critiqued stereotypically, mainly in the theoretical 

framework of psychoanalysis and feminism.
9
 The critics theorize that the love of a 

doll, especially an adult male’s love of a female doll, represents narcissism, fetishism 

and/or the childish love for a transitional object. At any rate, an adult male’s love of a 

doll is regarded as a childish desire to return to his mother’s womb and to objectify a 

woman in order to own her forever, both situations indicating psychological problems. 

Let us take Edogawa’s “An Insect” as an example. The protagonist Aizo Masaki, 

a 27-year-old man, received a substantial inheritance from his deceased parents. He 

would seem to be fortunate, but he has actually been a misanthrope since childhood. 

Masaki loves Fuyo Kinoshita, one of Masaki’s peers, now an actress. Masaki is 

attracted by Fuyo’s beauty and her kindness toward him, but he knows that Fuyo 

keeps company with one of his acquaintances. Furthermore, he knows that she often 

insists on her own opinion (unacceptable in traditional Japan) and speaks ill of him 

behind his back. Masaki finally kills Fuyo. Despite his anger toward her, he begins 

loving her corpse and tries to keep it. In one sense, it might be said that the novel 

represents Masaki’s desire to own a woman, in other words, to objectify her. But at 

first, Masaki did not try to own Fuyo. Considering that fact, we could say that 

Masaki’s love of the corpse represents his childish desire; for him, the corpse would 

be a transitional object, which the psychoanalyst, D. W. Winnicott, defines as an 

irreplaceable and specially affected object for an infant who grieves leaving his 

mother.  

                                                           
7See, Koyano, 2000; Koyano, 2001, 129-130; Yanabu, 2002; Yanabu, 2010, 1-34; Ishihara, 

2013. As for concepts and philosophy imported from the West and social change as the result, 

there are various references in Japan.  
8Yokomizo’s “The Sweetheart in the Show Window,” however, is not a doll-love novel in the 

pure sense, and hence I do not discuss this short novel here. In order to increase the sales of 

“The Sweetheart in the Show Window,” written by a friend of his, Sojin Tamaru “loves” a 

mannequin in a show window, steals it, and is arrested. The newspapers give a great deal of 

space to the event, and consequently, this short novel’s sales increase; Tamaru then receives a 

reward from the author. In other words, Tamaru conducted a charade for money. In this sense, 

Tamaru does not love the mannequin. 
9For example, Takayuki and Ogino (eds.), 2006; Fujita, 2006. 
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          Talking to the corpse, he suddenly remembered his past. A shy boy was alone in 

the corner of an eight-tatami-mat living room, where he, in tears, was talking to a 

doll in his hands or rubbing his cheek against it. The shy boy is Masaki at 6 or 7, 

no doubt. Now, instead of talking to the doll in the hedge of building blocks, he 

was talking to the beautiful corpse in the storehouse. It was so strangely like. 

Masaki thought so, and he suddenly lifted the corpse into his arms, and began 

rubbing his cheek against it with tears in his eyes, as if it were the doll which he 

loved in his childhood…. (Edogawa, 1993, 135) 

 

Tanizaki’s Some Prefer Nettles is criticized in a similar way. The novel is set in the 

1920s, when Japan was in the process of westernization and modernization. One of 

the themes of the novel is, therefore, the clash of western and traditional Japanese 

cultures. The novel’s motif is a puppet, and it compares an Occidental puppet and a 

traditional Japanese Bunraku puppet. The protagonist Kaname and his wife Misako 

live under the assumption that they will divorce at some future point. Misako likes 

western culture and has become westernized. She has a boyfriend and often goes to 

him. Kaname cannot accept such a woman, and their relationship is cold. 

Consequently, Kaname sometimes goes to a western prostitute, and it seems that both 

husband and wife accept each other’s affairs. However, Kaname does not feel a 

mental gap with the western prostitute. In fact, Kaname is attracted to the female 

Bunraku puppet, more specifically, a female puppet of the Edo era. Critics interpret 

Kaname’s adoration of the traditional Japanese female puppet as representing his 

idealization of a Japanese woman as an object or a transitional object.   

Such analysis about the adult male love of a female doll began in Japan, but 

followed western literary criticism through its application of psychoanalysis and 

gender study; both disciplines developed in the West. In this sense, the western 

episteme contributed a fresh perspective to the Japanese. On the other hand, the 

following question arises: can western theories adequately capture features of 

Japanese doll-love novels when those theories treat the characters’ surface actions and 

remarks without considering the socio-historical situations peculiar to Japan? Given 

that Japanese doll-love novels appeared during the westernization process, what 

happened to Japanese society and the Japanese mind at that time?   

As mentioned earlier, Japanese modern novels came about because of the 

respectful acceptance of western novels. Edogawa was influenced by Edgar Allan Poe, 

and Tanizaki by other western authors, for instance, Oscar Wilde. Did Japanese 

authors simply accept western fictions with blind respect and imitate the fictions of 

the lineage of doll-love tales and novels from Pygmalion through E.T.A. Hoffman to 

today’s Steven Millhauser? No doubt some did. For example, Edogawa respected 

Edgar Allan Poe and wrote “Dancing Inch-High Samurai” (“Odoru issunboushi”) on 

the basis of Poe’s “Hop-Frog.” Additionally, Edogawa had been very interested in 

western psychology even before his writing career began. One of Edogawa’s doll-

love novels, “Love of a Brute” is the tale of a man who cannot love a human female, 

and may be based on western psychology. 
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However, we should consider that at least Tanizaki’s Some Prefer Nettles 

represents the male protagonist’s suffering due to the westernization of Japan. 

Additionally, Some Prefer Nettles was penned at the time Tanizaki began to consider 

problems with the westernization of Japan. Thus, it seems that Tanizaki used the doll-

love motif to confess or elucidate discomfort because of westernization. However, 

before discussing the point further, let us carefully examine Japanese doll-love culture. 

 

III. Japanese Doll-Love Culture and Escape from the Western “Subject” 

 

No matter what reasons a person has, of course, objectifying another person and 

reducing her or him to a commodity should be prohibited. However, we should be 

careful when we criticize, within a certain theoretical framework, some protagonists’ 

love of a doll without considering the concrete context. Additionally, we should 

remember that Japanese doll-love novels were first criticized when the western 

episteme became influential in Japan, and in the same way, western doll-love tales 

were criticized. However, theoretical frameworks sometimes contribute to the 

ignoring or suppression of culture and people of non-western regions, especially when 

critics omit concrete facts and histories peculiar to those regions. As Haidee Kruger 

asserts, 

 
Theories cannot be transferred to different contexts as if they were neutral 

“instruments” that can simply be “applied” to a given object of study, regardless of 

whether this object of study is part of the same temporal, spatial and cultural 

configurations as theory, or whether it is far removed in time or space from the 

original context of that theory (Kruger, 2012, 93). 

 

In fact, as mentioned earlier, Japan and the Japanese are often criticized as 

childish by the Japanese themselves and by western theory because many Japanese 

adults like dolls or figures and treat them as if they were their own children, siblings, 

family, or friends (figure 1).
10

 Certainly, one can observe that Japanese people include 

dolls and figures in their everyday lives (figure 2).
11

 Various shops have figures in 

front of them (figure 3), and customers sometimes talk to them; not only to figures, 

but even to coffee and juice vending machines that “talk.” Colonel Sanders of 

Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) was born in the United States, but his figure, or statue, 

was born in Japan, on the basis of the original made in Canada, but was not used there 

(figure 4). The figure of Colonel Sanders has long been loved by the Japanese, who 

even dress him suitably for certain seasons and events (figure 5). Another example of 

the Japanese love of figures is Sento-kun (figure 6). Sento-kun was born as a mascot 

sponsored by Nara prefecture to promote the 1,300th anniversary event of 

metropolitan Nara’s establishment. After the event, he was relieved of his position. 

However, the Japanese became concerned about his future—as if he were a friend of 

theirs. The Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) repeatedly broadcast concerned 

                                                           
10See, Napier, 2006, 281-2.  
11See, Inoue, 1998. 
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news stories about his future. When Sento-kun finally obtained another job, some 

newspapers ran the article on the front page. Currently, Japanese people like 

metamorphosing themselves into various figures, an activity called “costume play.” 

In Japan, these phenomena have nothing to do with gender. And if they are 

considered according to Winnicott’s theory of transitional object, it might follow that 

Japanese culture and the Japanese themselves are childish. However, before critiquing 

the phenomena on the basis of gender or Winnicott’s theory, we should consider 

Japanese tradition, culture, and thought process. First, the Japanese tend to regard 

everything in this world as having life like they do; they even feel themselves as 

living in this world with the souls of the dead: in the Japanese psyche, the border 

between living organisms and inorganic substances is ambiguous.
12

 For this reason, 

they do things like issue residence certifications to Manga or animated characters 

(figure 7) as if to humans.
13

 The Japanese even hold funerals for a doll, a figure, a 

needle, and so on (figure 8).
14

 Second, the Japanese tend to feel themselves simply 

part of nature, rather than as having dominion over the Earth and all its creatures; they 

do not have a mind to accept that reason was specially gifted to human beings, as 

Descartes and other western philosophers insist (Kida, 2010, 45). Additionally, 

Japanese Buddhism is a philosophy based on the idea that everything, even each plant, 

is Buddha; Indian and Chinese Buddhism, which are the bases of Japanese Buddhism, 

do not have such a philosophy (Sueki, 1996, 169-72).
15

 So, in Japan, a doll or a figure 

tends to be regarded as an innocent life, rather than as just an object. These attitudes 

spring from Japanese culture and history, rather than from asymmetric diversity in 

gender or from the concept of transitional objects.  

 

 

 

                                                           
12This is a kind of animism. Jean Piaget regarded animism as a tendency of an infant mind, but 

it is also a Euro-centered viewpoint. 
13For reference, some animals living in Japan also have residence certifications. 
14Through the funeral rite for needles, the Japanese express their appreciation when discarding 

them, because in their minds, the needles helped and supported them. Some Japanese mess 

around needles and anything else, but they are despised. In Japan, traditionally speaking, a kind 

and warm person not only cherishes people, but also appreciates every creature and thing. As 

for the funeral rite for a doll, if the Japanese discard a doll without the rite or any feeling of 

appreciation, they may become frightened that the doll will curse them.  
15For reference, Sigmund Freud denied Buddhism’s mystical experiences as primary narcissism. 
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Figure 6: Sento-kun and the article on the front-page of a newspaper 

  

Figure 7: Residence certifications of Manga characters 

  

   

Figure 8: Funerals for needles and dolls 
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Japanese figure- and doll-love culture, as Shoichi Inoue suggests (Inoue, 1998, 258), 

became evident after Japan began to westernize. During that time, Japanese doll-love 

novels also appeared as Japan imported various western ideas. One of these was the 

concept of the individual human being as “subject ‘I’” or independent agent. 

According to Eri Takahara, “It is said that since the Meiji era Japanese had have a 

strongly aversive reaction to the self-assertive ‘subject’ of the Western people” 

(Takahara, 2003, 211). Takahara explains, 

 
In the Japanese mind, the modern Western ‘subject’ was ugly and unclean because 

it seemed to have staunch desire and will, and to compete and battle with others but 

never to get together with others, while ‘object’ was clean because it seemed to 

have no desire of gain and never to cause conflict. Still, if the Japanese were to 

compete with the Western powers, they crucially needed to become the ‘subject’ of 

the nation and not give up the desire of gain in fact (211). 

   

Hence, despite their discomfort, the Japanese started regarding a person with western 

subject traits as mature. The Japanese, especially men, were forced to perform the 

imported, active, and “self-assertive subject” in order to be acknowledged as a mature 

person in society. Not surprisingly, this caused Japanese men to feel strange or 

alienated in their establishment of a social identity. Consequently, they wanted to 

eradicate uncleanness from their own subject through “innocence as the object” 

(Takahara, 2003, 211). In other words, to escape their strange feelings and discomfort, 

the men became attracted to quiet and innocent, or immature, objects. 

In this socio–historical context, the first “object of the innocent” in the Japanese 

modern novel became a beautiful boy, whose representation has a lineage from 

Whistle (“Kuchibue”) by Shinobu Origuchi, through Evening Makeup (“Yuu geshou”) 

by Toshio Yamazaki, and on to Confessions of Mask (“Kamen no Kokuhaku”) by 

Yukio Mishima.
16

 After a while, a female gradually replaced the beautiful boy as the 

object of the innocent (Takahara, 2003, 228). For, as the boy was growing up, he was 

expected to become the subject in westernizing Japan, not to remain an innocent 

object. Furthermore, some Japanese women, called “modern girls,” began respecting 

and enacting western subjectivization.
17

 Soichi Ohya remarks of a modern girl, “We 

can completely see her modernity when she talks. She is not quiet at all like a 

traditional woman. … First of all, she can offer criticism straightforwardly to others, 

especially about his or her weakness…” (Ohya, 1989, 397). This means, of course, 

that she is self-assertive. In his short novel “An Unburnable Doll” (“Moenai ningyo” 

1930), Tadashi Iijima describes a girl who refuses to become the object of the 

innocent: in a highly symbolic scene, she throws into the fire a doll given to her by an 

adult man who wants to marry her. He had perceived the doll to be this girl and then 

given her the doll. The quiet and immature object has thus transformed into 

                                                           
16 The genealogic study of beautiful boys in Japanese modern novels is the essence of 

Takahara’s study. 
17Ishihara points out Japanese women were also forced to enact western subjectivization. 

Ishihara, 2013, 209. 
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something cute and innocent, or “kawaii.” In fact, as Hiroshi Aramata points out, the 

Japanese culture of affection for kawaii began in the mid-Meiji era, in other words, 

during the westernization of Japan (Inoue, 1998, 253). Typical of kawaii are a doll 

and a figure (Masubuchi, 1995, 77-78). 

In summary, the love for a doll or a figure became widespread in Japan where the 

border between human and other-than-human was originally ambiguous. Japanese 

doll- or figure-love culture and doll-love novels, therefore, appeared during the 

process of Japanese adjustment, a required cultural change led by the government, to 

the new concept of the subject or subjectivity imported from the West.
18

 In fact, with 

women’s changed participation in society, not only Japanese men but also women 

began loving kawaii figures in order to seek healing. Additionally, novels of an adult 

females’ love of a male doll have appeared. 

 

IV. Japanese Doll-Love as Retroaction against Alienation of Japanese Men 

 

Now, from the standpoint of Japanese history and culture, let us discuss Tanizaki’s 

Some Prefer Nettles, in which the protagonist Kaname is attracted to Koharu, a 

female Buraku puppet of the Edo era. In the novel, a male Bunraku puppet, named 

Jihei, appears, too. Kaname, however, does not like Jihei, but, as western 

interpretation might immediately assume, the reason is not that Jihei is a male puppet. 

Instead, Kaname dislikes Jihei because compared to Koharu, the male puppet is 

overly active and seems to have no center or “inside.” Thus, Kaname’s love of a doll 

(puppet) basically has nothing to do with gender. In fact, in the novel, Kaname’s 

father-in-law makes this clear as he compares puppets. 

 
He [Kaname] concentrated on Koharu [a female puppet]. Jihei’s face had in it 

something of the dignity of “Noh” classic dance masks, but his exaggerated clothes 

hung lifelessly from his shoulders as he moved about the stage, making it a little 

hard for one as unfamiliar with the puppet theater as Kaname to feel any human 

warmth in him. Koharu, kneeling with her head bowed, was infinitely more 

effective. … The old man, when he discoursed on the puppet theater, liked to 

compare Japanese Bunraku puppets with Occidental string puppets. The latter 

could indeed be very active with their hands and feet, but the fact that they were 

suspended and worked from above made it impossible to suggest the line of the 

hips and the movement of the torso. There was in them none of the force and 

urgency of living flesh, one could find nothing that told of a live, warm human 

being. The Bunraku puppets, on the other hand, were worked from inside, so that 

the surge of life was actually present, sensible, under the clothes. (Tanizaki, 1995, 

23) 

 

                                                           
18As long as the western, self-assertive subject does not fit the Japanese mind, even if the 

Japanese are forced to be self-assertive, they cannot do so completely. It is often said that the 

Japanese remark is ambiguous, but in my view, the ambiguousness itself stems from the clash 

between the Japanese traditional mind and western mind. 
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From the father-in-law’s perspective, the activeness of western puppets, controlled 

from the outside, have “in them none of the force and urgency of living flesh,” thus 

leaving them to be just objects. On the other hand, with the exception of Jihei in his 

lifeless baggy clothing, the quietness of Bunraku puppets, acted from the inside, 

endow them with “the surge of life,” “actually present, sensible”; they seem alive. 

Kaname agrees with his father-in-law and then develops the following view: 

 
The activity of Jihei was ungainly, a little repulsive. That was undoubtedly because 

it was not possible to keep the body of the standing puppet from dangling a little 

and thus falling into the defects of the string puppet. If one pursued the old man’s 

argument a little farther, the kneeling puppet, it would seem, ought to have more of 

the “urgency of living flesh” than the standing puppet; and indeed, as she knelt 

there, still but for the slightest movement of the shoulders to suggest breathing, and 

now and then a hint of coquetry, Koharu was almost disturbingly alive (24). 

 

To put it another way, the quietness of a Bunraku puppet’s outside vividly reveals its 

active inside; this gives the impression that it lives. However, activeness of an 

occidental puppet’s outside leaves its inside vague; this gives the impression that it 

has no life. This comparison is analogous to the comparison between Kaname’s 

dislike of his westernized wife (a self-assertive subject) and his admiration for a 

traditional Japanese woman (the traditional Japanese subject). For the Japanese, the 

western subject’s attitude seemed overly active and self-assertive. Hence, Jihei 

represents a Japanese enacting western subjectivity, and Koharu is a traditional 

Japanese object of innocence.  

The ambiguity of the outside indicating the clarity of the inside is a concept not 

only Kaname possesses, but also Kaname’s creator Tanizaki himself. Although Some 

Prefer Nettles is often considered Tanizaki’s autobiographical novel, Tanizaki also, 

like his character Kaname, considers the ambiguity of the outside a way to vividly 

reveal the inside. This concept finds its expression in Tanizaki’s writing style. Edward 

G. Seidensticker, one of the novel’s translators, confesses in “Introduction” of Some 

Prefer Nettles translated by him, “how difficult Tanizaki is to translate.” The reason is 

that his prose belongs in the ambiguity of the “pure Japanese stylists” (Tanizaki, 1995, 

xv, xiv-xv). “Once when Tanizaki was criticized for not exploring the inner life of 

one of his characters, he retorted, ‘But why should I discuss his psychology? Can’t 

the reader guess from what I’ve already told him?’” (Tanizaki, 1995, xv). In other 

words, the sort of agency a character has can appear through language, rather than 

authorial psychoanalysis.
19

 His view could stem from anti-western subject and style, 

in other words, an anti-western kind of agency. 

However, as long as Japanese men built their subjectivity by adjusting 

themselves to the western concept, they had to confirm their subjectivity through 

western eyes. Although a Japanese man was subject in the eyes of a Japanese woman, 

                                                           
19As proof by counterexample, we know that broken syntactic structure in narration of a 

character, like the protagonist in Snow White by Donald Barthelme, makes the character’s 

subject unable to appear. 
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he was object to western eyes. In Some Prefer Nettles, Kaname wanted to escape from 

western subjectivity, and so expected a quiet, innocent subject as his wife. 

Unfortunately for Kaname, Misako has already become westernized, and so Kaname 

becomes attracted to the innocent, or the traditional, doll from the earlier Edo era. 

Overall then, this interpretation according to Japanese history and culture situates the 

problem in the forced change of Japanese men’s subjectivity rather than in adult 

males’ objectification of a female—men’s suffering from alienation resulting from 

required adjustment to cultural change, consequent to exposure to the modern world’s 

impact. 

We may interpret Edogawa’s “An Insect” from the same standpoint, even if he 

was interested in western psychology. Like Misako, Fuyo has become westernized; 

she is active and clearly speaks her opinions. Her “lips have protean contour like 

western people. … She has completely changed from an innocent girl and a sacred 

maiden into … a sensual witch” (Edogawa, 1993, 100). In Masaki’s murdering her 

and then loving her corpse, it may be said that Masaki eradicates Fuyo’s “active and 

self-assertive subject,” and then can love the quiet, innocent, traditional Japanese 

subject. This view is supported by the fact that Edogawa wrote another doll-love 

novel to help westernized Japanese men remember times before Japan’s 

westernization. As Tetsuro Nobutoki concludes in his study on Edogawa’s “A Man 

Travelling with a Padded Cloth Picture,” it is a novel to “grab Asakusaism lurking in 

modern men’s mind and return the men to ‘Asakusa,’ in the background of the times 

of transition of Japan to westernized and sophisticated modern world” (Nobutoki, 

1996, 19). “Asakusa” was a place where “people could seek, or feel, the exact same 

thing as what people in the Edo era, the times before westernization of Japan, did” 

(Nobutoki, 1996, 4). In other words, the doll-love novel exists to return westernized 

Japanese men to times when the Japanese were not expected to enact the self-

assertive subject.   

 

V. Object or Organism, the West and Japan 

 

But still, why is “loving a person like a doll” regarded as objectification? This might 

stem from different western and Japanese philosophies and different tendencies in the 

protagonists of western and Japanese doll-love tales and novels. As far as I know, the 

western male protagonists of doll-love novels and tales create the dolls themselves, 

but Japanese male protagonists meet a female doll by chance or obtain one by 

accident or on their own, but do not create one themselves. Even in current Japanese 

doll-love novels, female protagonists who love male dolls or figures do not create 

them.
20

 On the other hand, for example, the characters of Millhauser’s novels make 

the dolls themselves, love them, and own them: 

 

                                                           
20See Love of A Doll [Ningyo ai] by Takako Takanashi, Vacation of Boy Mikazuki [Mikazuki 

shonen hyoryuki] by Mayumi Nagano, Theory of Glass Life [Galasu seimeiron] by Yoriko 

Nagano, A Specimen of Annular Finger [Kusuriyubi no hyohon] by Yoko Ogawa. 
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With the onset of adolescence my powers of imagination, so lively and varied 

during childhood, took a conventional turn. My sexual fantasies were precise, 

obsessive, and inaccurate. I was particularly fond of imagining the slow, the very 

slow, the dreamily slow raising of a dark wool skirt or light summer dress to reveal 

pastel underpants molding themselves to disturbing bulges. I imagined that girls 

were quite smooth under there, like rubber dolls….  

… I would mentally mold a being whose existence would be sustained by the 

detail and energy of my relentless dreaming. My ambition was to create not an 

actual human being or a mere work of art but rather a being who existed in a realm 

parallel to the other two—a third realm, obedient to the laws of physical bodies but 

utterly discarnate. … One night I thought of the name Olivia. … Despite my vivid 

sexual imaginings in adolescence and beyond, despite Celia Ann Hodges, I had 

never made the attempt to visualize a girl or woman or any human being in 

exhaustive detail. I spent two nights and two days imagining her hands, summoning 

them out of vagueness into the precision of being (Millhauser, 1990, 185, 189). 

  

Millhauser even describes the process of making a doll in detail, and Pygmalion, the 

king of Kypros, sculpted a woman of ivory and loved it. But a doll does not implicitly 

have life. Pygmalion’s doll, in the form of a statue, only comes to life after being 

inspired by Aphrodite. In other words, creating a doll is analogous to inspiration, or 

literally “the drawing in of breath.” This view is suggested by Bruno Schultz as well 

(Schulz, 1934/1977, 59-62). In Schultz’s The Street of Crocodiles, the narrator’s mad 

father delivers a series of lectures to Adela, the tyrannical housemaid, and two 

seamstresses Polda and Pauline: “Matter is the most passive and most defenseless 

essence in cosmos. Anyone can mold it and shape it; it obeys everybody” (59). Then, 

he mentions the creator god, “the Demiurge.” He wants to become a “second 

Demiurge,” saying “we shall give priority to trash,” and concluding, “In one word, we 

wish to create man a second time―in the shape and semblance of a tailor’s dummy” 

(62). 

Still, the protagonist’s creation of a doll does take place in Tanizaki’s short 

Japanese novel, “Mr. Bluemound.” Mr. Bluemound, who makes balloon dolls of the 

narrator’s wife and loves them, recounts the doll-making process. However, Mr. 

Bluemound lives like a western person. He raves about American movies and the 

people in them, and belittles Japanese movies (Yokomizo, 1995, 358-9, 377-8);
21

 he 

likes American movie directors’ ideals and sensibility (358-9), and western 

philosophy (380). He bought and proudly uses a bottle that Americans usually use to 

store liquor (384-5); he lives in a western style house (389-90). In other words, he is 

described as not-Japanese and as lost in Westernness. 

Be that as it may, as expressed in the story of Pygmalion and in Shultz’s 

character, a western character who creates a doll is like the Creator who creates 

human beings. In other words, the western viewpoint sees such a creator as arrogantly 

usurping the place of God, making a being freely, according to his own will and to his 

                                                           
21For reference, the element of the West in the novels by Edogawa and Yokomizo brings the 

readers the atmosphere of Gothic. Elements of the West imported to Japan itself could be 

Gothic for Japan. 
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own taste. And at the point a man makes a female doll to his own taste, his selfishness 

and oppression of the woman are criticized. That attitude toward doll-making, 

however, differs fundamentally from Japanese tradition. Although he does not create 

a female doll to love, the narrator in “The Sixth Night” in Ten Nights’ Dreams (1908) 

by Soseki Natsume makes a suggestive and illuminating discovery pertinent to my 

argument. The narrator, who lives in the Meiji era, dreams that he lives in the 

Kamakura era (about 1185-1333). In the dream, he is impressed by the great craft of 

Unkei, a famous sculptor of Buddhist statues. The narrator wonders how the sculptor 

can carve perfect wooden statues of the Nio, the guardian gods of a temple gate. He 

asks a young man beside him: “How can he make the eyebrows and nose the way he 

wants?” (Natsume, 2000, 25). The young man says to him, “He doesn’t do it with his 

chisel. All he does is just dig out the eyebrows and nose already buried in the wood” 

(25). The narrator exclaims “What a discovery! So this is what sculpture is! It 

occurred to me that if that is all there is to it, anybody can do it” (25), and he begins to 

carve a piece of oak wood. However, he “couldn’t seem to find the Nio” (26). He 

“carved into the stacked wood piece by piece, but in none was hidden the Nio” (26). 

Finally, he “had to accept the fact that the Nio does not reside in the wood of the 

Meiji period,” and simultaneously, he “also learned the reason why Unkei is alive 

today” (26). This dream suggests Natsume’s very Japanese criticism of westernization: 

Human beings cannot carve a statue according to their will and art, and to their own 

taste, but can only uncover the Buddha already in the wood. Aware of the problems 

with the westernization of Japan, Natsume confessed that the narrator who cannot 

find the wood’s Buddha-nature represents the loss of the Japanese way of thinking 

and way of being in the world—to the western, artificial way of making things to their 

own taste.  

The comparison by Natsume corresponds to a difference between western and 

Japanese philosophy. As Gen Kida argues, western philosophy stems from the 

perspective that Someone created the world. Thus, westerners live with constant 

awareness of the Creator as actively and purposefully constructing the world and 

human beings—a concept similar to western human subjectivity. In Japanese 

philosophy, the world has already been as it is—a given—and the Japanese feel the 

deity of the world in front of their eyes—without care about who made either the 

world or human beings (Kida, 2010, 54-5).   

This difference might reflect the relationship between a fictional character and a 

doll, as well, that is, the difference between making a doll to the character’s taste, and 

owning and controlling it or turning to a doll for healing from cultural discomfort and 

alienation. Scot Shershow points out that Plato saw the relationship between puppet 

and puppeteer as kindred to the relationship between humans and God (Shershow, 

1995, 21). It follows that humans began living after God manipulated or inspired 

them. In other words, a human being is a doll of God and an object of no life without 

God. A western doll has no life, but is just an object whose inside is nonexistent, or 

vague at best. Remember that in Hoffman’s Der Sandmann, Nathaniel criticizes Clara, 

“Du lebloses, verdammtes Automat!” (a lifeless doll) (Hoffman, 1960, 348). As 

mentioned, the mad father in Schulz’s novel declares, “We shall give priority to 

trash.” Although Hans Bellmer made dolls with ball-joints to criticize his time’s 
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excessive respect for health, he believed that a sentence is collection of lifeless words 

just as a doll is a collection of lifeless parts (Tanaka, 2005, 77-8). In short, dolls are 

made of trash, odds and ends, with no life, as objects. A doll-object has life only when 

it is manipulated and made to act. Hence, a doll-human has no life to be manipulated. 

Regarding this view of a doll, Paul Claudel’s comparison between a western doll, or a 

puppet, and a Japanese Bunraku puppet in his essay “Bounrakou,” is suggestive: 

 
A puppet is the complete animated likeness, not only of the face, but of the limbs 

and the whole body. … A puppet is not, like a human actor, held captive by its own 

weight. It has no contact with earth, and moves with equal ease in all dimensions. It 

floats in an intangible element like a drawing in an empty space. Its life is in its 

center, and its four limbs and head, spread out like rays around it, are merely its 

elements of expression. It is a talking tar, untouchable. The Japanese have not tried 

to make it walk; that is impossible, for it does not belong to the earth but stands on 

an invisible stalk and turns its mocking face to every side. Legs and feet are not 

simply means of progress or support, but the instrument of every attitude, walk, and 

witty contortion, expressing anxiety, eagerness, resistance, defiance, weariness, 

awakening, and the wish to go or stay (Claudel, 1972, 50-1). 

 

Loving a person like a doll can certainly be regarded as objectification because the 

person is seen and treated as a toy, trash, a collection of parts, or an object without life. 

Additionally, if the objectification is asymmetrical in gender, the relationship, 

whether real or fictional, can be criticized. Of course, not all western doll-love novels 

show an adult male’s objectification of a woman. The doll-love novels by Hoffman 

and Poe can be read as the tragedy of people who have gotten into a space where 

everything goes mechanically, or, as depicted in Ernst Jünger’s Storm of Steel, into a 

space without life. In that case, too, western doll-love as fictionally represented is 

love of something lifeless; however, Japanese doll-love is love of the innocent for the 

healing of the discomfort and alienation that the Japanese government brought from 

the West. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Contrary to the western way of thinking, the Japanese mind tends to regard everything 

in this world as having life; each thing has its Buddha-nature and innocence. After 

Japan’s westernization, figure- and doll-love appeared when Japanese individuals, 

because they connected to the western concept of subject, became alienated from their 

former concept of self or, perhaps, no-self. When we consider these facts and this 

history and culture, should a Japanese doll-love novel be criticized through the 

psychoanalysis and feminism developed in the West? Surprisingly, the answer is, 

“Yes.” But only when a person is reduced to a commodity, like the female protagonist 

of Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll House or when, with western episteme, we deal with the 

action and dialogue on the surface of a Japanese literary text. In this paper, I 

discussed doll-love novels from the dawn of the genre in Japan, and there might be 

such novels that depict enjoyment of another’s oppression. But before critiquing 

Japanese doll-love novels through western episteme, we should consider Japanese 
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philosophy and history that includes often-difficult connectedness to the West, new 

identity, and alienation. Again, we should remember Edward Said’s comment about 

the critic’s job quoted in the beginning of this essay. 

Must a Japanese novel be deconstructed by western episteme? If it oppresses 

Japanese historical reality, or in other words, imparts theoretical alienation to 

Japanese literature, the answer is, “No.” Finally, because the West itself consists of 

various philosophies and histories, we should also localize western doll-love novels 

before we frame them theoretically. 

 

Figures (All accessed February 5, 2013) 

 
Figure 1. GLOBAL Sebu Net (http://cebu.jocv.net/blog/index.php?eid=1010). 

Figure 2. 4 Travel.jp  

(http://4travel.jp/domestic/area/kinki/osaka/oosaka/nanba/trabelogue/10300546/).  

Figure 3. Mashikaku shashin de mita nichijo.  

(http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/funky830funky830funky830/33112295.html). 

Figure 4. Gigazine (http://gigazine.net/news/20121125-kfc-colonel-sanders/). 

Figure 5. Akiba Soken. From the left to the right,  

(http://akiba-souken.com/article/akiba/13000), 

(http://akiba-souken.com/article/akiba/12486/), and (http://akiba-souken.com/  

article/akiba/14800). 

Figure 6. Nara Economic Press (http://nara.keizai.biz/headline/522). 

Figure 7. From left to right, Niiza City Industry and Tourism Association 

(http://www.niiza.net/t-atom/), Kasukabe City  

(https://www.city.kasukabe.lg.jp/kouhou/shisei/kouhou/pr/shinchan/juuminhyou.html). 

Figure 8. Upper left and right, Koedo Net (http://www.koedo.org/event/21972.html); 

lower left, Shokoji Temple (http://shoukouji2.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-18.html);  

lower right, Town News in Isehara 

(http://www.townnews.co.jp/0405/2012/10/19/161786.html). 
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A Passage to Globalism: Globalization, Identities, and South Asian Diasporic Fiction 

in Britain. By Bidhan Roy. (New York: Peter Lang, 2013). 208 pp. Hardcopy, ISBN 

978-1-4331-2026-8 

 

As critical volumes like Postcolonial Studies and Beyond (2005) and The Post-

Colonial and the Global (2008) indicate, postcolonial studies has for some time been 

under pressure from a variety of emergent theoretical trends. Indeed, as Ania Loomba 

et al. argues it in their introduction to Postcolonial Studies and Beyond, ‘the new 

global reality has made the analysis of imperialism, in all its historical variants, more 

pressing, but also more difficult, than ever before’ (1). Accordingly, as is implied by 

the ‘beyond’ of Postcolonial Studies and Beyond, it has been suggested that it is 

perhaps time to sideline or perhaps altogether jettison the postcolonial in order to 

focus on issues more pertinent to the twenty-first century.  

One such alternative to postcolonial studies is offered by globalization and 

globalization theory, a concept and a theoretical paradigm that have become ever 

more popular in recent years. In sociology, political science, law, geography, as in a 

host of other disciplines, a wide range of academics have argued that we need to 

construct new theoretical models that fit an increasingly globalized world. With once 

powerful concepts like nation, colony and empire hollowed out by the flows and 

mobility of globalization, critics of postcolonial studies claim it is time to shift gears 

and discard the dichotomies of centre and periphery, colonizer and colonized, self and 

subaltern that proved so important to postcolonial studies. As Michael Hardt and 

Antonio Negri argued it in Empire (2000) more than a decade ago, ‘postcolonial 

theories may end up in a dead end because they fail to recognize adequately the 

contemporary object of today, that is, they mistake today’s real enemy’ (137). Still, as 

the editors of both Postcolonial Studies and Beyond and The Post-Colonial and the 

Global object, it is perhaps a little too soon, and a little too convenient, to abandon the 

postcolonial altogether. However global it may be, ‘today’s real enemy’, whether it is 

perceived as excessive use of fossil fuels leading to global warming, of the greedy 

speculations of global capitalism undermining the world’s financial system, or it is 

that of laborers forced to move across continents in order to find work thousands of 

miles away from home, the shadows of nation, colony and empire continue to haunt 

the global in all its many guises. As argued in both the studies mentioned in the 

above, the postcolonial and the global should therefore be perceived as presenting a 

highly complex coupling rather than a case of one paradigm (globalization) 

superseding the other (postcolonialism). The challenge, though, as Revathi 

Krishnaswamy phrases it in the introduction to The Post-Colonial and the Global, is 

that ‘the question of how postcolonialism should engage globalization, on what terms 

and to what ends, remains unclear’ (2).  

Bidhan Roy’s A Passage to Globalism: Globalization, Identities, and South 

Asian Diasporic Fiction in Britain (2013) offers an attempt at making this complex 

relationship a little clearer. With a focus on South Asian diasporic fiction in Britain, 
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Roy asks whether ‘the assumption of South Asian diasporic writers “writing back” to 

a British center remain relevant in an age of globalization?’ (2). With his attention 

focused on a (former) single ‘center’ of empire, namely that of Britain, Roy has in A 

Passage to Globalism limited himself to a manageable case study through which he 

proposes to answer the question of whether ‘such literature [is] best characterized as 

globalized British literature or a literature of globalization?’ (2). Yet Roy’s ambitions 

go further than this in that he also intends to address the broader question of ‘how 

South Asian diasporic fiction in Britain might extend and challenge theoretical 

explanations of globalization’ (3). While the most obvious purpose of A Passage to 

Globalism is to deepen our understanding of the particulars of contemporary South 

Asian fiction centered in or around one particular region, namely Britain, the grander 

goal of Roy’s study is thus to try and attempt to answer some of the more general 

questions raised by studies like Postcolonial Studies and Beyond and The Post-

Colonial and the Global. In this, Roy’s ‘passage to globalism’ can be seen not simply 

to illustrate the ‘passage’ undertaken by South Asian diasporic fiction in recent years. 

Rather, A Passage to Globalism is itself engaged in a ‘passage’ that admirably 

succeeds in weaving in the particular with the general, the local with the global, the 

intimate with the distant. And, perhaps most significantly, of reading postcolonial 

studies alongside, rather than against, globalization theory.  

This mix of the particular with the whole is prevalent throughout the book. In its 

overall structure as in its argumentative strategies, A Passage to Globalism presents a 

clear and highly convincing mix of specific and historically contingent textual 

readings with wider global perspectives. The study is split into five parts. With a 

theoretical Introduction followed by four chapters, each of which investigates three 

key texts in the light of a particular form of ‘identity’, Roy deploys a sophisticated 

theoretical apparatus against which his chosen texts are analyzed. With each chapter 

covering, respectively, national identity, class identity, Muslim identity and gender 

identity, A Passage to Globalism provides its readers with an overall global 

perspective of the current state of South Asian diasporic fiction. Accordingly, Roy is 

careful to present the specific problems of site and identity specific issues, for 

instance of being a Bangladeshi woman displaced to London’s East End as pictured in 

Monica Ali’s Brick Lane (2003), while also managing to take in wider issues of the 

particular identity issues put under scrutiny. A Passage to Globalism therefore 

attempts to account not only ‘for the historical dimension of the flows of capital that 

produced localities such as the London suburbs’ (46), but also of answering questions 

like, ‘Why does a desire to identify with Islam persist in an increasingly secular 

British society?’ (110). In this, Roy demonstrates an impressive flair for combining 

the specific with the general, effortlessly presenting a rich and complicated palette of 

the many problems, but also the potential, of South Asian diasporic fiction to deal 

with a range of political and identity specific problems pertaining to globalization. 

Reading the works of writers like Hanif Kureishi, Salman Rushdie, Hari Kunzru, V.S. 

Naipaul, Manzu Islam, Monica Ali, Farhana Sheikh and Nadeem Aslam alongside, as 

well as against, each other, Roy’s analysis combines a wide range of familiar names 

from the canon of South Asian diasporic writers with a range of less well-known 
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names. As a result, his study manages to cover a lot of ground, literally as well as 

figuratively. 

Roy begins his study by framing South Asian diasporic fiction in Britain's new 

global context against a range of core of well-known theoretical approaches to 

globalization. With particular stress laid on Immanuel Wallerstein's The Modern 

World System (1974) and Arjun Appadurai's Modernity at Large (1996), Roy thus 

lays the groundwork for a split approach to globalization. On the one hand, Roy 

suggests, it is useful to view globalization through the confrontational Marxist lens 

offered by theorists like Wallerstein, who tends to view globalization as representing 

but yet another step in the dialogics of a class struggle split along an axis of the 

privileged and the exploited. On the other hand, Roy claims, the more celebratory 

accounts of globalization as a potentially liberating, yet also far more diffuse, process 

given by critics like Appadurai can employed as a counter to the sometimes blinkered 

view offered by the likes of Wallerstein. This so in that Wallerstein, and other Marxist 

thinkers like him, tend to overlook question of race, gender and religion in favor of 

financial and class-based discussion of what is now undoubtedly a highly different 

world than that faced by Marx in the nineteenth century.  

Throughout his study, Roy sticks fastidiously to Wallerstein and Appadurai as 

being emblematic of the two poles his study purportedly intends to effect ‘a passage’ 

between. With names like Frederick Jameson, Anibal Quijano, Manuel Castells, 

Naomi Klein, Bobby Sayyid, Saskia Sassen, John Tomlinson, Michael Hardt and 

Antonio Negri cropping up regularly throughout the book, this is not to say that Roy 

ignores other theorists of globalization. Yet Wallerstein and Appadurai remain the 

staple referents around which the remainder of the theoretical framework is 

constructed. This is in a sense both the strength and the potential weakness of the 

study, for with the continuous return to Wallerstein and Appadurai, A Passage to 

Globalism risks the charge not only of repetitiveness, but also of being formulaic. In 

Roy's deft hands such persistence is however turned into a rigorous analysis that 

sheds new light not only on the primary fictional texts examined, but also points to 

both the pitfalls and the potentials of the theoretical texts that could so easily have 

been accepted as a mere framing. Rather than present the theoretical templates offered 

by Wallerstein and Appadurai as a latticework in which a range of texts either neatly 

fits or are rejected, A Passage to Globalism presents us with a dialectic tug of war 

between the more abstract theory and the specifics of the primary texts studied. 

Accordingly, Roy provides a rich and sophisticated approach to globalization and 

diaspora that proves a highly useful tool for prying open new and exciting prospects 

of globalization in general, as indeed of the specifics of South Asian diasporic fiction 

in particular.  

My only real caveat with A Passage to Globalism rests with the editors rather 

than with the author. For while the book is clear both in its structure as in its 

argument, a range of unfortunate typographical slips suggest that Peter Lang should 

have invested a little more energy in copyediting the manuscript. Fortunately, these 

are only minor mishaps in a study that is otherwise lucidly and compellingly 

presented. In conclusion, A Passage to Globalism presents a welcome addition not 

only to the study of South Asian diasporic fiction in Britain, but to the debate of what 
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direction postcolonial studies in general should take in an age of globalization. 

Indeed, rather than reiterate that other and former passage to which Roy’s book 

alludes, namely E. M. Forster’s A Passage to India (1924), it is not so much a case of 

Forster’s (in)famous concluding passage of ‘not yet’, ‘not there’. Rather than a 

‘swerving apart’, the ‘passage’ performed by Roy is one that ‘swerves across’. In 

refusing to dismiss one in favor of the other, or to claim the two as being in radical 

opposition, Roy suggests we should strive toward a combinatory reading of the global 

with the postcolonial that can provide us with ‘a manageable point of departure for 

thinking through how we might navigate toward [a] more ambitious and utopian 

global future’ (197). 

 

Dr. RUNE GRAULUND,  University of Strathclyde, Glasgow 
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Václav Klaus, Europe: the Shattering of Illusion. London, UK:: Bloomsbury 

Publishing Plc, 2011.  180pp.  Hardcopy,  ISBN 9781408187647. 

 

Klaus’ Europe: the Shattering of Illusion provides a unique, but deep political-

economic reflection of the ongoing European integration project, in particular its 

economic and philosophical presumptions, by an economist- turned politician. It is a 

small but fascinating book worth the reading of those who have great minds. The 

author himself was a defining figure deeply involved in the project which is the 

subject matter of the book. He was the first Prime Minister of the Czech Republic 

from 1993 to 1998, and the second President of the Czech Republic from 2003 to 

2013, the second and last Prime Minister of the Czech Republic, federal subject of the 

Czech and Slovak Federal Republic from July 1992 to 1993. His signature is the last 

one of the European state heads to be added to the Lisbon Treaty—a defining 

document in the European integration project and European history —to make it valid. 

The book thus bears deep insights, testifying to the fact that he is “the one senior 

European politicians who, from within the system, has never-theless been able to 

continue speaking out for those all-important values and concepts to which his 

colleagues have become virtually obvious—such as liberty, democracy and the 

wishes of the people they claim to represen-tative.”(xix). Even if some of his views 

will enrage some, the insight and wisdom revealed in the view shine brightly. 

The title of the book, “Europe: the shattering of illusion” itself indicates clearly at 

the outset that Klaus’ views in the book can be reasonably called “Eurosceptic”, if not 

“anti-European”. Indeed, what readers will read includes the most severe and 

penetrating criticisms of the European integration project. The views can be called 

“Eurosceptic” in the sense that they register strong reservation to the current 

European project. They also register serious skepticism to the new Euro-messianism, 

the idea that a new unified Europe has its own special purpose, telo and fate.  But the 

phrase “anti-European” can be ambiguous and misleading and may even suggest 

something against Europe. In its nutshell, Klaus’ misgiving about the European 

integration project is not against Europe, but for Europe. In substance, the book can 

be read as a long essay. It does not have a systematic theory of the nature, structure, 

and content of the concept of European integration. Instead, it focuses on a polemic 

discussion of the European integration project of its more 50 years in practice. The 

book does allow different views on the subject-matter to play against one another. Yet, 

it itself does not present a systematic and coherent theory of the European integration 

project.  The book consists of five chapters: Chapter 1, “How we got there”; Chapter 

2, “The inherent instability of the current interim phase”; Chapter 3, “The economic 

benefits of territorial integration: too much optism?”; Chapter 4, “The pitfalls of 

denationalization and communication in Europe”; Chapter 5, “How do we go from 

here?” They are well logically organized together as a whole. 

Chapter 1, “How we got there” gives a historical account of the origin, evolution, 

and practice of the idea of European integration. In Klaus’s account, we witness how 

the original ideal of European integration grew from a thin youth into a heavy, 

overweigh illusion. Klaus recognizes that the story of the idea of Europe integration is 

a complicated history, situated in various historical contexts, driven by multiple 
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forces, and experiencing different phrases. Originally, the Europe integration project 

was designed only European nation states to economically open up to one another. 

Over half century, it has been developed now to the comprehensive integration that is 

geared for a unified Europe Union, akin to a European Supper State. So far as 

institutional assembling is concerned, the institutional framework also evolved from 

the European Economic Community (EEC) via (The European Community (EC) to 

the European Union (EU) and, now, to the interim phrase, the European Monetary 

Union (EMU). That being said, the project of European integration has serious 

problems at the outset. In particular, “the basis for European integration project 

consisted of several very doubtful ideas.”(p.17). Above all, the idea that calls into 

“question of the existence of nation states in general” is problematic (ibid.). This idea 

“let to total obliteration of the enormous positive energy of national sentiments.” 

(ibid); “the founders of the idea of European integration had an outlook … that saw 

only negatives in the concept of a nation state, and it is not different today.”(ibid). 

According to Klaus, this foundational idea of European integration project is funda-

mentally fallacious. A result of practicing such an idea results only in the growth of 

bureaucracy, not liberation and creation. Not only the energies of nation states die out 

under such growing bureaucracy, but the energies of individual persons run out gas 

under such growing bureaucracy. Europe becomes fatter, but not healthier. Therefore, 

Klaus suggests that much lesson can be learned from this history to improve the 

European integration project. 

Chapter 2, “The inherent instability of the current interim phase” is more or less 

of case studies of the current interim phase of the European integration project.  Using 

as example the economic failure of Greece, a member of the European Economic 

Community, Klaus indicates that institutional problems or instability feature the 

present interim phrase of the European integration project—that is, the phrase of the 

European Monetary Union period. The phrase is plagued with one financial crisis 

after another.  The lesson to be learned is that “The Greek debt crisis has resulted 

from confusion about the nature of the European Union.”(p.81). It is a tip of iceberg 

that “the interim phrase of the EMU is an unstable system.” (p.85). So are various 

European institutions of integration that are the organizers of the project. EMU is an 

example at hand. EMU is an unstable system that either it has to return to the EU… or 

it will have to evolve smoothly into the EFU, the European Fiscal (or Financial) 

Union and then—sooner or later—into the final phrase: The EPU, the European 

Political Union.”(pp.65-66). With regard to practice, giving up state budget or 

sovereignty in making its own budge not means mean giving up national sovereignty, 

but also makes states more irresponsible. Noteworthy, on this context, Klaus 

constantly reminds us of the failure of communism in the former communist countries 

in Europe such as the Czech Republic itself, Poland, and so on, which are now 

member states of the European Community. Klaus’ comparison here may leave much 

to be desired and, even enrage some people. Yet, the valid point of this enraging 

comparison is that communism, super-nationalism, and centralized communitarism is 

not the way for Europe. A new Europeism must stay away from such doctrines; the 

concept of integration needs a re-examination from bottom up. Above,  in a new 

Europe, the energies of nation-states and their responsibility must be fully emphasized, 
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not be marginalized and paid only lip service to. The Greek problem is the problem of 

the current emerging European system. That is the concern. 

Chapter 3, “The economic benefits of territorial integration: too much optism?” is 

the logical consequence of Chapters 1 &2. The driving concept of the European 

integration project is that the bigger, the better; more opening, more beneficial and 

competitive. “The standard economic thinking on European economic integration” is 

that “creating a larger economic area, or expanding the market, is an undisputable 

economic benefits… opening, up, liberation, elimination of cross-border barriers of 

all kinds, free movements of good and services, people and money…allow…the 

division of labor and specialization.”(p.89). Yet, according to Klaus, we must ask 

some important questions here including whether the bigger, the better and what is 

opening up in the true sense. For example, opening up may not mean centralization 

and a conflation of the two may be a crucial source of many problems of European 

integration today. On this point, we must ask, “whether the evolution of European 

integration in the last 50 years was opening up the continent’s economy or whether it 

was closer to an administrative unification of the original entities, the nation 

states.”(p.90). We should be more responsive to one basic truth: “a large area (and 

complexity) needs more market forces and more decentralized decision-making, not 

the other way around.”(p.92). We should heel more than we do now to the dissent 

voice: “the more decentralized the entity is, the better. Economic opening up to the 

flows of capital and trade is not the same thing as enlarging the size of an 

administrative entity.”(p.90). The reason that “the benefits of territorial markets 

expansion have reached their limits” is that “the regional market expansion of Europe 

was quite unnaturally accompanied by excessive control.”(p.110). In short, opening 

up should not be identified with centralization. The aspiration for liberation and 

opening up should be distinguished from the call for centralization. An opened 

economy should be a market based economy, not a socialist, planned economy. While 

Klaus does not want to argue that the smaller, the better, he does argue that the freer, 

the better. A European Union that can have only one approved “party line” and that 

does not tolerate either autonomy or difference” cannot be economically competitive 

and politically viable and stable.  Klaus does not resist the concept of a unified 

Europe. What he resists is the concept of Europe without economic and political 

democracy and he consists nation-states to the the corner stone of a democratic 

Europe.  

Chapter 4, “The pitfalls of denationalization and communication in Europe” 

continues the line of argument in Chapter 3. That is, a new Europe must fully 

appreciate the crucial role of nation states. According to Klaus, “The European 

ideology (europeism, in belief) is based on the idealistic theory of the state… that 

states, more precisely nation states represent evil…while the supernational, 

continental and global entities represent the Good, eliminate all forms of nationalist 

bickering once and for all. This view is obviously childish.”(p.117). Accordingly, as 

Klaus indicates, we must ask ourselves a crucial question, “Does the state, that we 

have taken over from our ancestors as specific and unique heritage, have any meaning 

and purpose in the present world?”(p.137). This is a social-political, and practical 

question as much as it is a philosophical question. It is a philosophical question 
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because it involves a deep question of what is the metaphysical and practical identity 

of European peoples. It is more social-political, as well as practical question. What is 

debated here is a crucial issue of political economy as much as it is a practical 

challenge. For Klaus, the basis for European nation states to disappear or to be put 

aside does not exist yet. Nation states are still cornerstones of real democracy, in the 

economic life as well as in social-political life. For Klaus, “it is clear that national as 

well as as territorial loyalties are the precondition for democratic governance. It 

seems equally obvious that the European continent is not a space suitable for 

territorial or national loyalty… No nation called European exists, and no such nation 

ever did exist. That is why the entire concept of the ‘ever-closer Europe’ of 

unification, centralization, harmonization and standardization (you could call it 

Gleichschaltung) and utmost suppression of the nation state, is a wrong 

concept.”(p.138). For Klaus, “there are no arguments in favor of destroying the 

nations of Europe and replacing them with a unified super-state on the basis of 

‘communitarism’. If there were such arguments, they would be arguments in favor of 

destruction of democracy.”(p.143). 

In light of the above, not surprisingly, Chapter 5 concludes that “the way out of 

the present European crisis, or the solution for Europe … is possible only through the 

renewal of economic and civic freedoms”; “The European Union … as an institution 

can survive, only if it says good-bye to the social-engineering (and therefore utopian) 

vision of artificial unification of the Continent, and returns to the original concept of 

cooperation between sovereign member countries, which must be the cornerstone of 

integration, not its victim.”(pp.160-161). Klaus is not advocating nationalism to 

replace Europeism or pan-Europeism here, as one may think he does. Instead, he 

defends the supreme value of freedom. As he insists, “freedom is the key word … 

Without freedom we shall never repair Europe. Therefore, if there should be a 

European Union, it should be one that can entertain freedom, creativity, and 

responsibility, not one that hinders such, that can include national diversity and 

sovereignty, not that is geared to eliminate such, and that is more decentralized and 

less bureaucratized, not the opposite. Meanwhile Klaus defends the concept that only 

a democratic Europe can have a bright future; and nation-states are still the 

cornerstones of true democracy in Europe or a true democratic Europe, and therefore 

still have important meanings and purposes in contemporary Europe. In sum, the 

entire concept of European integration needs a reconstruction. He therefore rejects 

those arguments of new Euro-messianism which for him are anti-democracy.  

Evidentially, in the book, while questioning the general foundational assumptions 

and beliefs of the European integration, Klaus approaches the subject-matter mainly 

from the economical point of view. His argument is based mainly on analyses and 

discussions of the economic ramifications of those driving ideas of the European 

integration project. A crucial question which he raises here is also what kind of 

European economy the future Europe will have, a centralized one or one governed by 

free market? Nevertheless, Klaus’ book is philosophically substantial. Some of those 

questions which it poses are philosophical. For example, philosophically, Klaus’ book 

returns us back to some basic philosophical questions including self-identity, the role 

of nation-state, truth, value, and meaning. It raises questions of the relationships 
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between beliefs and reality, theories and practices, whole and parts as well as 

questions of freedom, responsibility, autonomy, sovereignty and so. With regard to 

social-political philosophy, Klaus’ view raises some interesting questions of what 

kind of constitutional democracy that Europe should have, one of centralization or 

one of solidarity with diversity? What should a modern, enlightened Europe to be? 

That is the question! What should and will European nation states become? That is 

the question!  

Klaus’ views in Europe: The Shattering of Illusion put him severely at odds with 

those preeminent European thinkers including the celebrated German philosopher 

Jürgen Hagerman and the late French philosopher Jacques Derrida. These preeminent 

European thinkers—Hagerman and among others—harbor ultimate confidence that a 

full-pledged unified European Community, if not a European State, is not only the 

hope of Europe, but also the hope of the world.  Habermas, the author of the famous 

concept of “post-nation” democracy, agrees that the present European integration 

project is faltering. But for Habermas, the fault if not with the European integration 

project itself, but with practices. As it is evident, Klaus would reject the concept of 

“post-nation” democracy. Habermas is a staunch believer and defenders of unified 

European values. Klaus insists value diversity among European nation states. 

Habermas strongly believes that the object of new European patriotism should be the 

new European constitution, that is, European “constitutional patriotism”. For Klaus, 

only nation states can be the object of patriotism of their citizens. Habermas would 

like to distinguish demos and ethos. Klaus want to unite both. 

In sum, Klaus’ Europe: The Shattering of Illusion is akin to a bottle of good wine, 

bears costly insight and requires careful tasting. What it presents is not merely a 

dissent voice to the present European integration project, but an alternative view of 

what Europe is and ought to be. 
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P. Robbins and M. Aydede (ed), The Cambridge Handbook of Situated Cognition, 

Cambridge, UK:  Cambridge University Press, 2009. 532pp. ISBN: 9780521848329 

 

This volume is the most recent work that creatively articulates the idea of situated 

cognition and systematically presents a wide range of research projects guided by that 

idea. It begins with three essays that introduce the basic concept of situated cognition, 

its scientific backgrounds, and its philosophical roots, attempting to show that 

cognition explicated in terms of situatedness or situativity is well grounded in science 

and philosophy and that it takes lead in the new trend associated with embodiment, 

embedment, enaction, and extendedness in cognitive science. These introductory 

essays are followed by twenty three articles that cover almost all the important topics 

in the studies of cognition, attempting to make it the case that situated cognition 

constitutes a genuine alternative to the traditional or mainstream cognitive science 

whose defining characteristics are solipsism and formalism. These features make this 

volume an introduction to frontier issues in cognitive science and philosophy of mind, 

a resource for understanding updated research on situated cognition, and a thought 

provoking text for a graduate seminar in philosophy and cognitive science. 

Historically, the study of situated cognition was situated in a larger intellectual 

context. No sooner than cognitive science established its identity as computational 

modeling of cognitive processes in 1980s did the demand for its revision begin. This 

demand quickly grew into an intellectual movement consisting of three currents: 

returning to the brain—the ideas of neural architecture and network processing, 

returning to the body—the ideas of embodied cognition embracing the idea of enacted 

cognition, and returning to the environment—the ideas of environmentalized 

cognition embracing the ideas of embedded and extended cognition. The Cambridge 

Handbook of Situated Cognition is edited with the intent to aggregate these trends 

into a unified intellectual movement. As the editors of this volume claim in their 

introductory essay, at the heart of research projects focused on situated cognition is 

the picture of the mind that a cognitive activity or process depends on the situation or 

context in which it occurs, whether that situation or context is the brain, the body, or 

the environment. In this sense this volume provides an indispensible guide to the 

available theories and controversial issues concerning the new trends in cognitive 

science.  

This volume attempts to present situated cognition as a holistic conception of 

cognition, which focuses on the contextual, dynamic, systemic, open, nonlinear, and 

nonlocalized aspects of the mind. Contributing articles are arranged in two parts, 

“Conceptual Foundations” and “Empirical Developments.” Philosophical readers will 

enjoy interesting and inspiring discussions on the debate about extending traditionally 

dominated intracranial model of studying cognition and mind to transcranial levels, 

on the issues about transcending the traditional notion of human knowledge as merely 

an internal property of individuals, and on the topic that cognitive processes in 

particular and mental processes in general may be dynamically expandable. The 

readers may also be provoked to entertain the idea that cognitive systems in particular 

and mental systems in general may be decentralized, the thought experiment on 

reforming the notion of cognizer that blurs the subject-object distinction and detaches 
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from the idea of the self, and the hypothesis that unifies cognition with action in the 

way that cognition would no longer be viewed as something that goes on in the mind 

and then directs behavior that goes in the world. Cognitive scientists will enjoy a 

variety of overviews written by foremost scientists on sensation, perception, spatial 

cognition, concept, memory, representation, rationality, learning, language processing, 

semantics, problem solving, rational decision, consciousness, emotion, and social and 

cultural cognition.  

The reader will find multiple notions of and approaches to situated cognition in 

this volume, almost a different one in each of the articles. The multiplicity of notions 

and approaches signifies that the theory of situated cognition is far from mature or 

unified. At the current state of the relevant researches, a theory of situated cognition is 

at the best a significant extension of, rather than a radical alternative to, traditional 

computational model of cognitive science that construes cognition as starting with 

sensory inputs at skin and culminating in representations. Let’s call the proponents of 

situated cognition the situationist, whether they are scientists or philosophers. 

Situationist claims about the extension take two forms: the weak or scientific form 

and the strong or philosophical form. The researches in the weak form are attempts to 

extend the traditional parameters of cognition to incorporate what are traditionally 

considered as contextual variables that link intracranial processes and states with 

aspects of the physical and social environment, for examples, bodily states of 

sensorimotor, adaptive drives of action, functional properties of tools and equipments 

that are indispensible for accomplishing a cognitive task. The scientific researches 

exhibited in this volume seem to have followed this line of thinking. For their claims 

don’t go beyond the conviction that cognition is context-dependent and in this sense, 

situated.  

Philosophical studies of situated cognition, on the other hand, tend to take 

stronger a stance in extending the traditional computational model of cognitive 

science, viewing situated cognition as a cognitive extension of the mind into brain, 

body, and the world. Here by cognitive extension they mean that both cognitive 

processes and cognitive systems are extended. It has been argued that a computational 

theory of the mind be expanded to accommodate the idea that cognitive processes can 

be extended beyond the skull in the sense that intracranial computational processes 

can be extended to include the processes of sensorimotors, embodied actions, and 

physical devices. Carrying this argument one step further, a system whose operations 

play part in the function of computing is an integral part of the whole system that 

accomplishes the relevant cognitive task and in that senses it is an integral part of the 

cognitive system. The situationist argument may also go in the reverse way. For 

example, it has been argued that if the intracranial system is compelled to be coupled 

with bodily and environmental systems in order to accomplish a cognitive task and if 

such a coupling is harnessed, then the cognitive processes are extended. 

Is the mind thereby extended when both cognitive process and cognitive system 

are extended? The philosophical situationist seems to suggest that a system that 

possesses both intracranial properties and transcranial properties would mean an 

expanded mind. On this reformed notion, the mind is so dynamic that it is expansible 

and contractible, that is to say, the mind may expand to aggregate transcranial 
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systems that are indispensible for accomplishing a cognitive task as in the case of 

perceptual cognition and it may contract back into intracranial systems as in the case 

of self-reflection. This is a radical move. However, the situationist has not gone far 

enough to address the issue about what is traditionally assumed the center of 

consciousness or the cognitive self or simply the cognizer. Here the computation 

analogy lost much of its thrust. An extended computational process does not 

necessarily entail an enlarged central processor. Does the cognitive system consisting 

of both intracranial and transcranial systems have a center that operates cognitive 

processes? What is it that observes, inspects, determines, and exploits transcranial 

resources and that recognizes and utilizes the computing results? These seem to be 

hard questions for the situationist who attempts to embrace the notion of extended 

cognition. The Cambridge Handbook of Situated Cognition does sharpen the issue 

though it does not offer a focused discussion on this issue. 

As it is quite obvious that the notion of situated cognition presented in this 

volume relies heavily on the ideas of cognition as embodied, enacted, embedded, 

distributed, and extended operations, the readers who are interested in philosophy of 

cognitive science may be intrigued to see how these new trends in cognitive science 

are related. It should be noted that the situated cognition movement initially emerged 

a cognitive science variant of contextualism, a response to traditional theories of 

cognition that tend to ignore the context of fulfilling cognitive tasks. The concept of 

situatedness and that of the embeddedness used to be so much alike that they were 

once treated the same in literature, for example, in The MIT Encyclopedia of the 

Cognitive Sciences. However, The Cambridge Handbook of Situated Cognition goes 

much further than demanding contextual validity of cognitive studies. Its main 

concern is not merely whether contextual parameters should be appreciated by 

cognitive sciences; but rather it is whether the dualism of being and the world, 

organism and the environment, cognition and action, etc. as a scientific paradigm and 

the solipsism as a research strategy should be abandoned. Consider the fact that some 

cognitive tasks (calculation, memory, etc.) can be off-loaded onto the environment. 

The cognitive process seems to be distributed among intracranial and transcranial 

systems. Here sensorimotor activities and processes play a pivotal role. Thus, the 

brain, the body, and the environment are not merely situations or contexts. This 

scenario shows that the notion of situatedness must work with those of embodiment, 

enactedness, and extendedness in order to overcome dualism and solipsism. But it 

doesn’t mean that situatedness generalizes the other concepts. 
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